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DIVISION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN'S SPORTS

at Division for Girls and Women', Sports ts a nonprofit etivsatrona! °rpm/anon dcsig ied to serse the needs anti interests of administrator,. teachers leaders and participants in sports programs
for girls and women It is one of eight divisions of the Antentan
Association for health. Physital I duration and Re.reanon Actie
members of the Disision are women members of the American
Association for Health. Ph 3,slt.al I dmMon and Recreation who are
interested in sports for girls and women and ho participate in the
work of the Division I hese women are professional leaders in
military
schools. colleges, community centers. indostnal
ser.n.es. public and ['Mate clubs and agencies

he purpose of the Division for Girls and Vs omen's Sports is to
foster the development of sports programs for the corn. hment of the
life of the participant
Hie Division for Girls and Women's Sports attempts to promote
desirable sports programs through
ormulating and publicwing guiding multiples and standards for
the administrator. Rader official and play er
Publishing and interpreting rules goserning sports for girls and
2
w omen

Prosiding the means tor training. ',.saluanng

and

rating of

officials.
..issenunating information on the tonduo of girls and women's
4D
sports.

8,

Stimulating. es ablating and disseminating research it the held of
girls and women's sports
Onzanumg various units of AAUP! R concerned primarily' with
girls and women's sports iv order to exert eff.Ltise leadership
and or
Sharing in the interests of other A ADP! R ilmsioris
sett ions it pronict mg sports programs
( ()operating with allied groups interest d In girls and women"s
sports in order to formulate policies ..nd odes that affes the
tondos( of women's sports

DIVISION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN'S SPORTS

SPORTS GUIDES AND OFFICIAL RULES
COMMITTEE
INTEREST INDICATOR

I he SGOR Committee
to broaden its base of
personnel and to strengthenis endeavoring
its services to Grath

readers 1 he
purpose of this form i% to offer readers
meeting this need Please complete thisan opportunity to Join us in
form and send it to the
SGOR Associate (

hairman-elect. whose name and address appear
on

page 16
Name

Professional Address
(Hy

State_

Zip ( ode

1. ( heck the Sport ( ommittee(s) which
would be of interest to
ou
_ Aqualks
laid Hockey
Archer.
Badminton
Basketball
Flouting
',ruing

Softball

Golf
Gvninastscs
Lacrosse

--lerims

Track and I recd
Volleyball

_ outing Activities
Fading

_ Minter Sports
_ Soccer
2 Would you like to serve as a member
of a Sport,. Guide Committee of your interest)
No
3. Would you consider submitting Yes
an article to a Guide Committee
as a prospective author"
Yes

No
Possible topic or title
4. Can you suggest topics for articles which
included in future Guides' {Please indicate you would like to have
sport /
5. Are there others whom you would
recommend for consideration
as possible committee members or authors?
Please indicate below.
(Use additional paper, it necessary.)

Name__
Professional Address__

City_

_

Sports ('ronnuttee Member

Sporttst___
State_

Zip ( ode_

Prospective Author

,

___

(C) 'ck one)
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OGWS STATEMENT OF BELIEFS
We belu ie that opportunities for instruction and participation in
sports should be included in the educational experiences of every
which we live.
girl. Sports are an integral part of the culture in
Sports skills and sports participation are valuable social and recreational tools which I1W, be used to enrich the lives of women in our
society,
We believe that sports opportunities at all levels of skill should be
available to girls and women who wish to take advantage of these
experiences. C ompetition and cooperation may be demonstrated in

all sports programs although the type and intensity of the competition will vary with the degree or level of skill of the participants
and
An understanding of the relationship between competition
cooperation and of how to utilue both within the accepted framework of of r society is one of the desirable outcomes of sports
participation.

We believe in the importance of physical activity in the maintenance of the general health of the participant
We believe that participation in sports cortributes to the develop-

ment of self-confidence and to the establishment of desirable
interpersonal relations
For these reasons, it( believe that girls and women of all ages
should t e provided with comprehensive school and community

programs of sports and recreation. In addition, they should be
strongly and actively encouraged to take part in such programs
PROGRAM

We believe that sports programs for girls and women should he
broad sailed and planned for participants at differing levels of skill
I here should be lull awareness of the wide span of individual differences so that all types, ages, and skill levels are considered in the
phases of
planning of sports programs. In conducting the various
sports programs, princmles must guide action, "I hese principles
should be based on the latest and soundest knowledge regarding
1. Growth and development factors

2. Motor learning
3. Social and individual maturation and adjustment
4. 'I he values of sports participation as recognised in our cult ore.
Elementary Schools (grades 1.6)
We believe 1ff planned, comprehensive, and balanc:d programs of
physical education for every girl in the elementary program. These
should provide experiences in ba at: movements for example, skipBOWS STATEMENT OF BELIEFS
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ping and simple dance steps, bending, leaching, and climbing and ,n
a wide sanely ot densities which require basic sport skills such as
catching, throwing, batting. and kicking
We believe that intramural sports experiences in appropriately
modified sports activities should supplement an instructional
program for girls in grade, 4, 5, and o, and that in most cases these
experiences will be sufficiently stimulating and competinse for the

highly skilled girl We believe extramural sports activities, it included
in the upper elementary grades, should be limited to occasional play
clays (sports groups or teams cJinposed of representatives from
several schools or units), sports days, and invitational events.
Secondary Schools (grades 7.12)

We believe that in secondary schools a program of intramural and
extramural participation should be arranged to augment a sound and
comprehensive instructional program in physical education for all
Os, xtramural programs should not he organized until there are
broad instructional and intramural programs and a sufficient allotment of time facilities, ind personnel for new programs.
Colleges and Universities
W e believe that college and university
instructional programs
should go beyond those activities usually included in the high sellout
program. I here should be opportunities to explore and develop skills
in a variety of activities, with emphasis on individual sports It is
desirable that opportunities for extramural experiences beyond the
intramural program be accessible to the highly skilled young 40111C11
who wish these opportunities.

Forms of Competition

Intramural inmpetrtton is sports competition in vlue h all
patILIOarts are identified with the same school. commun iv center,
dub, organuation, institution. or industry or are residents of a
designated small neighborhood or community,
/ vtrumural tompetztion is a plan ot sports competition in which
paincipants from two en more schools, community centers, clubs,
olganwations, institutions, IndlIslfleS, or neighborhoods compete
I he forms of extramural competition include
I. Sports days school or sports group participates as a unit
2, Telegraphic meets results are compared by wire or mail
3 Invitational events symposiums,
games, or matches to which a
school or sports group invites one or more teams or individuals to
participate.
4. Interscholastic, intercollegiate, or interagency programs groups
which are trained and coached play a series 01 scheduled games
DGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE

and or tournaments with like teams from other schools, k Ines or
organisations
/lit( rnationizi (4onp titzwi invokes players from different nations
and provides sports experiences for individuals or groups with
C\1eph,ffidl ability and emotional maturity. Ihis type of comp( tillon under some conditions could 'mimic secondary school girls
but asually it is planned for MDR' mature pat tuipants.
C,,r« Peati,m.r/ uc to al( k are designed to give boys and girls oppor-

tunities to participat on the same team against a (Cain of like (.0111
piovided the ak.tk 'ties do not involve body contact The
basis tin formation of team, should be to Nomote good team play

believe that girls should he prohibited from participating ( I) on a
interseho las,ti team, ( 2) against a boys 'Meibuss 'Me:collegiate
a boy in a
We

or Inter, 1101,14 h. team and (3) against
L hedt:kti Iniett OileglaIC or 111h.l)d)01.1,41( corniest

kollegh. le

ADMINISTRATION

should be provided to rote( t
ti e belu se that ,ertaiii sail guard S
and
the health and well-being of participants Adequate health
First aid

insurance prof iron should he secured by the institution
scivikes and eineigency medical kale should he available during all
scheduled mtersk holasti( sports events Qualified rrotesstonal leaders
should ensure a proper period kit conditioning of players, a safe
environment including equipment and facilities, a schedule with a
munner of games. and similar measures
of
We Dello(' that sPotts 0110R/tine should ht the responsibility
should
those vv ho know and use DGWS approved rules Officials
hold tout in ratings in those sports in which rapaq.,s are gy.

We believe that the (nide Jinanilng of girls and %%omen's sports
program, should be Included In the total school budget It is vige
gested that income be handled as a regulai school !monk item.
We believe that the s(iii,/u/rng of sports activities for gels and
winter! should be in accordance with then needs and that thensc h d u le should not he required to conform to a league schedule

established for boy s and men's spoils
We believe that e .cellence of achievement should In given
te(oghttrun am that the intrinsic values which accrue !row the
pursuit of excellence are of primary importance We believe that
w hen avvaids are given, they should he inexpensive tokens of a
such as ribbons, letters, and small pins.
symbolic f.

We Wiese that expert teaching and quality programs generate
their own best pub/u re/atio ,c It is suggested that an ofiet live plan
be developed for interpreting tilt values of the sports program to
parents. teachers in 001C1 fields. and Interested members of the

DGWS STATEMENT OF BELIEFS
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hoop or tollegt

Lommunot, including the press
procedure
%O:r.Ii Ita, motet; suLtessful is to Intik! 1,0 group,
to a selet non ot
demonstrations and sports eseitts at difterent
lesels so that they
ma% set, ettettite programs in action
LEADERSHIP

We h hese that good leadership essential
to the desirable
conduct 01 the sport, program. I heisqu.ditied
leader meets the
standards set b% the profession, intluding
an understanding of t I
the plate and purpose ot sports in education,
dselopment of Lluldren and youth. 131 the (2) the growth and
effet Is of exertist On
the human organism

(41 first aid and actident prevention, (5) underAandin2 of specific skills, and Of sound
teaching methods Personal
experience in organised extramural competition
is desirable 101 the
young woman planning to (
sports I he leader should tome a leader or teat.her ot women's
demonstrate personal integrity and
primary tom.ern for the welfare
of the partittpant
PCLICY-MAKING

And bnalls, we belies that all leaders, teachers,
and coddles ot
girls arid %korner)", sports s Lould he encouraged
in

the polity

to take an RAI% e part

detisions which affect
conducting sports programs for girls andplanning, orgarnium, and
women leaders should
make sure that qualified women are appointed
to the goserrung
sports bodies at all levels loLal, state. national,
and Intel na t lona! to
enNurc that programs are Ill the best interest of
those who paint.mate

10
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STANDARDS IN SPORTS FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN
Standards in sports activities for girls and women should be based

upon the following
be taught, coached,
1. Sports activities for guhs ai.d
and officiated by qualified women whenever and wherever possibit
2 Programs should provide every girl with a wide variety of activities

The results of competition should be judged in terms of beneicts
the ',attic wants rather than by the winning of championships
of the athletic or commercial advantage to schools or organizations.
Health and Safety Standards for Players

Careful supervision of the health of all players must be provided
by

1. An examination by a qualified physician
2 Written permission by a qualified physician after serious illness or
injury

3. Removal of players when they are injured or overfatigued or
show signs of emotional instability
4 A healthful, safe. and sanitary environment for sports activity

c. Limitations of competition to a geographical area Much will
at reasonable hours, provision of safe
permit players to r
transportat
General Policies

St lect the members of all teams so that they play against those of
approximately t he same ability and maturity.
2. Arrange the schedule of games and practices so as not to place
demands on the team or player which would jeopardiie the
educational objectives of the comprehensive sports program,
3 Discourage any girl from practicing wall, or playing with, a team
I

for more than one group wink competing in that sport during
the same sport season.

4 Promote social events in tonnection with all forms of compel'
tion.

STANDARDS IN SPORTS FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN

SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND SERVICE
The various services are offered by committees. All requests for
information of se.vices should be addressed to the chairman of the

committee into whose field of work the inquiry falls. Inquirie-

which cannot he readily classified should be addressed to the DGWS
vice-president

AUDIO-VISUAL COMMITTEE Reviews films, advises on production. provides lists of up-to-date films available for rental or
purchase.

Chwrman JEAN PUTNAM. Central Washington State College.
Ellensburg. Washington 98926
( OMMISSION ON IN I ERCOLLEGIATI
A 1 HUI ICS FOR
WOMEN Sponsors DGWS national and postal tournaments and
establishes procedures for regional development and for sanction-

ing intercollcg :te events CIAW will be replaced by the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women in July 1972.

Chaz, man MALI
MAGNUSSON. Pennsylvania State University, University Park. Pa. 10'02

DIVISION HISTORIAN Maintains file of historical records and
publications which are available on loan.

Pistorian HAZEL PETERSON. Univ. of Idaho. Moscow. Idaho
83483

LIAISON Maintains relationships with allied national sports
organizations

Chairman MILDRED BARNES, Central Missouri State College,
Warrensburg, Mo 64093

NATIONAL INTRAMURAL SPORES COUNCIL A Joint council
of DGWS and DMA to provide leadership to initiate and to
improve intramural programs at all educational levels.

Chairman CATHERINE GREEN. Dept of Intramural Activities,
Univ. of Wash., Seattle, Wash 98105

OFFICIATING SERVICES AREA Tests and rates women officials.
directs policies of local hoards
Chairman CHARLOTTE WEST , Southern Illinois Univ., Carbondale. Ill. 62901

PHILOSOPHY AND STANDARDS AREA States and interprets
standards for girls and women's sports

Chairman JANET A TwooD, Pennsylvania State Univ.. University l'ark, Pa. 16802
PU B L ICA 1 IONS Co
COMMIFF ,
Solicits, receives, edits, and
publishes special publications and produces sports technique
charts.

Chairman. NANCY DAVIS, Skidmore College, Saratoga Springs.
N.Y. 12866
12
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RI. SI ARCH COMMI1 'FE- Carries out special studies, advises on
research problems, edits DGWS research articles.
( !woman DOROTHY HARRIS, Pennsylvania State limy University Park, Pa 16802
SPOR IS GUIDI S AND OFFi('IAl RULES COMMITTEE Revises
and interprets official rules, edits and publishes sports guides and
technique charts.
Chairman BE , FY BROWN. Newcomb College, New Orleans, La
70118
committees for edu-

SIM I CHAIRMEN Each chairman organizes
Lational and informational work within her state. See list
current DGWS Basketball Guile

SFUDINT SPORTS ORGAN IZATIONS Organizational

in

and

program service to GAA's and WAA's maintained through NGAA
Project and ('WS.
St ,
Consultant 131.11Y ELINCHUM, AAlln R, 1201 Sixteenth

N W Washington, D C 20036

Publications

SPORTS LIBRARY FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN see inside front
cover

SHOAL PUBLI( A I IONS see inside back cover.
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DGWS EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
1971-1972

President JoAnne Thorpe, Southern Illinois Univ., Carbondale,

III. 62901

e President-elect Betty Hartman, Kent State
Univ Kent, Ohio
44240

Past Vice President Edith Betts. Univ of Idaho, Moscow,
Idaho
83843
Area Chairmen

Dzstrut and State Services Marilyn Conklin. Connecticut
College,
New London, Conn. 06320
Central. Janet Nuzman, Washburn Univ., Topeka, Kans. 66620
(1971-73)
Elect Ina Anderson, Univ. of Nebraska,
Lincoln, Nebr. 68508
(1973-75)
Eastern Marilyn Conklin, Connecticut
College, New London,
Conn. 06320 (1970-72)
Elect Ann Venezia, Newark State College, Union, N.J.
07083
(1972.74)
ifutiest Lucille Burkett. Shaker flights
Public Schools, Shaker
Heights, Ohio 44120 (1969-72)

Elect Genevieve Itartzler, Jackson High School, Jackson,
Mich. 49501 (1972-74)

a

Northwest Dorothy Dobie, Marylhurst College,
Marylhurst, Ore
9703b (1971-75)
Southern Roberta Boyce Stokes, Miaim-Dade
Jr, College, South
Campus. Miami, Fla 33156 (1971-73)
Southwest Le Ha Ogdm Orem High School, Orem, Utah 84057
(1971-72)
Elect Loye Painter, Logan Junior
High School, Logan, Utah
64321 (1972-73)
',ration Mildred Barnes, Central Missouri
State College, Warrensburg, Nto, 64093 (1971.73)
Officiating Services Charlotte West, Southern Illinois Unrv., Carbondale, Ili. 62901 (1971.72)
Elect Elsie Cobb, North Texas State
Univ., Denton. Texas 76203
(1972-73)

Philosophy and Standards Janet Atwood, Pennsylvania State
Univ ,
University Park, Pa 16802 (1970-72)
Elect Lou Jean Moyer. Northern Illinois
DeKalb,
60115(1972 -74)
14
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Research Dorothy Harris, Pennsylvania State Univ., University
Park. Pa. 16802 (1970-72)

Pub (nations Nancy Davis, Skidmore College, Saratoga, N.Y. 12866
(1971.73)
,411droVrsual Jean Putnam. Central Washington College of Education, Ellensburg, Wash. 98926 (1969-73)
Periodicals Jeanne Snodgrass. George Washington Univ., Washington. I) C. 20006 (1970-73)
Special Publications Judy Devine, Kent State Univ., Kent, Ohio
44240 (1971.73)
Sports Guides and Official rules Betty Brown, Newcomb College,
New Orleans, La. 70118 ( .969-72)
A ism laic Chairman. .1: lice Pearce, Utah State Univ., Logan,
Utah 84321 (1970-7 )
Associate Chairman t b cr Joanna Davenport, Univ. of Illinois,
Urbana, 111. 61801 (1971-74)

Historian Hazel Peterson, Univ. of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho 83483
Student Sports 0 rg a nzzatrors Consultant Betty Flinchum,
AAIIPER, 1201 Sixteenth Su' t N.W,, Washington, D.C. 20036
1)G WS Consultant Mary E. Rek-lad, AAIIPER, 1201 Sixteenth
Street, N.W., Washington. D.C. DO36

Staff Program Assistant Elizabeth Hoyt. AAIIPER, 1201 Sixteenth
St., N W , Washington, D.C. 20036
L2a2S012 Rep,-esentatires from Other Organratrons

Canada. A IIPER, Women's Athletic Section. Margaret Walker.
McGill Univ., 475 Pine Ave. West, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
National Association for Physical Education of College Women.
June Galloway. linty of North Carolina, Greensboro 27412
Other DGWS Structures

Intercollegiate A tliktres for Women
(See page 19 for list of personnel )
Natrona! Intramural Sports Council
Catherine Green, Chairman. University of Washington, Seattle.
Wash. 98105
Gerald Gregory, Chairman Elect, Highland School. Skokie, III.
60076
Carl Pendracki. Past Charrman, Groves High School, Birmingham,
Mich. 48009
Patricia Bonner, Milligan College. Milligan College, Tenn. 37682
Don Cable. Lynchburg College, Lynchburg. Va. 24504
Betty newel, Princeton High School. Princeton. N. J 08540
CI)1721711SS1071
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SPORTS GUIDES AND OFFICIAL RULES COMMITTEE
1971.1972
General Chairman

Betty Brawn, Ness comb ( allege, New Orleans.
La. 70118 .

1969-7,1

Associate Chairman

Janie Pearce. Utah State I no,
Utah 84321 ,

1. ogan

1970-73

Associate Chairman-elect

Joanna Davenport. Univ. of Illinois. Urbana.

lit 61801

1971-74

,

Aquatics

Joanna Midlyng, Indiana Univ
Ind. 49701
.
.

Bloomington,
.

1971-73

.

Archery

Margaret Dnscoll, Virginia Polytechni Institute and
State Univ , Blacksburg, Va 24061
Fie( t Jacqueline Stuck, Northern Illinois
Univ.. Dc Kalb, III. 60115

1970 -72

.......

1972-74

Badminton

colleen O'Connor George. North
Denton, I exas 76203

eras State Univ.,
.

He(' Dons flenderson. Illinois State
limy Normal, III. 61761

.

1970.72
1972-74

Basketball

Nan Nichols, College of Wooster,
Wooster, Ohio 44691

1971-73

Bowling

thel Doeherty. Western Illinois Univ . ;Macomb,
III, 61455

1971-73

Fencing

Nancy Curry. Southwest Missouri State College,
Springfield. Mo. 65802
16

1971-73
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Elect Mary Ileineeke. Lawrence
Appleton. Wis. 5491 I

1971-73

Field Hockey

Mary Lou 1 homburg. Bridgewater State College,
Bridgewater. Mass. 02324

1970-72

Salem,
1. lets 1. ran Ramser. Roanoke College.

1972-74

Va 24153 .

Flag Football

Carolyn Ilewat I. limy of Texas. Austin,
1 exas 78700

filr

;

.

.....

.........

fvf..ry (.;race Colby. Univ. of Santa Clara,
inta Clara. Calif. 95053

1970-72
.

1972-74

Golf

Dodd y Michalson. 2103 Upper Dr.. Pullman.

Wash. 99163 ....

..................

Eic(t Andrea Ilauge. Lockhaven State ColkT,e,
Lock haven. Pa. 17745

1971-73
1973.75

Gymnastics

Lu Wallace, Brigham Young Univ.. Provo,
Utah 84601

1971.73

Lacrosse

Jacqueline Pitts, Sanford School, llockessin,
Del. 19707
Elect Agnes Bixler,:-unny 111115,
.
Hockessin, Del. 19707

1970-72
1972-74

Outing Activities

Mildred Lemen. Indiana State Univ.. Terre
Haute. bid. 47802

1971-73

Soccer

Keturah Cox, Queens College. Flushing,
N.Y. 11367
/sleet. Dolores Faber. Nassau Communny College.
Garden City, N.Y. 11533

1970-72

.

Softball

Dorothy Dohic. Marylhurst College.
Marylhurst, Ore. 97206
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Speedba!I

Sarah J. I-rba ugh, Purdue Limy..

Lafayette.
Ind 47907 .
.
Lie( t Barbara Lundy,
Montrose Iligh School.
Montrose, Mich. 48457 ,

.....

1970.72

.

.

Squash

1972-74

Betty Brown. Newcomb College,
New Orleans,
La 70118
Her r Marigold I d wards,
Uwe, of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213
.

1970-72

.

1972.74

Tennis

Mimi Knight, Boston-Bouve;
Northeastern
Limy , Boston. Mass. 021 i College,
5 ..
.
.
1: le( t Patricia Sherman.
.
State Univ. of lol4a,

1970-72

.

Iowa City Iowa 52240.

1972-74

Track and Field

Donms I hompson. Urns' of Hawaii.

Honolulu 11,1W,11196822
Volleyball

Lynne Higgins, Illinois State timer

Normal. 111. 6! 761
Winter Sports

.

.....

1972-74
,

1971.73

Joanne Washburn. Washington State
Univ.,
Pullman. Wash. 99163
1971-73
Past Chairman

Nancy Chapman,

ADVISORY
State Univ.. Normal, Ill 61761

Officiating Services Area Representative

Charlotte West, Southern Illinois
time Carbondale, III 62901
Consultant

Mary L. Rekstad, AMIN' R. 1201
Sixteenth St , N W Washington.
Dk. 200 36
Staff Editor

Constance G. Lacey, AA HIT R. 1201
Sixteenth St., N W., Washington, D.C. 20016
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COMMISSION ON INTERCOLLEGIATE
ATHLETICS FOR WOMEN
1971 1972
Commissioners

Commisoon C'hairman, 105 White Bldg.,
LUCI IAA MAGNUSSON, University Park. l'a 16802
l'ennylvania State limy
Conrynissamer for National ChunzpionsIztpv,
CAROL! OGLESBY,
Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Ind 47907 Regrow/Development. SyraDORIS SOLADAN'. Cononisszoner jot
,..use University. Sy racuse. N Y. 13210
Commussiorier for Sanctiontng, Univ. of Oregon,
13I.CKY SISLEY,
iigene, Ore. 97403

SPORTS ADVISORY

COMMITTEE FOR NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

Badminton

College, New Orleans,
Mitrman 131-171" BROWN, NewLomb

La.

70118
College, ast
BARBARA BURRIS. ast Stroudsburg State

burg. l'a. 18301
MA RGA RhT

Caliton»a Stmt. College. Long Beach 90801

Basketball

Um 1)cKalt'.
I OU Jh AN \MY( R. Northern Illinois
o0Oli
III (1761

Chairman

JILL HUTCHISON.

Illinois State Univ . Normal.

CAROL I:MAN, West Chester State College,

West Chester, Pa

I 9380
Golf

('lunrman
02176

B A R13A R A SA N hOR I)

71

I lin St., Melrose, Mass.

Athens, Ga. 30601
hl I/,ABI III MITP111 Y. University of Georgia,
I as Cruces, N.M. 88001
1:A VI

MARY

(IA R I, Nem., %Alec) State finis
San Diego, Calif. 92115
AVI , San Diego Slate ( onege.

Gymnastics
Provo, Utah
('(airman LU WA IL ACI., Brigham Young University.

84601

FOR WOMEN
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LLIZABL1

HANI EY Pennvkama

Park, Pa. 16802

CHA RE'S JACOBSON
50316

State Urns ersay. Culver tty

Grand Vic% College. Des %loins's. Iowa

Swimming

Chairman

13I It !HAMA 1 A1RBANKS
Henrietta N Y
MONA Pt (RINI( R A

I 2o-6 C.retn 10or

t
1 (lupe 1r1/
MARY WOL V1-1( I ON t nip t (
,thumati
( monnall Ohio
VANI)F12131( K. 11111101. State t;nwer<at

I

Normal 61761

Track and Field

hairmun
61801

NI L I

l'IGGY GA/1 1 ii
Wash. 99004

NANCY I AY,

JA( htiO\
1 aNtern

t

y

r1,a11,1

ashitirton St,ite

(

ut I ennessee K tio \,111e
I enr

I0

Volleyball

Chairman. ROBLIO A BOY(I Si OK LS,
Mian»-Dade Junior Coliege
South ('ampus. Miami 1-1a 33156
MA RUM.; MAWSON, t
ersit) <il KJIIS.IN. Lawrence,
66044
Kama..
ANN I I ECK, Califmina Stale ( °liege, Long
BeaLli 90801

Publicist for National Championships

JOANNA DA VI. NPOR I t niv of Illinois
l rh,,o,, lit 61M)1
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DGWS SOFTBALL COMMITTEE'
1970-1972
CONNIE CEALISSi N, Chairman. Univ of Nebraska, Omaha 68101
DORO i IlY DOBIE, Chairman -elec t. Mary Ihurst College, Marylhurst,
Ore. 97036
JEAN ANN NIUSR, Past Chairman, Arrowhead High School,
Ilait;and, Wis. 53029
DIANE HALPERIN, Si. Paul Public Schools, St. Paul, Minn. 55343
SHARON IRWIN. (Bibliography), Frostburg State College, Frostburg, Md. 21532
('HARL1 EN KAHN-. Adams State College, Mimosa, Colo. 81101

1' SEAMAN, (AudioVisual). Indiana Univ., Bloomington

JA

47401

CAROL SCIIUNK, Unix of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio 45239
JUDY SIDI RS, Nebraska School for the Deaf, Omaha 68101
JIMMIL LOUIS SMITH, Huguenot High School, Richmond, Va.
23'25
DUI WA 1 SON, Moorehead State College, Moorehead, Minn. 56560
ADVISORY MEMBERS

:Issotiate Chairman of Sports Guides and Official Rides Area
NANCY ClIAPMAN, Illinois State Univ., Normal 61761

Chairman of Softball I Laminations and Ratings Committee
I .

ANNE PAYNE. Northern Illinois Univ.. De Kalb 60115

Chairman of Softball Prim iples and Techniques of °flu:wing
C'ommit fee

BARBARA WADDELL. Pekin Community High School, Pekin,
ill. 61554
WS Reprcientatirci to FMCS
College, East
I OREN RAMSEY, Dirkson Hall, Illinois Central
Peony 61611

I Guide material prepared by the 1970-72 Cormilit tee
OWNS SOFTBALL COMMITTEES
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BOWS SOFTBALL COMMITTEE'
1972 - 1974

DORM IIY

Chatiman, Nlarylhuist

Oreg. 97036

( °liege, Marylhurst,

CONNIE CLAUSSUN, Past Chanman. limy at Nebraska at Omaha,
Omaha 68101

SALLY GUERE'll h, Ulm. ui Y ermont. Burlington 05401
IRMA 11.,NWIL, Oregon College of Education, Monmouth, Oreg.
97361

MARLENE PIPER, Portland State thin., Portland. Oreg 97:07
GLORIA RODRIQUI ;Z, Univ. of Northern ( olorado, Cheeky
80631

JOANNE SARIT, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison 53706
CAROL R. SCHUNK, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio
45221

1. IMOGENE TURNER, Idton Jr. high, Milton, Del. 19968
SUE HICKS, Adirondack Community College. Glens Falls, N Y.
12801

M. NADINE ZIMMERMAN, Northern Illinois Univ., DeKalb 60115
ADVISORY MEMBERS

Associate Chairman or Sports Guide and Official Rule's Area
JANICE PEARC1. Utah State Univ., Logan 84321

Chairman of Softball I:win/rations and Ratings Caninntree
LORENZ; RAMSPY, Illinois Central College, Fast Peoria 61611

Chao-man of Softball Prourples and Techniques of Offloating
Committee
ELSIE W
46239

,

Franklin "I imp. Jr. High School, Wanamaker, Ind.

DGWS I?epresemative ter IJRCS

LORENE RAMSPY, Illinois Central College, Last Peoria 61611

Material for 1974-1976 Guide to be prepared by 1972.1974 committee.
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THE INTERNATIONAL JOINT RULES COMMITTEE
1971
ON SOFTBALL
OFFICERS

Chairman GUORG1 ('ROB, Bo% 275 1.1wabeth. N.J. 07207
I ice Chairman FRID 110FM1 \N, YMCA. St. Joseph, Mo 64501

Sec re tary-1 reasurer A T. NORN, P 0. Box 11235, Coral Ridge
Station, Ft. Lauderdale. Fla. 33306
REPRESENTATIVES

Aationat fleoeation and Pinks .1 io union A ',BURT BISHOP,

Depart meut of Recreation. P. 0. Box 305. Marietta. Ga. 30060
Amarcio SoPhall A ,cmyrtion DON I POR I R, 4515 N. Santa e
As.e , Oklahoma ( ity. Okla. 73125
AnieHian sso(ialion for Health, 1'h} sisal tdocallall. and It cereanon GFORG1 SF ')HOUSE. 1380 I. 6th St , Cleveland, Ohio
44114
( 11111M1 i RFD HOFFMAN. YMCA. St
?ming .lien's Chilstian
Joseph, Mo 64501

Prri,ion lor Girls and Women's Spoils of A.IIIPER LORNI

RAMSY Illinois Cential College, P. 0. Box 2400, East Peoria,
Ill. 61611

National Industrial Recieation A sun union HOWARD IIONAKTR,

aultless Rubb Co , Ashland, Ohio 4480'i
International Softball Pedtialion ISM AI I 1)1.1 GADO. Box 2464,
San Juan. Puerto Rico 00903
Japan Softball Association JIRO IWANO, 1195-1 Nano Shm/e-Cho,
Nishinomiya. Japan

Softball Fed(lation of Mexico JOS ANZORTNA. Avenida Juarei
14.405, Mexico, I) F
MEMBERS AT LARGE

LARL CARMICIIAL, City Hall, 1500 Warburton, Santa Clara,
Calif. 95000
EDWARD C. C1.01 I , Cincinnati Recreation Commission, 4031
Reading Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45229
THE INTERNATIONAL JOINT RULES COMMITTEE ON SOFTBALL
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GFORGF CRON, Box X75.1 hiabeth, N .1 07207
LOU HAMIL ION, Superintendent of Recreation.
050 I
brand Ave.. San Antonio. 1 ex -78212
CARL P.
1 Y 1712 N. 53rd Si .. Omaha, Nel,r. 08104
W. W KFI !IAN, P. 0, Box 872. Pasadena.
lex. 77501

MOIL N'OORI
"I

Iitldei-

Superintendent ol Recreation Clearwater, hIa

33500
A

.

. NORI N. P 0 Box 1 i 235, Coral Ridge Station. 11
Lauder

da e, Ila. 33300
AN

W 1'1 N
RCAS I. Box 2010. Sheridan Park St Bremerton
Wash. 08310
MA"() PI F ('MAN, Recitation
Department, 3140 10th St N
Washington, D.0 20000

RR

SI RI-M1 L. 411 1- 10th St.. Hutchinson, Kam
07.301

AIAW HANDBOOK

A handbook of policies, and interim op!rat
mg pro Mutes of
the new Association
lot Intercollegiate Athletics for Women is
now available
It

contains statements on the \tincture,

purposes and membership of AI AW, policies and procedures
for DGWS national intercollegiate championships,
and santioning information A schedule of 1071-72
the following sports is included badminton,championships in
basketball, gull,
gymnastics, swimming, and diving, thick and field,
and volleyball I his booklet replaces the
Pro«q/4/Ts ftu WI men's
Intercollegiate ,1 thlem Lvents,Cachet
which is no longer avallabl,.
1071 32 pp (243 25228)
SI 50 No discount on quantity
orders
74
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Try A Little Slow Pitch
CAROL J. SMITH

Carol Smith received her B.S. and M.S. degrees from Indiana
ui,.:.ersity, Bloomington. She played in sevetal A.S.A. Nation
al Women's. Slow Peer: Softball Tournaments and is currently
teaching at Metcalf Laboratory School, Illinois State University, Normal.

There is a thrill in playing a good game of softball, whether it is
fast pitch of slow pitch. Slow pitch is an action game fr' : ;i the first

pitch to the last out because the player at the plat., is a hitter, not
just a batter. She has the opportunity to "beat un the ball" and if
she is skilled in place hitting, she can direct t!ie 12-inch ball to an
open area somewhere between the foul line,: and the outfield fence.
Getting a hit is a difficult t' k, however, as infielders and outfielders
specialize in the skills of miming, catching, and throwing. An aggres-

sive, capable fielding team stimulates a feeling of security in its

pitcher by transforming what appear to be well placed hits into outs.
An analysis of the two games reveals that they are both challenging
and basically very similar ii the way they are played.
However, there are fo.ir major differences between fast pitch and
slow pitch softball. These differences are:
1. Pitching The ball must be arched as it h, delivered at a moderate
speed.

2. Batting No bunting is allowed.
3. Baserumung No base stealing is allowed.
4. Players The tenth player is the short center fielder.
Pitching

In fast pitch softball the infielders and outfielders generally rely
on the pitcher to get the batter out through either a strike out or a
poorly hit ball. Since strike outs seldom occur in slow pitch softball,
the players are alert to completing the plays and retiring the side
themselves.

Pitching regulations for slow pitch require that the pitcher pre-

sent the ball in front of her body while having one foot on the
pitcher's plate. Ile ball is then delivered at moderate speed on the

first forward underhand swing of the arm past the hip. Before the
ball reaches the strike zone, which is between the batter's shoulders
and knees, it must have traveled through an arc of at least 3 feet, and
ascended no more than 10 feet above the ground. Many experienced
pitchers will try to control the ball so that it reaches the maxanum
height close to the batter and descends across the plat': even with her
TRY A LITTLE SLOW PITCH
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back shoulder. This strategy often results in the "hancuffed" batter
hitting the ball up into the air where an easy out can be made.
Besides trying to cut the corners of the plate in delivering the ball
and varying the height of the arc an successive pitches, the pitcher in
a slow pitch game often enhances her effectiveness by causing the
ball to spin in diffeient directions forward, backward, or to the

side

as it approaches the batter. The speed and height of the
pitch are Judged by the umpire who will call a ball on a pitch that
has too little or too great an arc, or give a warning if the pitch is of

excessive speed.
Batting

Because the rules prohibit bunting in a slow pitch game, the hitter
must always take a complete swing at the softball. There is no third
strike rule in slow pitch, nor is the batter given first base if a pitched
ball should happen to touch her.
Baserunning

If a pitcher would like to walk a batter, she informs the umpire
and OIL girl is awarded first base automatically. Once a player has
been

Vk

Red, she must maintain contact with Ow base until a

pitched ball reaches the home plate. She may proceed to the next
base when a ball is hit into fair territory.
Players

Usually, if the ball goes behind second base in the infield .t will
be fielded by the tenth player, the short center fielder. This versatile

player has the opportunity to get the runner out at first with a
quick, accurate throw. She is in an excellent position to assist in
making some double plays and often times is the player who takes
the relay throw from an outfielder near the fence and whips the ball

to the catcher. Several situations during the game may call for tier to

serve as a fourth outfielder by changing her position and playing
right or lest center field if a power hitter comes to tae plate.

With the exceptio of the four points mentioned earlier, slow
pitch and fast pitch r itball are very much alike. Whether the ball is
tired across the plate in fast pitch, or lobbed to the batter in slow
pitch, the name of the game is softball. Offensive strategy involves
getting on base and scoring, while defensive play involves making
outs and eliminating runs. Both games require 60 feet for base paths,
40 feet for pitching distances, and seven innings of play. Other similarities include uniform styles, use of coachs' signals, type of equipment (I2-inch ball ), scheduled league games, and sponsorship of
national tournaments by the Amateur Softball Association of Amer26
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Ica. Over 50 highly skilled teams from across the United States compete each Labor Day weekend for the National Women's Slow Pitch
Championship. Additional information may be obtained by checking

the official rules of the International Joint Rules Committee ,n

Softball.
For thousands of girls and women, slow pitch softball is an excit-

ing amateur activity that can be played for fun, exercise, and personal satisfaction. Individuals need to be ready physically and mentally for the long season of balls and strikes, hits and outs, wins and
losses, sad moments and pleasant memories. Join them. Give slow
pitch a try and really play ball.

TRY A LITTLE SLOW PITCH
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Tenth Man Theme
CAROL SCHUNK

Carol &hunk received her 13.5. and M. Ed. degrees from Miami
University of Ohio, Oxford. She is currently an assistant professor in physical education at the University of Cincinnati and
a member of the 1972-74 DGWS Softball Committee. She has
25 years experience as a player-coach in slow pitch
softball,
and has coached plajers that have played on World Championship reams
Slow pitch softball is primarily a game of hitting because
the ball
comes in slowly. It is easier for a batter to place hit the ball through

the middle or "in the hole." Thus, a tenth player
is needed on
defense to cut c ff these hits.

The fast pitch game was modified with the intent of shifting
skill emphasis from pitching to hitting and fielding. Therefoie, the
the
ball was pitched with an arc to make hitting easier, and
another
player was added to the team to complete the defense.
Slow pitch
was at first intended as a recreational game foi the average
or less
than average skilled fast pitch player, but has become
a challenge to
the highly skilled as well.
Positioning as an Infielder

In softball, the beginner (fifth or sixth grade girl)

best taught to
play the tenth p .bon as a part of the infield. The is
hitting
this age group lends itself to using a five player infield. power of
Lack of
strength in the wrists and

shoulders causes most hits to be grounc,
balls or line drives.
Because she is only three feet behind second base, it
is advisable
to teach the short center to cover second on all infield plays
(Figure
1). In beginning situations, many outs are made at second base.
As
the tenth player develops, she can be taught to back
up the play of
the short stop or second baseman and then move to cover
the base.
Some skilled teams will also use their tenth player as an infielder.
These teams have the game down to a science and have studied
opponents' hitting and baserunning habits. When a teani has their
an opponent with fast baserunners, its best chance to make
a double play
is to move the tenth player close to second base so no
time
waiting for the second baseman to get to the bag for the tag andis lost
spin
for tha throw to first. A skilled team may also know an opponent's

habit of getting base hits through the middle, and use the tenth
player to close up the
28

opening. As a result the three outfielders must
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have great speed to cover "Texas league" hits and close the gap
between fielders.

Figure 1. Position of tenth player as an infielder.

Positioning as an Outfielder

In leagues using long ball hitting, the tenth player is moved to the

outfield. A skilled team in such a league is willing to give up the
single m order to cut off the extra base hit. The tenth player is
moved to the right or left of the center fielder and has the characteristics of an outfielder (Figure 2).
TENTH MAN THEME
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Figure 2. The tenth player as an outfielder (right-handed batter)
Positioning as a Rover

1 he tenth player is usually used as d
(Figure 3). The short
center fielder plays to the shortstop siderover
of second
handed batters are up and to the first base side base when right
batters are up. The second baseman or shortstop when left handed
covers second on
double plays and throws from outfielders. The
these two players and closes up the gap behindshort center backs up
generally a good positioning rule for recreational second base. This is
leagues where each
tram is played only once.
In skilled leagues, it
is
the
responsibility
of
the
short center to
watch the opposing team in batting practice and
habits. She should take this knowledge to the to remember hitting
field with her and
position herself accordingly as each batter conies
may play one batter close to second base and theto the plate. She
next as an outfielder. This calls for a skilled individual in this
position.
Characteristics of the Short Center Fielder or Tenth Player

The short center fielder must be the most versatile
player on the
held She should have good infielding qualities
quick hands and
strong, hard throwing
and she should have the speed of an outfielder Probably the most outsta»dmg characteristic
of this player is
the ability to sense the position of the players
behind her and to cooperate with these players inon either side and
30

covering the area.
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LEFTHANDED
BATTER

.1?'

RF

4'

Figure 3. The Tenth player as a rover (right-handed batter.
Dotted line is for a left-handed batter.

TENTH MAN THEME
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It's Catching!
JILL HUTCHISON
Jill Hutchison received her 13.5 degree from the Unworn). of
New Alexzco, Albuquerque. and her M.S. jronz Illinois State
University, Normal. where she is currently an instructor and
softball coach. At present she is the Illinois State Officiating
Coordinator.

Probably the most desired, and yet the most feared position in
girls softball is that of catcher. It offers the excitement of constant
active involvement in the game, while imposing the threat of a swinging or flying bat, a missed ball, or a determined base runner. The

catcher protects the most vital of all bases, home plate, for at no
other base can an opponent score a run. She also covers plays at

other bases, determines defensive strategy, and helps to set the emotional tone for tier own team, In addition to these duties, the catcher

assumes the well-known role of the "other half" of the battery.
flow, then, can one acquire the traits which are characteristic of a

skilled catcher?
Many catchers are so frightened of a swinging bat or a fast pitch
that they position themselves so far behind the catcher's box that
they are ineffective. Beginning catchers should first be impressed
with the importance of protective equipment, particularly the catcher's mask and chest protector. The mask and chest protector contribute as much to a beginner's self-confidence behind the plate as the
successful catch of 1 difficult pop foul. The necessity of adequate
protective equipment cannot be minimized regardless of how experienced or skilled a catcher might be.
Once a catcher, properly protected, has developed enough confidence to position herself with 10 feet behind home plate, she is

ready to attack the next hurdle. Perhaps the most difficult skill for
the beginning catcher is the ability to concentrate on the flight of
the ball from the time it leases the pitcher's hand until it is hit or
caught. It is difficult not to blink as the bat swings only inches from
the eyes. However, forcing the eyes to focus only on the ball is a
mark of a successful catcher.

The faster and more accurate the pitch, the camel the catcher's
job is. Ilowever, with beginning softball pitchers who may be inaccurate, the catcher must be in a position to move quickly and unexpectedly. Thus, the catcher's stance merits further consideration.
The stance is important for two reasons: first, to help block poor,
low pitches; and second, to allow the catcher to move quickly in any
direction for pop fouls, covering, and bunts. A good catcher carries
32
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her weight forward, on the bails of her feet. rather than under her as
in a sitting o= kneeling 1,Asition Supporting the body weight with
the thighs as welt as the test prevents the catcher Iron' resting her
hips on her heels or calves. Also, keeping the heels of the feet as
close together as possible may often stop or slow down low, difficult
pitches that otherwise roll between her feet.
In addition to the mechanical and technical aspects of catching,
there are strategies and teamwork which make good catchers into
great catchers 1 he experienced catcher is the quarterback of tier
team constantly attemnfing to outguess the opponents. Knowing

the strengths and weaknesses of each hatter, Inc pitcher, and her
own defensive team, the catcher is able to call for the correct pitch
each time. However, calling for the correct pitch is perhaps the most
dithcult task for any catcher. Each specitic pitch is determined
largely by the batter, It is important to know what type of pitch
eacn hatter nits well or poorly, which batter is a pull hitter (hitting

the ball deep along third base line), which batter may bunt, or which
batter may be a power hitter (hitting to the deep outfield). These
questions can only be answered after watching the opponents carefully. When it is impossible to scout the opponents in another game
situation. it may be useful for the catcher to scrutinize closely each
opponent's practice swings, and first tune at bat.

Sonic general guidelines may be useful to the catcher who is

inexperienced in calling for specific pitches. For example, It is difficult for a pull hitter or a power hitter to receive full force trom the
bat if the ball contacts the bat near the handle. This shortens the

lever and lessens the resultant power. Therefore, a pull hitter or
power hitter is much less effective if she receives a lamming (inside)
pitch. Likewise, it is more difficult for a right handed batter to hit
an inside pitch to right field than an outside pitch to right field. The
handle of the bat moves through the are of the swing sooner than

the belly of the bat, thus making earlier contact with the ball. "these
basic principles will hold true until the opponents begin to adjust to
various pitches. Again, it is the duty of the catcher to be alert to
each batting adjustment.
After having faced a pitcher once, batters may adjust to certain
pitches or attempt to place hits. Batting adjustments may be accomplished in three ways, all of which siiould be familiar to a catcher.

The batter may open or close her stance to hit the ball to left or

right field respectively. This same principle is applied when the batter steps either toward or away from the plate as she moves into the
hit. Ilowever, a low outside pitch is usually difficult to hit by a

batter who is using an open stance or is stepping away from the
plate, just as a low inside pitch is difficult for a batter with a closed
stance or for one who is stepping toward the plate. The third MC/MS

by which a batter may adjust her swing involves timing. By swinging
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a fraction of a second later than normal, a batter
may place a hit
into right field rather than center field.
only used by highly ckilled batters.

Adjustments in timing are

Once the catcher determines what pitch
communicate her decision to the pitcher. Twoto call for, she must
types of signals are
most common. The various pitches may be designated
by special
signals with the hands, or signals may be called by
the glove to the desired position of a pitched ball andmerely moving

thus allowing
the 'Ditcher to aim at the target. Regardless
of which method is used
to call pitches. the decision is subject to the
desires of each batter
and may vary considerably.
the selection of pitches by any
catcher is only limited by theHowever,
ability of the
As previously mentioned, a catcher is aspitcher.
much a part of a good
team as any other player

on the field. A catcher must attempt to
back up plays by her teammates.
the catcher is responsible for covering plays at first andSpecifically,
third bases.
softball occurs when an infielder fields a difficult A frequent error in
hit and attempts to
throw a baserunner out at first base. An alert
when the ball is hit to position herself behindcatcher is on the move
first base to protect
against an overthrown ball. Likewise, the
catcher can cover throws
made to third base when necessary.
The catcher is, of course, primarily responsible
for plays made at
home plate. Covering home plate may
require that the catcher position herself in such a manner that she can
catch the ball and tag the
runner out all in the same movement. However,
tance that a catcher be coached to play the ball it is of prune imporrather than the
base
just as any other infield player. Playingfirst
the ball
prevents other base runners from advancing
if a ball is missed first
or overthrown.
Although is is usually
that a catcher's greatest asset is her
glove, the importance of athought
catcher's
A good base runner is on the movearm cannot be underestimated.
soon as the ball leaves the
pitcher's hand. Th.s, coupled with theasswing
catcher to wait for the ball and thus gives the of the bat forces the
runner a definite
head start. To successfully prevent a steal, the bast,
catcher
accurate throw as well as a quick release. A good must have an
peg reaches a
baseman approximately calf high and
on the side of a approaching
runner. A high peg can mean the difference
between a successful
steal or an out.
It should be obvious that the duties of the
catches are far more
extensive than just playing cat'Ai with the pitcher.
quarterback dnects his team, so must a softball Just as a football
team. Through proper enthusiastic teaching andcatcher direct her
niques, catching can become the most desired, rathercoaching techthan the most
feared position in softball. The only limitation
to an enthusiastic
learner is her ability and the interest of the
teacher:
34
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Tips for the Beginning Pitcher
FERN GARDNER

Fern Gardner received her B.S. and 11.S. degrees from Utah
State University, Logan. She is a pitcher Jor the Utah Shamrocks softball team which has been the Utah State Champion
and Rocky Mountain Regional Champion. She has been selectShe
ed most valuable player in state and regional tournaments.
at
Utah
State
Untversity.
is presently an instructor
Several basic skills should be emphasized in teaching beginners to
pitch. There are different grips for different pitches, but the beginready to learn t. new pitch.
ner should be taught one grip until she is
and
is
A three fingered grip across the seams good for the beginner.
the
ball
(Figure
I
and
2).
will help to Impart more spin to

Figure 1. The three-fingered across
the seams gr:7

for a left-handed player.

Figure 2. The three-fingered across
the seams grip for a right-handed
player.

Positioning of the Feet

The positioning of the feet on the mound should be emphasized.
her. This
Most girls have a tendency to stand with their feet toPet The feet
wider
stance
encouraged.
should be discouraged, and a
b of forward
should be at least shoulder width apart with the right handed girls.
for right handed girls, and the left toot forward for le`.e
they
This will help to eliminate the extra step they wan( to take as
start their motion.
TIPS FOR THE BEGINNING PITCHER
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Windup

Of the many methods of delivering the ball, there is no moot that
any one is better than any other. The methods to be considered arc
the wiadmill, the sling shot, and the figure eight. Let a beginner use
the one she prefers and is the most natural for her. Atter she has
made her choice, she must work to perfect the delivery. If the girl
cannot make up her mind, start her with the sling shot. She should
not keep changing from one to another.
Delivery

ti

As the back swing is started, the shoulders should rotate so that
the opposite shoulder from the throwing arm is pointed toward the
target. On the forward swing the shoulders rotate, and the step and
arm motion go towards the 'awl together. The ball should be released just as the arm passes the hip, and the hand should be totaled
outward so that at the end 01 the follow-through the palm is facing
upward. After the ball has been released, the trailing leg should leave
the mound and conic forward so that the player is in pation to
field the ball, Younger girls want to leave then back toot on the
mound, and as a result, have vet y poor tollow-through. It they get
in the habit of dragging their trailing leg, it will help them come oft
the mound better.
Atter learning the basic fundamentals of pitching, the girls should
start practicing. The beginning pitcher will find practicing delivery
without a ball very helpful. If she will practice this about 10 minutes
every day, her delivery will become very easy and natural. One reason this method is effective with young pitchers is that they do not
worry about throwing balls and stilkes. They are only concerned
with getting the motion and the step off the mound perfected.
When the pitcher throws a ball, hei fist concern should be control. Throwing at a target drawn on a wall with Limik or marked with
tape will help her develop accuracy. This target should be about 3
feet long and 17 inches wide, similar to the strike zone.
As her control develops, she should try to gain speed. l'his may
be accomplished by speeding the whole pitching motion, more body
rotation and more wrist snap will put speed on the ball.
It should be impressed on the beginning pitcher that pitching on
game days is not enough. She should practice at least three times a

week for IS minutes. When she is first beginning, she should practice
every night.
These ideas lor pitching may seem very elementary, but for the
girl who has never pitched before, the basics are essential and will be
helpful m getting her started pitching correctly.
36
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Strategy for Playing Third Base
BILLIE J. MOORE
VIRGINIA SCHEEL

Univers:1i,
Billi Moore holds a 13.S. degree porn Washburn
Topeka, kansas, and a M.S. degree from Southern Illinois Um-

versa), Carbondale. Presently, she is assistant professor of
physical education at California State College, Fullerton. She
has 12 years of national softball experience.
Virginia Sheet received her R. /I, degree from La Verne College,

La Verne, California, and her M.A. degree from California
State, Los Angeles Currently, she is doing graduate work at
the University of Southern California, Los Angeles

Basic Prerequisites

An important prerequisite to developing an effective third base
stimegy involves the ability to throw with better than average speed
fins is tacilitated by developing a strong and accurate throwing arm.
An individual must develop correct positioning in relation to her
level and playing ability in order to implement any strategies. For
example, playing too close to home plate to compensate for a weak
throwing arm or slow reaction time will not allow as much range or
time to play a ball hit hard down the third base line. In this instance,
the most effective means for covering the third base line area is by
increase
using the backhand (Figure I ). The use of the backhand will
thud
base
area.
It
will
allow
you
to play
your !nobility around the
certain ground balls that are hit toward the shortstop position.
Another MI portant point in playing third base is to keep the ball

in front of you. When you are attempting to play a ball that is

fumbled, recover the ball and try to get the runner out. If you have
kept the ball in frol,f of you and the ground ball is fumbled, make
every attempt to maintain control and avoid a throwing error.
Throws executed from third to first base should be automatic and
that
as routine as possible. A player must continually practice so
each throw is as efficient and effective as possible.
Basic Strategy

An absolute must for any defensive stratt.i,y at third base is to be
constantly alert and aware of the immediate situation at hand. Your
first objective is to anticipate the outcome of any given situation.
For example, within any given play situation evaluate the options
available and decide which are most likely to be used. Be aware at
STRATEGY FOR PLAYING THIRD BASE
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yper

Figure 1. Covering third base by using backhand.

the number of outs and the options the runner on base might take to
score or advance her position.

Some basic situations involve a runner on first, an attempted
sacrifice situation, and an attempted bunt to, a base hit. With a
runner on first always be alert to the possibility of a double play

and make your play on the lead runner. In order to execute this play
more effectively, quickly field and throw the ball in one movement
(Figure 2).
On an attempted sacrifice when the play is to be made at second
base, you should field close to home plate. Again, if you anticipate
the play situation, your starting position should be much closer to
home plate, enabling you to make the play at second base.
One of the most difficult plays involves the attempted hunt for a
base hit. A good clue to remember is to be very observant of every
38
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Figure 2. Fielding ground ball in position to mike throw to second base.

hitter Many will reveal signs that an attempted bunt is in the making. probably the most important factor in predicting a bunt is to
know your opponent's weaknesses and strengths and to be constantly alert to all available clues.
Fielding the Ball

The third base player must be able to field a ball effectively.

"'hen fielding a ground ball, watch it closely and play the ball .o It
can be fielded immediately after the peak of a bounce or just a It
leaves the ground on the beginning of a hop. This again depends on
your position before the play commences (Figure 3).
A rule of thumb would be to play the position that allows you to
cover the most situations effectively. Also, correc, k.ositioning of the
body when fielding the ball is very important. The ball should be
tie'ded in front and to the outside of the forward foot. The body
STRATEGY FOR PLAYING THIRD BASE
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Figure 3. Fielding position.

should be in position to complete the play quickly. Also, fly balls hit
to your area must be covered.
Remember, as the game p ,grosses, fielding positions and situ&
tioas may become crucial points in the game. Cover your third base
line clo2ely, especially if he score Ir. close. An esara base hit might
cost your wain the ball game.
An effectiv, third base player needs to fully understand what her
limitations are. Practice is not enough to effzetively utilize the strategies that are needed. Each player needs to work constantly to improve her skill and her understanding and use of basic strategies. It is
important that each practice includes Lha flanges which help her to
improve techniques and increase her play mg ability.
40
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Tips on Infielding
JANICE R. WILSON

Janice Wilson is currently on the staff at Fort Lewis College,
Durango, Colorado. She receive(' her B.S. degree from Slippery

Rock State College, Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania, and het
M.A. degree from Kent State University, Kent, Ohio.

Along with teaching and practicing the fundamental physical
skills of softball, we must challenge our students' mental abilities. A

student who can catch and throw but does not know what to do
with the ball when it comes to her is of little value as a player.
Basic Strategy

Listed below are a few fundamentals of defensive softball.

I. Every team should, at all times, know the exact score, the number of outs, the count on the batter, and most important of all,
the positions of the baserunners.
2. Before the liatl ditched, each girl should think through what she
will do if the ball is hit in her direction. It may be helpful for
beginning teams to have one knowledgeable girl call out loudly
the number of outs and the most probable play to be attempted
in a gives situation.
3. With less than two outs, a play should be made on the lead runner
when possible.

4. With two outs, make the easiest third out possible.
5. Communicate with one another. Call foi the ball.
Who Takes It?

There are times when two players have an equal opportunity to
fly ball. On pop-ups neat home plate or the pitcher's mound,
for example, it is better for an infielder to catch it. On a fly ball
between the infield and outfield, it is better to have the outfielders
take it since they are moving in on the ball.
catch

The Bootle Play

The double play situation is muffed many times because someone
was not mentally alert. One of the best ways to prevent this is to set
up double play situations during your practice situations. Try thesel
1. Situation. A runner is on fist and a batter hits a grounder to the
first baseman.
Play. First baseman tags the runner first, then the base, thus
making a doable play. If she tags the base first, the batter is out,
TIPS ON INFIELDINC
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but the runner may advance to second base or return to first base
safely, if she is not tagged.
2. Situation. I fly ball is caught.
Play. If tin runner leaves the base before the catch, the
fielder

should dux w the ball to the base the runner just left. If the
.s after the ball is caught, the fielder should throw the
ball low 'sward the base to which the runner is advancing. If
runner

possible, the baseman should straddle the base to force the slide
and tag the runner with the back of her glove to keep from
dropping the bail.
3. Situation. A runner is on first and a grounder is hit to the second
baseman.

Play.

The second baseman throws an underhand whip toss to the
shortstop who is covering second. She, in turn, throws to first
base. This same play is use when a ball is hit to the shortstop,

"4-

with the second baseman covering her bag.
Additional Pointers

Softball is sometimes thought of as a game involving little running

except for base running

chasing balls. This may be true with

inexperienced ball teams, ut if the game is played on a more sop' .ticated level, it inv:,:ves a great deal of running and cooperative
effort to keep the bases covered. Softball should be more of a team
effort than when each player is only responsible for her own position. Ilere are sonic hints wines] may give your team that extra help
in winning the big game.
I. If the catcher misses the third strike bail, she must remember to
throw or tag the batter out when there are two outs, or with less
than two outs, when first base is unoccupied.

2. The catcher should always back up the first baseman when a
double play is started at second base or when there are no
runners en base and a slow grounder is hit to the second baseman or shortstop.

3. In the event of an attempted double steal by runners on first
and third, the catcher should try to prevent the runner on third
base from scoring before worrying about the player trying to

steal second. A good play th.ght be to have the second baseman
move up to the baseline
catch the ball. If the runner from
third goes home, the secc.nt ba -enian immediately throws the
ball back to the catcher. OPierwise, she tags the runner, if he
runner is slow or trying to dr
the throw.
4. Consider intentionally vv t.
powerful batter when there are
runners on first amid thirt,,
Li:an two outs, and a weak hitter
is on deck.
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5. When a runner is moving toward first or third base, and the

baseman has been pulled away to catch the hit ball, the second
baseman or shortstop respectively should cover the base for her.
6. The pitcher should cover home plate on wild pitches and over
throws when the runners are in a scoring position.
7.

If a fast runner, but weak hitter, is at bat with less than two
outs and runners are on base, anticipate a bunt. The pitcher,

first, and third basemen should move in and the second baseman
should cover first base.
8. Be ready to tag the runner who over runs second or third base.

9. When the catcher signals for a pitch-out, the second baseman
should acknowledge the signal. At the start of the pitch she
covers her base for the pick off.
10. Check the baserunners after a foul fly ball is caught. Forgetting
to do so may cost your team a run and, perhaps, the ball game.
In order to field a good team it is necessary to have players who

are skilled in pitching, catching, fielding, throwing, and batting.
llowever, when these skills are combined with mental alertness, the
desire to win, and good sportsmanship, you are well on your way to
a winning season.

TIPS ON INFIELDING
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Run Your Way to Victory
DOT DOBIE

Dot Dobie received her B.A. degree from the University of
Puget Sound, Tacoma, Washington, her M.Ld. degree front
Oregon State University, Corvallis; and her it1.S, degree from
Washington State University, Pullman. She was a member of
the /964 World Championship team and has been named to
several all star teams. At present, she is teaching at Marylhurst
College in Oregon. A member of the 1972-74 DGWS Softball
Guide Committee, Dot Dobie will serve as chairman of the
1974-76 DGWS Softball Guide Committee.

Be daring, be alert, gamble, do the unexpected these are the
key phrases describing good baserumung. llowever, they do not say
"be foolhardy". Remembei 99 percent of baserulining is the responsibility of the runner, a coach cannot do the thinking for her. The
good baserunner will make h,-;r own breaks by thinking ahead, gam-

bling on the extra base, and reacting immediately to the slightest
hesitation or error in defensive play. This is the type of play that not

only wins the game. but addL color and excitement for the spectator.
The baserunner must develop several skills' (ruck take off, quick
stop and return, good reactions, and sliding. The 1,,00d baserunner is
always thinking a base ahead, trying to draw a throw, and generally
daring the defensive player to play on her. Some of these skills will

be briefly discussed so that the baserunner's role may be better
understood.
Hitting

On the infield hit, the batter runs straight to first (outside the

base hne), but will pull up quickly in case of an overthrow. During
the flight to first base, the Ruiner watches the first base coach for
such information as, hurry, hold up, or take a turn for second.
The single, or base hit, requires the batter to move quickly toward first base. Approximately two thirds of the way down the base
path, the runner takes a slight turn away from the field to facilitate
an efficient rounding of the base. (1Ier left foot shcaild be used for
the tag to prevent a change in stride.) Then the runner continues on
toward second base, watching the ball If it is necessary to stop after
rounding first base, she should try to (haw a throw and be prepared
to go on to second if a fielding or throwing error occurs (Figure 1).
44
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Figure 1. Runner's path on a base hit.

Doubles and triples should be run the same as a single. Make sure

that there is a cut out the four to six toot deviation away from the
usual running path). helote -ach base so that the turn can be executed more efficiently. As the runner rounds second or comes to
third, she should watch the base coati' if the ball is behind her. Once

again. she should be prepared to take athantagt. or any lidding,
throwing, or mental eirors made by the fielders (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Runner's path for circling the base.

RUN YOUR WAY TO VICTORY
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Stealing

Once a batter gets on base, her ability to ra..le the defense will

determine how successful she will he in advancing art, lid the bases.

She must be ready to take advantage of every hesitation, mental
lapse, or mistake, as ixt
throws.

is react quickly to each situation and draw

The lead off from a base should be executed exactly the same
way on each pitch, no matter what the runner intends to do. By
leading off the same way, the player will not tip the defense and
prepare them for a steal, bunt, hit and run, or sacrifice play, which
may be the offensive strategy. Using a rockaway start gives the base
runner an opportunity to gain momentum before she actually leaves
the base. (To execute the rockaway start, the base runner places one
foot on the bag with the toe contacting the ground and pointing in the

direction of the next base, in this way the base may be used as a
starting block. The other foot is one step behind the bag and pointing directly toward the next base. This puts the runner in a semicrouch starting position, for greater recoil or a quicker start. The
miler must time the pitcher's action so that she has taken a step
and her foot is leaving the base as the pitcher releases the ball.)

,

7

t

,

Figure 3. Runner's ready position
for the rockaway start,
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Figure 4. Runner's position as
pitcher releases the ball.
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A good base runner will leave the base as soon as the ball leaves
the pitcher's hand and will appear to be going to the next base. She
will get away from the base quickly, and be prepared to come back
quickly. If necessary, she will draw a throw but not get picked off,
then go back into the base away from the throw and make herself
small! If the ball is fumbled, she will go! One who hesitates is lost!
She will watch the ball at all times and be ready to take advantage of
an error on the throw back to th pitcher or the opportunity of a
delayed steal.
Sliding

When stealing or going for the extra base, sliding is a necessity.
On a throw to the base. ! ie slide should be to the side or corner
away from the ball and baseman. The player should stand up immediately and be prepared to go to the next base if there is an error
on the throw. If the play is going to be close, she should slide. One
cannot take a chance on being put out. Once a player decides to
she cannot hesitate or change her mind This is when injury
will occur

The hook (or fade away) and the straight slides are the most
common slides used. If the runner remembers to flatten out as she
goes down, there is little chance of receiving a slide burn For most
base runners, the slide is an automatic reaction to the visual
perception of the action On the field.

Figure 5. Straigh. slide.
17' 31d-2.----

Figure 6. Hook Slide.
RUN YOUR WAY TO VICTORY
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here are some points for the baserunner to remember
1. Watch the base, not the ball. (1 his refers to the batter or baserunner that continually watches the ball even though it may cause

inefficient progress to the base she is attempting to reaoh. She
must ke,p her head facing in the direction of her movement )
2 Watch the runner ahead, do not run her off the base.
3. Look at the third base coach when rounding seLond if the ball is
hit to the right side of the diamond.
4. Consider the throwing ability of the outfielders.
5. Always run outside of first and third base Imes.
6. Play it safe with none out, take a chance with one out.
7. Run behind the player fielding a ball in the basehne. The detense has the right of way.
8. With runners on first and third, do not run mto a tag at second
base
play for the runner on third to score draw the fielder's
attenhon
9. On a three or two Count with two outs go with the pitch
10 Stay on the base until the umpire declares an out or rules the
ball a foul
Remember
do the one \ peLted A player never takes tier eyes
oft the pitch or field of play 1k alert 100 perLent of the time to
take that crtra base
(loud link baserumung, is challenging and Mill'
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The Confident Official
MYREEN LOVELESS

Myr een Loveless is currently teaching at the University of

Nebraska, at Lincoln. She earned her B.S. degree from Brigham
oung University at Plow, Utah. and her M S. degree from
Texas Women's Umrerstty at Denton. She is currently softball chairman for the Lou oln Board of Women Officials

Officiating softball requires More than being able to play the

game. It involves knowing, aceruately interpreting, and enforcing the
rules. Rules must be studied tooroughly enough so that instant decisions can be made correctly and with consistency.
Qualities

A Lon Went of ficial possesses certain personal qualities of which
politeness, courage, flexibility, and emotional stability are the most
important. These traits enable the official to maintain control of the
game and good rapport with the players and the spectators. I he
individual who wishes to be a successful official will continually
strive to improve her officiating. It is to be emphasi7ed that confidence in oft it:idling is not inherent, it is developed by the application
of knowledge of the rules through practice in a game.
Other personal qualities the :deal official should possess are good
lodgment, consistency, and I airness A good official maintains a dignified image without any trace of pompousness. It is important fui
the official to gain the respect of the two opposing teams. I he best
way to earn this respect is to do the job well.
Knowledge

The main responsibility of an official during a game is to conduct
the game as professionally and eft iciently as possible. 1 his is act.oniplished, in part, through announcing the decisions clearly, quickly

and with confidence. In order to do this, it is essential to have a
thorough knowledge of the rules.
When an official is not certain of specific rules, a study sheet or
flash cards should be made to practice with in each area e t difficulty. Some rules such as the third-strike rule and the infield ily rule,
are especially diff icult to learn. The study sheet should list the situaTHE CONFIDENT OFFICIAL
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lion, the rule reference, and the effect
the batter or the baserunner. One of the best ways to learn the on
rules is to make use of the
DGWS Guide Rules Summary section on
page 157. I his chart gives
fast reference to the rule for each
Another useful technique for beginners is to underscore situation.
the rule book. This method not
only helps an official learn the rules, but
also helps her locate them
instantly. Certain situations, such as the appeal
play and protests.
occur so infrequently that the official rule
may be forgot ten.

Practice

Good officiating is developed through
hours of practice. A
novice may find it bei.eficial to begin as many
a spectator and observe a
qualified official. During this observation,
making judgments and calls to herself and the novice may practice
comparing her calls simultaneously with the umpire's The next step
would be to officiate
Practice sessions and intramural games.
Many
public school teachers
are delighted to have apprentice student officials
Colleges and universities also provide opportunities to officiate
intramural games and
offer special classes where the techniques
of officiating are studied
The satist action of doing a rob well helps
morale. Various techniques may be employed to build an official's
in the learning experience. Common difficulties encountered by the
novice official include trouble with the hand signals,
tone of voice, and speed of the
decision. The following methods may
be employed to overcome
these difficulties.
1. Work with a partner, evaluating one
another's calls.
2. Work with an iibtrur for or a qualified
official. Individual instruction is one of the best ways to learn to officiate.
3. Wort in front of a mirror,
using self - evaluation.
4. Use a tape recorder. The voice should be
clear and loud enough to
be heard in the outfield.
5. Use a video trainer television camera.
This provijes an opportunity to make critical evaluations of practical
skills. These cameras
may be available to the public school teachers
as well as college
teachers. They are well worth the time and effort
it may take to
locate and use them.
O. Use a movie camera. This medium provides
tunity to determine the speed of decisions. an excellent opporFilms are especially
useful when they can be viewed in slow
motion.
50
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Evaluation

Constant re-evaluation is essential in developing desirable officiating techniques. This should include both self-evaluation and that
done by other, more experienced officials. This is particularly important for the beginning official in order to prevent the formation of
undesirable habits.
A competent official will continually strive to improve her officiating. The following basic suggestions will promote improvement.
I.

Listen, and look at the play being called. Many decisions must
be based on a combined reaction to sight and sound.

2.

Speak clearly and loudly so that everyone can hear the call.
Avoid softball jargon.

Give the correct hand signals and indicate fair and foul balls
immediately. Keep track of the number of strikes and balls.
State the complete situation before every pitch is delivered.
Give the entire call, "Two balls and two strikes," rather than
stating, "Two and two."
4. Assume a position which allows good observation of the play.
Learn to keep both eyes focused on the ball even if It may hit
3.

the body.
Do not obstruct the catcher from making a play. Be prepared to
move out of the line of throw for any potential overthrow.
6. Cooperate with the other of ficial.
7. Avoid socializing with the players or the spectators.
8. Always be aware of the runners on base and the number of outs.
Anticipate and be prepared for the upcoming play.
Encourage the teams to move quickly on and off the
9.
10. Be friendly but firm, and above all, be consistent.
5.

Ratings

Written and practical examinations must be passed in order to
receive an official rating in softball. More specific information is
listed in the DGWS Glade under the section "Standards fo. Official
Ratings" on page 86.

During the practical examination there are two or three examu.ers present. The number of examiners and their ratings vary, but
the most common and preferred practice is to have three National
officials acting as examiners Each candidate is observed for at least
21/2 innings as base umpire and 21/2 innings as plate umpire. All preTHE CONFIDENT OFFICIAL
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liminary requirements to the playing of the game should be witnessed by at least one of the examiners. After the written and prac-

tical examinations are completed, results are discussed with the candidate. Constructive criticism and evaluation are given.
To receive a National rating, three National officials acting as

examiners must be present. The minimum piaci:cal grade is 85
points out of a possible 100 points. The minimum written grade is
82 points out of a possible 100 points. The muumum average grade
for both the theory and practical examinations is 85 points. Once
obtained, the rating is good for two years The recommended remuneration for a National official is SO plus traveling expenses for a
single game.
Figure 1 (pp. 52-53) shows the rating sheet which is used by the

examiners during a practical examination.
Summary

In becoming a softball of ficial there are many things to consider
1. Do you possess good judgment, consistency, and fairness'?
2. Can you establ.sh good rapport with the players'?
3. Do you have a thorough knowledge of the rules'?

4. Do you continually re-evaluate your own of ficiating pet formance,s'?

S. Can you pass a written

A practical examination'?

Since a beginner does not have the finesse and assurance of a
skilled person, she must be prepared for hard work, diligence, and
practice. When the rules have been learned and the techniques become automatic, then tie level of confidence will increase.
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Lead Up to Softball
CHARLEEN J. KAHRE

Chadeen Kahre is an assistant professor at Adams State College. Almost!. Colorado. She re( erred her B,S. degree from the
University of Omaha. Omaha, Nebraska, and her RA. from
.1danis StG(e College. She has coached and taught softball for
four rears in the Colorado area.

flow can all students share in a competitive game situation and
still learn the basic skills'? This is a question asked by many physical
educators when they begin to plan lessons in softball. The answer is

to use lead up games These games involve fundamental skills and
rules that girls can learn easily. The modified games sh itild progress
to more complex activities that utilize advanced techniques.
Selection of Lead up Games

A high level of interest will be maintained if the girls enjoy what
they learn and play. Therefore. these objectives should be used when
selecting lead up games.

1. They should not replace drills but should Incorporate many of
the fundamental drill patti ;,5 that are used to practice skills.
2. They should be presented in order of complexity, from the easiest to the most difficult.
3 'I hey should be adapted to the ability of the players and the
playing area.
4. They should provide a means of grouping girls for evenly matched
competition.
Purposes of Lead up Games

Lead up games provide the opportunity for each girl to represent
a team and work cooperatively toward winring. Since many schools
do not provide intramural competition. some girls would never have
the chance to be part of a team if only drills were used during a
class. Also, many girls after playing a lead up game will realize how
important skills are and develop an interest in perfecting them
Lead up Games

Beatball Softball. Skills to be learned include. fungo batting.
throwing, and base running.
LEAD UP TO SOFTBALL
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In this game the batter tries to outrun the ball
as the basemen
throw it from one base to another. l'he batter
fielder who gets it must throw it to the first hits the ball, and any
baseman who, in turn,
must touch the base with the ball in her hand,
second baseman, and so on, to home plate. If then throw it to the
before the runner, she is out. If the runner beats the ball gets home
the ball, she scores
a run for her team After three outs, the teams
change places.

Wo/k up or Scrub. Skills to be learned
include. batting, throwing,
and catching.

The player at bat is called scrub. All other
players are numcatcher, one, pitcher, two, first base, three,
ind so on.
I he batter hits the ball pitched to tier and
runs to first base and

bered

back. If she is put out by being tagged at first
base or home, striking
three tunes, hitting four fouls, having a fly ball
caught, or throwing
the bat, she goes to the field and takes the
number
of the last fielder.
Fvery other player rotates down one number
and assumes a new
position. The catcher is the new batter

If the batter gets home
safely, she bats again. Change batters after three
successful runs have
been scored by the same batter.

Hit the Bat. Skills to be learned include. fungo
batting, fielding

the ball, and accurate throwing.

One player is at bat while the other players arc out
m the field
The batter throws the ball up and hits it (fungo hitting),
then she
places the bat on the ground in front of her If no fielder stops

or
catches the ball, she hits it once again. If a fielder does catch
or stop
the ball. she throws it at the bat from the spot where
It the ball hits or crosses the bat, this fielder becomes she caught it,
ter and the batter is now a fielder, If the fielder does the next batnot get the ball
across the bat, the game continues with the same batter
hitting again.
The class should be divided into grottos of five or six girls.
Throw Softball Skills to be learned
include Throwing, catching,

and baserunning.

The object of this game is for the batter to
run the bases without
being put out. It is played like softball except that
the pitched ball and tInows it into the outfield. The the batter catches
fielders then play
the ball as in a regulation game of softball, If a batter
drops the ball
when it is pitched within

the strike zone, she is out. There is no stealing and one point is scored for each run.
Twenty-one Softball. Skills to be learned
includo throwing, catching. and baserunning.

This game is played with the same rules as
L regulation softball
game except that the batter may swing only throe
times to hit the
56
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ball. When she hits the ball, she runs the bases in order until she is
put out. A runner earns points as she passes the bases, first base
earns 1 point, second base equals 2 points, third base earns 3 points,
and a home run equals 4 points After three outs, the teams change
positions. The first team to score 21 points is the winner. Lead up
games will not solve all of the problems leading to well organized
team sport competition. but they can be utilized as one of several
methods of teaching.

LEAD UP TO SOFTBALL
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The Clegg Softball Skill Test
L. IMOGENE TURNER

Imogene Turner received her 11.5. degree from East Carolina
Uldvrsity, Greenville, North Carolina, and her M.A. from California State College, Long Beach. She has served as chairman
of the Delaware DG WS and has been chairman of the Delaware

Board of Women Basketball Officials. She has played high
school, college, and semipro softball and has coached varsity
softball at the humor and senior high school levels. She is currently teaching at Milton Junior High S,hool, Milton, Delaare.

softball is a favorite team sport in the physical education curriculum a, well as in extracurricular activities. In order to arrive at an
objective evaluation of the neuromuscular development achieved by
each student, the teacher must rely to a large extent on skill tests.
however, at the time this article was written, softball skill tests
for girls and women were limited, and additional means to evaluate
defensive softball skills such as infield ability, were needed.
1 he Clegg Softball Skill Test, developed by Dr, Richard Clegg,

professor and chairman, Department of Physical Education and

Athletics of State University College, New Paltz, New York, has the
potential to fill this need. r ..twures the ability of a student to field
a ground ball quickly and throw it accurately over an intermediate
distance to first base.
In a statistical analyse made by the author, this test was found to
have a reliability coefficient of .87; and therefore may be considered

as reliable as any sr -le test with the exception of the throw for
distance. In the smut. study, the test was found to have validity
coefficients of .90± .01 and .88± .02 on two separate test dates
In addition to being reliable and valid, the test is easy to adminis-

ter and when properly oil awed, can be used to process a fairly
large group in one class perioa

The following equipment is needed for the test three softballs.
one stopwatch, two markers or flags, and one scorebook.
The area needed for the administration of the Clegg Softball Test

is the infield of a regulation softball field with the dimensions recommended by the official softball rules, page 113.
The teed area is easily established from existing bases and base
lines. Measure a distance 01 5 yards down the second base line
59
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toward third base and oliwe flag number one Flag number two is
placed on the base line a distance of 5 yards from the first marker.
(10 yards from second base). and a chalk line is drawn between the
two flags ( Figure 1).
To administer the test, a first baseman is needed and for the sake

of expediency, a back up first baseman to retrieve any wild throws.
A catcher is used at home plate to receive balls from first base, and
to supply the person who roll the balls to the subject for the test. A
timekeeper stands near third base with a stopwatch to tune the test
subject and t ) watch for any violations of tes; procedure {Figure 1).
x
5 yds

5 yds

0'
it

X

x4

F iyore 1

4,

Markings used for Clegg Sof !ball Test
Code

X' subject
ground ball
X2 - first baseman
--- thrown ball
X' back up first baseman
X' catcher
test administrator rolls balls to subject
0'
timekeeper
02
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The test procedure is ta:a and simple. A softball is rolled at moderate speed from home plate between the two flags. As soon as the
ball crosses over the chalk line between the two flags, it is fielded
and thrown to first bdse. The subject is allowed to step on or over
the chalk line only during the throw or the tollow-through of the
throw.

Time is started on the stopwatch as soon as the ball passes over
the baseline and ends when the ball is caught by the first baseman or
has crossed over the first baseline. In the event of a wild throw, the
subject is penalized three seconds in addition to the time shown on
the stopwatch.
Lich student iN given three throws or trials which constitute the
test. I he score for the test is de:wed by discounting the poorest

score and averaging the best twe of the three trials.
It is strongly urged that the est subjects be allowed five minute
warm up of throwing a softball, flowed by a description and demonstration of the test before any scores are taken.

AN is true with all new skill tests, the Clegg rest needs more
studies to prove or disprove it. however, the following recommendations can be made as a result of the personal experience of the
author and the statistical mion»ation available at the tune of this

article.

I he possible uses of this test are varied To begin with. it may be
used as a device to differentiate between individu.:ls in a group. It
may be a tool to increase motivation when us:d on a test-retest
basis, or when used as a drill for mbelders, it will show objectively
the day to day increase in the ability of each ind,vidual.
When this test is used to coujunction with th throw for distant e.

it becomes an etlective key to the all mportalt question of posi-

tioning players in the infield and outfield Remember, no test fulfills
its potential it it is used for grading purposes only.
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Battery of Defensive Softball Skills Tests
JACQUELINE SNICK

Jacqueline Shirk is an assistant professor of physuctl education
at the (Jon ersity of Minnesota, Minneapolis She received her

II.5 and M.S. degrees from Drake University. Des Moines.
lolsa, and her Ph.D. from the University of Minnesota. Minneapolis. She has taught softball on both the high school and
college levels. This article is based on information published in
the Research Quarterly.

March 1471)

Skill tests are of value because they can serve a number of purposes. such a:, measuring achievement in skills, grouping players into
tennis. and serving as motivational devices. The following tests were
developed to serve these purposes for college women.

Repeated Throws

Purpose. The purpose of the test is to measure the ability of the
player
I. o align Mrself with an aerial ball

o throw the ball rapidly after fielding it from the air or from the
floor.
Markings. Markings for the test include
1, A line drawn on the wall 10 feet from the floor and Parallel to it
2. A line drawn on the floor 23 feet from the wall and parallel to it
Test. The test consists of four 30 second trials. The student being
tested stands behind the restraining line She is given one practice
throw prior to each trial. Al the starting signal (ready') set! go!). the
student throws the ball at the will (using either an overhand or a
side-arm motion), attempting to hit above the 10 feet line. As the
2.

hall rebounds from the wall, she attempts to recover it either by
catching it in the air or by fielding it from the floor. This is repeated
as many times as possible within the 30 seconds. tier second trial is
taken after all other member% of her group have completed their first
Each throw must be made from behind the 23-toot line If the
student fails to field the ball, she is required to recover it herself, the
only penalty being the loss of time
Sc' ring. No hit is counted if the ball strikes the wall below the
line or if the student step!, on or over the restraining line when
throwing the ball 1 he score recorded is the total number of good
hits for each trail, these scores are then totaled.
BATTERY OF DEFENSIVE SOFTBALL SKILLS TESTS
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Fielding Test

Purpose,

The purpose of this test is to measure the ability of the

player
1. To align herself with a ground ball or a low bouncing ball

2. To throw the ball rapidly after fielding it from a bounce or from
tne floor.

Markings. The markings for tins test include.

I. A line drawn on the wall 4 feet from the floor and parallel to it
2. A line drawn on the floor 15 feet from the wall and parallel to it.
Test. The test consists of four 30 second trials. The procedures
for this test are the same as those for the repeated throws test with
the two following exceptions. the type of throw to be used is not
specified, and the student attempts to hit the wall below the line
drawn on it.
Scoring. The method Of scoring is identical to that for the repeated throws except for the fact that no ball which hits above the
line on the wall is counted.
Target Test

Purpose !'he purpose of tins test is to measure the accuracy and
power of the player's throw
Markings. Scoring areas and dimenswns on the wall target and the
floor target are shown m figur,. I. 'I he wall target is 66 inches square

and its center is 36 inches fro the floor. 1 he colors referred to by

number In figure are as follows five red, four blue (medium),
three
yellow (bright), two aqua (pale), and one black. Note
that a restraining fine is drawn on the floor 40 feet from the wall and
parallel to rt.
1

Test.

This test consists of two trials of 10 throws each. The

subject stands behind the restraining line for all throws. If she steps
on or over this line, a score of zero is given for the throw. The test
allows 2 practice throws before the 10 test throws are taken.
Scoring. Each throw is given two scores, one for the hit on the

wall, and one for the hit on the floor (only the first bounce is
noted) Any hit outside the scoring areas is recorded as zero 'I he

highest possible score for the wall target is 100 (50 per trial) and for
the floor target 100 (50 per trial), making a possible total scow of
200 for the Target Test (100 per trial).

Reliability and validity coefficients for each individual test and
each battery arc presented in table 1
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coefficients for the
Table f. Reliability and validity
softball tests.

Individual Irc

Reliability
('oct ficients

Validity
Coefficients

86
.89
88

.69
.48
63

.88
.86
.82

.75
.70
.74
.71

Os

Repeated Throws Test
. , .
Fielding Test
Target Test . .
Batteries
Repeated Throws, Fielding, and Target

rests .

.

.

.

.

.

Repeated Throws and Fielding Tests
Repeated throws and Target Tests
. .
.
Field and Target Tests .

.
.

84

in one class period.
Alt ho Th. flit. entire hatter/ can be completed
trials each of the Rehalf
of
each
test
(two
it Is recommended that
trial of the
peated Throws and Fie Idnvf, Test, and one 10-throw
Target 'lest ) be given during each of two class periods.

4

Figure 1. Dimensions and target areas for the Target Test.
BATTERY OF DEFENSIVE SOFTBALL SKILLS TESTS
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Softball, Fast and Slow Pitch
Differences*
HENRY MCCOURT

Homy .11 Court is the Mulwest Umpire-In-Chief and hay held
this position Jot 11 sears Ile is also a member of the Mulwest
mimes .1ssostatIon.
Players

Fast Pitch
A !Cain skill consist of 9 players,
Slow Pitch A team shall consist of 10 players, the regular nine
positions, plus a shortfielder.
Binhing
Fast Pitch
Bunting lr chopping down at a pitched ball is legal.

Slow Pitch
The batter is out if he bunts or chops the ball
downward.
3. Base Stealing and Lead Off
Fast Pitch
Baserunners may lead off or steal on the pitch, as
soon as the ball leaves t he pitcher's hand.

Slow Pitch

Base stealing is not allowed. Runners can leave

their bases when a pitched ball has reached or crossed home

plate, or is hit If the batter does not hit the pitch, baserunners inivl -;tu.n
their bases immediately, because the
ball is dead

tut.

4. Pitching
Fast Pitch
The
h is delivered with an underhand motion
with both feet in contact with the pitcher's plate. One step
forward is allowed and must be toward the batter and
simultar ,,us with the delivery of the ball to the batter.
Slow Pitch
Hie pitch is delivered with an underhand motion
at a moderate speed with a perceptible arc, not over 10 feet

in height. One fo( t must be in contact with the pitcher's
plate during the delivery and if a stej is taken, it must be
5

toward home plate.
Illegal Pitch
Fast Pitch
A ball is called on the batter and all base runners
are awarded one base. The ball is dead. Exception if the
batter hits the ball and reaches first base safely and all base
runners advance at least one base, the illegal pitch is nullified and the play stands

Revised Iron:

Sol tba 11, Last and Sloss Pitch Similannes and DM ei en( es,"
1968-70 Softball Garde. by I. A. Ilarris, Ray Jakulnak, Heiman Janke, Inn
McLaughlin.
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batter, there is no advance
Slow Pitch A ball is called on the
dead.
Exception if the batter
of the runners. The ball is
shall
be
called
a strike. If the ball is
swings at the pitch, it
hit, it is in play.
6. Quick Return Pitch
dead, and any action
Fast Pitch No pitch is called, The ball is
is cancelled.
if
A ball is called. The ball is dead. Exception if
Slow Pitch
shall
be
called
a
strike,
or
the batter swings at the pitch it
the ball is hit, it is in play.
pitcher's hand)
7. Pitching Irregularity (Dropping of ball from
pitcher's
hand during Ins
Fast Pitch If the ball slips from the
and

windup or during the baekswing, the ball is in play,

runners may advance at their own risk,
dead.
Slow Pitch No pitch is called. The ball is
8. Strike Zone (SI .ce over the home plate)

it. strike Lone is the area between the batter's
Fast Pitch
batting stance.
arm pits and top of his knees during natural
than the hatter's
1
he
strike
/one
is
no
higher
Slow Pitch
shoulders and no lower than his knees during natural batting stance.

9. Foul Tip (Direct from bat to catcher's Land or glove)

The ball is legally caught and alive.
The ball is legally caught and dead.
10 Foul Line Distances (Minimum)
200 feet.
Fast Pitch The imminum foul line distance is 27S feet.
The
minimum
foul
line
distance
is
Slow Pitch
Intentional Walk
I I .
four pitches outside the

Fast Pit( h
Slow Pitch

'Hie pitcher must throw
Fast Pitch
strike zone. The ball is in play.
awards the batter first
Slow Pitch Notify the umpire, and he
base. The ball is dead

12. Ball Four
Fast Pitch
Slow Pitch

The ball is alive,
'the ball is dead,

SOFTBALL, FAST AND SLOW PITCH DIFFERENCES
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A Selected Softball Bibliography
Revised by SHARON IRWIN

Sharon Irwin received her B.S degree from the Universal,
of Omaha, Omaha, Nebraska and her M.A degreo from
Nest York University For the past six years she has taught
physical education at Frostburg State College. Frostburg.
Maryland She is a member of the 1972-74 DGWS Softball
Guile Committee

Amateur Softball Association. 19 71 Softball Rule Guide. Oklahoma
City ASA, 1971 Published yearly. Contains recodefied fast and
slow pitch rules.

American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. Olfzual DGWS Softball Scorebook. Washington, D.C.
DGWS. A A HIT R. 1965.

Barnes, Fox. Loeffler. and Scott. Sports Activities for Girls and
Women New York' Appleton-Century-Crofts. 1966. Present,
skills. evaluative criteria, and common faults with methods of
correct ion.

Blake, 0. Wilhamind Volp, Anne M. Lead Up Games to Team
Sports.

Englewood (lifts, N J.. Prentice-Hall, 1964. Includes i

unit of games which are designed to develop basic softball skills.
Bolt, Martha Lynn. "Softb;,11 for the Blind Student,"JOIIPER, June

1970, p. 40 Discuss,.s necessary modification of the game to

enable blind students 6, pt' y softball.
Brace, David K. Skills Test Manual. Softball for Girls Washington,
D ('. AMIl'I.R. 1966. A battery of tests percentile scores, ,ainpl.. score cards, and data record cards.
Breen James L. "What Makes a Good Hitter'''. JO/ /PER, April

1967, pp. 36-39 Presents a camera-eye view of good batting

technique, in baseball. easily adaptable to softball batting.
Dobson Margaret J., and Sisley, Becky L. Softball for Girls New
York' The Ronald Pies Co , i 971. Designed for the teacher and
coach, this book contains material on programs for softball, and
fundamentals of coaching, managing and umpiring in addition
to chapters on techniques and strategy.
Jan, llollis
Shaw, John 11., and Ley. Katherine L. A Manual of
Physical Education .4 rizrztzes 3rd ed, Philadelphia W.B. Saunders Co., 1967 Designed primarily for student use, this manual
contains simplified rules, skills, and strategies of softball (melud66
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Pearlman, Stuart. "Mastic Baseball Throwing Machine." JOIIPER.
Washington, D.C.. AAIIPER, Nov -Dec. 1970, p. 9 Discusses
the advantages of using the plastic throwing machine for indoor
soft ball.

Stuck, Jacqueline. "Battery of r efensive Softball Skills Tests for
College Women," The Rc.'arch Quarterly. Washington, D.C.
AAIIPER, March 1970, pp. 1. Administration and scoring for
repeated throws, fielding test, and target test given Reliability
and validity cozfficients included.
Vanmer, Maryhelen, and Poindexter, flatly Beth. 1'hysfor/.1( tomes
jot ('allege Women. Philadelphia W.B. Saunders Co., 1966. Includes duties and specific skills of players. simplified game rules,
scoring methods, and a knowledge test.
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Softball Visual Aids
Revised by JANET A. SEAMAN
Janet Seaman received her I3.S. degree from the Universa) of
Omaha. Omaha. Nebraska, and her M.A. degree from the University of California at Santa Barbara. Presently, as an assoc,

ate instructor at Indiana University, she is completing stork
toward her doctorate in adapted physical education.

Prices listed are subject to change l'he prices are appro mute
when two or more film sources are listed since prices often van}
among sources

Number', in parenthess refer to film distributors listed Age
1 elementaiy J junior high school S senior high school

level

C college
16 mm Films.

Emu/amen:a/c of Softball Pitching. 12 nun sd., B&W. Rental 52.
(5). Girls' pitching and catching analyzed in great detail
Shown in slow motion. J,S,('.
Girls,

Let's Learn Softball. 20 nun., sd., B&W Rental $4,25 (7)
Instructs by encouraging imitation for better form and greater
skill. For teachers as well as students. J.S.C.

Hating, 26 nun., sd., color. Rental S2. (4). Baseball's toughest hitters discuss techniques that made a slugger and demonstrate
how its done. S,C.
/969 Open Slow Pitch National Thionament 20 nun., sd., color,
Free loan. (1) J.S.C.

Softball Fundamentals for Elementary Schools. I I nun., sd., B&W.
Rental 53.50. (3), (6), (7), (8), sale S60. (3). Boys and girls

learn to play softball in class. Fundamentals of throwing,

catching, and pitching ire included. Principles of safety are
emphasized. F.

Softball' Skills and Practice. 121/2, flirt., sd., color. Rental 56. (9)
Sale $150. (3). Illustrates the correct performance of each
softball skill. Uses normal as well as slow motion photography
to give the viewer an opportunity to study each skill in detail.
The plays are shown in individual and group action, 1_.,J,S

Softball Umpire Instructional Film. 20 nun., sd color. Free loan
11). First softball film produced for umpires. S,C.
Women's World Championship Games. Free loan ( I ) Women's sot Iball team' play for the world championship. J,S,C.
SOFTBALL VISUAL AIDS
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(a)

(b)
(c)

196! Women's National Tournament. 45 min., sd., B&W. Final
game between Stratford, Conn,, and Whittier. Calif
1962 Women's National Tournament. 30 nun sd., B&W Final
game between Orange, Calif, and Whittier, Calif.
1064 Women's All-Star Series. 30 min., sd., B&W. Act,on be-

tween the defending National champions and the Na-

tional All-Star team.
(d) 1965 Women's National Tournament. 20 min., sd., B&W. Final
game between Stratford, Conn. and Orange, Calif.
Youth Softball Film. 30 nun., sd.. color. Free loan. ( I). Special film

produced to encourage youngsters to participate in Youth
Softball Programs. E,J,S.

Film Loops:

Ethan .1 He Baseball Instructional Loops. Sale S21 each. (2). New
series
30 Super 8 mm single concept color films on catching,

bascrunning outfielding, training and conditioning S.C.
Softball Series. Super 8 mm., color, sale S20 each. (3). Six separate
loops for batting, catching above the waist, catching below the
waist, catching the grounder, pitching, and throwing. F,J
Teaching Aids:

Field Markings Jor the Blind. Bolt, Martha Lynn "Softball for the
Blind Student." 1" HIER, June 1970, p. 40.

Softball Technique Charts. Sale SI 50. American Association of
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, 1201 16th St.,

N.W., Washington, D.C., 20036. Eleven charts suitable for bulletin board display or classroom illustration. The elements of
catching, throwing, batting, and fielding are described. Also
inchided are charts showing the playing field and identifying
the equipment.

Film Distributors:
1.
2.

3.

4.
70

Amateur Softball Association, 4515 N. Santa Fe Ave., Oklahoma City, Okla. 73118.
Association Instructional Materials, 600 Madison Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10022
BFA Education Media, 1155') Santa Monica Blvd., Los Ange-

les, Calif. 90015.
Major League Baseball Film Division, Room 402,
way, New York, N.Y. 10019.

1650 Broad-
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5.

6.
7.

8
9.

1'40(11,111's 112 14th W. 48th St., Radio City, New York. N; Y.
10019.

Oregon State, AV InstruLtion, ( .11 Coliseum 133, Corvallis,
Oreg. 97331.
Pennsylvania State University, AV Aids Library, Unnersity
Park, Pa. 16802.
Unnersity of Colorado. Bureau of Audiovisual instruLtion.
A t tn Booking ( k, Bou Idei, Colo. 80302,
University of Southern California. Division of Cinema, Film
Distribution Section, Unnrerqty Park, Los Angeles. Calif.
90007.

SOFTBALL VISUAL AIDS
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Officiating Services Area
0.S4

lOffuiating .S'enues Area/ This area. one of ssven in the

DGV*S structure, is devoted to the training and rating of officials
Its xecutive Board, which meets annually prior to the AAIIPI R
national convention, is composed of

A chairman, a z Wow:an-elect. and a past chairman I he
chairman-elect is elected in an open meeting at the national

1

convention

2 A secretors, who sends rating cards to boards and receives
applications for new boards She is elected bs, mail ballot in

alternate years by the local boards of of( whits
3 A treasurer, who is responsible for collecting board du.'s She
also h elected by marl ballot m alternate Nears by the :)cal
boards of officials

0 (Principles. and Techniques of Officiating, This
conmuttee is concerned with the methods used by referee',
ct

umpuesind Judges to officiate games and matches. The P & T of

0 chairman is a member of and is selected by the xecutive

Board A subcommittee in each sport is responsible for evaluating
and revising the officiating techniques and for writing the

Techniques of Officiating article published m its respectice sports
guide Membership is by appointment. II y ou have questions
concerning the techniques of officiating, write to the appropriate
P & 1 of C) chairman
R

%animations and Ratings) 'I here is

:

R (minim' tee

for each of the nine sports in which atings are given. I ach
chairman and her committee are responsible for preparing,

revising. and analy /mg the officiating theoretical examinations
The general chairman and an associate chairman who is the F, &
R chairman-elect) coordinate the subcommittees and compile the
general material for the sports packets The chairman of I. & R rs
an appointed member of the OSA 1..xecutive Board, If you need
information regarding the study questions in the Guides or

question in the examination, write 10 the appropriate
chairman.

.1

R

/ & /' (drtorud and Pubhcatrons) This committee is responsible for
editing the ()SA portion of the Guides 1 he chairman is
appointed for 'a twc,-year term of office and is a member of the

Fxecutive Board.
DOC (District Officiating ('oordinator) There is one DO(' in each of
the six districts of AAIIPLR, She serves a, liaison between the
boards of officials in her district and the OSA lb xecutive Board
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The DOC is elected at her AAHPER district convention and
serves on the Executive Board.

Boards (Affiliated and Provisional Boards of Women
Officials) These boards are made up of .)rganized groups of
women throughout the United States who are authorized to give
ratings A listing of these boards follows.

OFFICIATING SERVICES AREA
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J

Officiating Executive Board 1971-1972
( lunrman

( HA R LO 111 WI SI, Southern Illinois
dale III 62901 t 1971-'21

( arhon-

Pay ( hatrman MA12Y W FORD Winthrop ( (+liege 120,t, 11111 S
20-30 119~0-7 )
( holonan <I(<I
I Sit J ( 0130 North 1 ex.i Sr-it. I nix . Denton
1

lex is -620; (1'02-'31

.S« re la? t

IA HOU \1A 13R\', Illinois State [nix

Normal III

11970-721
I re Jinn r !LANNI ROW I ANDS, 2 S lisinore St
01-42 t I n(0)--

(+1 '(+1

r ontord \lass

Chairmen of S-nding Committees

Pon(lPh s and le hnunre s

PA I SI. N I Penus\ls,i nis
Unixcrsii. Park. Pa I 0S02 119
/ i« l'A I RR IA DUN( AN 1.1 li,i)es State loliegc, I it Hayes
Dens 67601 I 197 2-74
XaMlnali,MS and //11M,'S I 1,1 ANON SA N1/1-12SON, Southern

State

nix

( onnedkut State ( allege Ness 11,1..nt ( onn 0641s

him care Chan man ( A ROL SWIM
Bemidji Alin-. c6601 IQ- 2-I du'', rat and l'ulth«;114,ns 1,NRY III I I
DeKalls, 111 (+011C ( 1071 - -31

District Officiating Coordinators
( crawl 1111)1" ( 1 ARKI

i9-0-721

Bentitiii State ( ollege

Northern Illinois

ms of Iowa, Iowa (

ity

52240

/ lee

A\ DA (;121 I N ( ices of Northern Iowa, ( ed,i1 I ,10s
Iowa COnl; 1 (1722. 41
hisrcrri 1.1)1111 ( ()RANI. State rms. of Ncs.s, 1 or1. Alban!,
Y 1_2203(1071.73)
11!,/it< sr PA I 1201', Iasi Gary High St.hool, I asi (,.0-. Ind

4(+40ti (1()71-73)
A.,rrhitesr JAN BOY1N(CS ( entral Rashrngton State (
1 Ilenshurg, Wash 9892i+ (1970.-2)
AN \II I 1 I astern, Oregon ( oilegt% I e (a4nde

Ore 07s50 (1973-7S

Soul liern J111 UPI ON, Box 1400 Mississippi State ( liege i01

Women, ( olumhus, Miss 3970111970-721
/ 1<(I All 11 N 0121110N klward White S.Inor High Sdiool
1JI\S011%Ille Ha. 32210 (1972- '4)
:Now/ to sr KAKI N JOHNSON, Calitornia State ( -diettc I os
Angeles, Cali! 90012 ( I o70-72)

//cc/

1.1 RN GARDNI R, Utah State linty, loran 84,121

(1972-1'4)
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Canadian Representative

Patricia I wing, Pelham St So.. Fonthi II. Ontario
Advisory

Division !'r Girls and
111P,',,R
RI KS1 D.
N W Washington. 1) C. 20036
Women 'c Sports., 12111 16th
JO AN NI I HORPI /R:It'S Vile 1 resident Southern Illinois 1 as ,
( arbondale. 111. 62001
.Sports 'tides and 1)1/n tat Rules
11Y13 ROWN Chairman, Di;

V RY I

1

ComP.it tee. NeALoinb ('olleg: New Orleans La. 70118
ri Ati ktoyi R ',me/ Pair (I>'Irmaii. OJlittaring Se ritee
,Irea Northern Illinois Unr... DeKalb. III 60115

I Ot

PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES
OF OFFICIATING COMMITTEE

P AI SI NI, (hatrrnan. Penns,1%.1111.1 State (lots University Park. Pa
16502
/Iadnitrtort 11' AN PANKONIN. lihnois State Um% . Normal Ili
61761
Basketball VIRGINIA HUN!, ( °Kite 01 Wooster Wooster, Ohio
.14691

UnR, of Massaausetts,
to ',mastics Ki r I Y Kul 1.1)Sh
Amherst, %lass 0100
MIL I, Franklin I m) Junior high Schoot
So/that/
Wand ma k cr. I rid 462,39
Sti min zits; (' \ROI COOPI- R. Southern Illinois Um% (athondale. 111 62901

.Sine hrom:ed Slt11711111111Z MARY KAZI t 'KY. Mt Hol)oke
( ()liege, South Hadley, Mass 01075
/rums ANNI PI1 rNrAN. Arliona State l'mv I empc. Aru
85281
I' ARklIOUSI Unn, of Minnesota
Irael and 1 wid BO \
Minneapolis. Minn 55.355
I")/lei halt KAY ( OR( OR AN, College of Mt St. Joseph, Mt St
Joseph Ohio 45051
EXAMINATICU AND RATINGS COMMITTEE

HI A NOR SANDI RSON ( luzzrman Southern ( onneLtieut State
College. New Ha% en. ( ono 06515

OFFICIATING EXECUTIVE BOARD
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CAROL SWIM, Associate Chairman. Bemidji State College, Bemidji.
Minn 56601

Badminton PATSY ('ALDWELL. Box 7023. North Texas State
Univ Denton. Texas 76203
Basketball DORIS COPPOCK, McPherson fAillege. McPherson.
Kans. 67460
Associate ANISE
Kans. 60044

CATLETT, Univ of Kansas. Lawrence

Gy ?WS (ICS VARINA FRENCH, Rte. 1. Box 245. Forest Grove.
Ore. 97116
Associate HELEN TIMMER MANS. Univ. of South Carolina.
Columbia, S.C. 29208
Softball LORENE RAMSEY. Illinois Central College. Dirksen
Hall. East Peoria. 111. 61611

Swimming CAROL COOPER. Southern Illinois Univ
dale. Ill 62901
St 11

cir ro nr: ed Swimming Co-chairmen

Carbon-

THERESA C

ANDERSON, 2109 Fortieth St . Des Moines, Iowa 50310, and
JANET MOLDENHAUER. Wisconsin State Univ.. Oshkosh.
Wis 54901
Tennis CURLY NEAL. Stanford Univ.. Stanford. Calif 94305

Track and Field KATHRYN RUSSELL. Vim of Arizona.

Tucson, Ariz 85721
Volleyball NANCY STUBBS, Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville.
enn. 37916

Associate NANCY LAY, Univ of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn
37916

SOFTBALL PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES
OF OFFICIATING COMMITTEE

ELSIE WULF, Chairman, 7615 E. Southport Road. Indianapolis.
Indiana 46259

MARION BLA('KINTON, Western Illinois U: iv., Macomb.
61455

DOREEN ST. ('LAIR. Franklin College, Franklin, Ind. 46131
SOFTBALL EXAMINATIONS AND RATINGS COMMITTEE

LORENE, RAMSEY, Chairman, Illinois Central College. East Peoria,
Ill. 61611
CAROLYN Ell ZWA'EER, Grant high School, Portland, Ore. 07212
FERN GARI)NER, Utah State Univ.. Logan, Utah 84321

DONNA LOI'IANO, Brooklyn ( ollege, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11210
ELLEN SA MINCH ON. Southern Illinois limy Edwardsville, Ill
62025

JACQUELINE SHICK, Univ, of Miniesota. Minneapolis, Minn
55453
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ILLINOIS
Lentral Illinois Board of Women Officials
Ouzirman Bar:said Cot hern, Searle Dr., Normal 61701
chimed, 339 Riley Dr, Bloomington
.5Q/than chairman
61701
Rating, given in badminton, basketball, gymnastics. softball,
tennis, v

Rock River Board of Women Officials

DeKalb 60115
Chairman Maly M Bell, Northern Illinois
Lou Jean Moyer, Northern Illinois Um DeKalb

Cluzirmamelec t

60115

Solihull Chairman Anne Payne, Northern Illinois Univ DeKalb
60115
Ratings given in basketball, softball, volleyball

Southwestern Board of Women Officials
Chairman Mrs Don Plarski, 4807 Cinderella Dr , Alton 62002
Ratings given in bas' tball, softball, volleyball

Western Illinois Board of Women Officials
Chairniun L Westendorf, 213 S Mechanic, Macomb 61455
Chaim attelec t Dorothy Cohen, Western Illinois Eno: Macomb
OW; 5

Sol than Chairman Mary Ellen Ni cKee, We ,:rn Illinois limy
Macomb 61455
Ratings given in basketball, softball*, volleyball

MICHIGAN
Weste-ri Michigan Board of Women Officials
Chaoman Patric.a M Ashby, 626 Forest St Kalamaioo 49001
01(m-1mm-elect Patricia M Ashby (same as above)
Sol than Chaii man Nancy Gaskell, Fast Gland R, 0(1- ii S

Gland Rapids 4900
Ratings given in basketball, softball *, volleyball
OHIO

Cleveland Board of Wome: Officials
. ('hat, man
44022

Jane

I orbush, 17598 Millbrook Dr , ( magna Falls

Clzirmat-tleci Joanne Shiley. 4553 I merso Rd Soutn Euclid
44121

Softball Ozamnan Pat McCann, 233 I' 27 1st St , huchd 44132
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, softball, track &
volleyball
PFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIALS

At'

Pt
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Quint County Board of Women Officials
C'han man. Helen Ludwig. Ohio Northern Univ., Ada 45810

Sof tball Chairman

Gayle Lauth, Ohio Northern Univ

45810
Ratings given in basketball*, softball, volleyball

Ada

WISCONSIN

Milwaukee Board of Women Officials
Chairman Carol Wolter, 3862 75th St.. Milwaukee 53216
Softball Chairman, Stella Ken) th, 9425 W. Lisbon, M lwauhee

53222

Ratings given in basketball, softball, track & held, volleyball.
NORTHWEST DISTRWT

District Olficia:Ing Coordinator, Jan Boyungs,
Central Washington, Fllensburg Wash. 98926 (1970-73)
Jean
Fastein Oregon College, La Grande, Ore. 978')-0
(1973-75)
IDAHO
Southeastern Idaho Board of Women Officials
Cham, n Lowe Wilhams, Rime 834143
So/thaii Ch.mman. Sandra Noakes, Idaho State Univ
83201

Ratings given in basketball*. softball*, volleyball
WASHINGTON
Puget Sound Board of Women Officials
Chair:min l eaore Wilkinson, 3401 37th S W Apt 8, Seattle
98133
Chairman -elect Mary F. McNulty, 23 i 5 N. 1 15th, Seattle 98133
Softball Chairman Ruth I . Smith, 5018 Puget 131vd S.W Seattle
98106
Ratings given in basketball, ,Not tball, volleyball.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT

District Of floating Coordinator Jill Upton,
Box 1400, Mississippi S'ale College lot Women,
Columbus, Mass 39701 (1970-72)

He( t Aileen Britton, Fdward White Senior II. S., Jacksonville Fla.
32210 (1972-74)
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FLORIDA
Greater Miami Board of Women Officials

Chairman Carol G Clements, 1871 W. 68th St , llialeah 33014
Roberta Dent, 421 W. 32nd St., Hialeah

sothatt fliairman
Oi

Ra ings given in basketball, softball, volleyball.

LOUISIANA
Northwest Louisiana Board of Women Officials
Chairman Mary W. Farris, Northwest State Univ., Natchitoches
91-157

Softball Chairman. Maly W. Farris (,anie as above)
Ratings given in ha ,ketball softball,
MISS'SSIPPI

North Mississippi Board of Women Officials
Chairman Jill Upton, Mississippi Slate Collegc for Women,
Columbus 39701
Softball Chairman Harriet Barnes, Mississippi Stte College for
11,omen, Columbus 39701

Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics. soaball*, tennis. .olleyball.

SOUTHWEST DISTRICT

Distfriu 0 I faiating Coordinator Karen Johnson,
California Si ite College, Los Angelis, Calif 90032 (1970-72)
//( (1 1 ern Gardner Utah State tints I ogan, Utah 84321 ( 19721974)

ARIZONA
Central Arizona Board of Women Officials
Ch.arman hays MtDonald. Mesa Community College, Mesa
85201

Softball Chairman

Sandy Kelly, 5601 W. Earn Dr., Phoenix

85031

Ratings given in badminton, basketball, softball, swimming,
volleyball.

Southern Arizona Dese Board of Women Officials
Chairman Jean Me' 110, Shona II S., 2001 W. 22nd, Tucson
85705

Softball Chairman Cherrie Bruilee Sahuard 11. S., Tucson 85710
Ratings given in badminton, basketball, softball, volleyball

AcrFILIATED BOARDS OF orrriciAts
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CALIFORNIA
Central California Board of Women Officials
Chairman Judith Holland, Sacramento State College, Sacramento

95819

Softball Chairman

Janice High. 2810 Corabelane
mento 9 ';82 1
Ratings glen en in basketball. softt 11*, swomaing*,

;-'427

,

Sacra-

Coastal Valley Board of Women Officials
Chair man ;)onna Nichols, 48 Washington. Santa Clara 95050
Softball Chairman Donna Nichols (same as above)

Ratings given in basketball, softball, swimming, volleyball

Delta-Stanislaus Board of Women Officials
Chairman Betty Johnson. San Joaquin

Kensington Way, Stock ton 95204

Chairman-elect.

Delta College, 3301

June S. Downer. San Joaquin Delta College,

3301 Kensington Way, Stockton 95204
Softball Chairman, Fay Murdock, 2062 Funston Ave., Stockton
15205
Ratings given in basketball. softball *. volleyball.
Long Beach Board of Women Officials
Chairman Sharon Love, 9611 Oasis Me.. Garden (;rove 92644

Softball Chairman Sue Cullen, 419 E. Poppy St., Long Beach

90805
Ratings given in basketball*, softball*. swimming, tr,RI. &
volleyball*.

Los Angeles Board of Women Officials
Chairman Barbara J. West. 975 ndanada Dr , La Habra 90631
Softball Chairman, Charlotte ('hen, 2501 Lanterman er., 1 os

Angeles 90000
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, softball volleybaii.

Orange County Board of Women Officials
Chairman ()while Gregory, 10072 Hill Rd.. Garden Grovt 92640

Chairmandee/ Ube Moore, 3121 Quart, Lane rl, Fullerton

92631
Softball Chairman t),!rlene May, 604 Knepp, Fullerton 92632

Ratings given in basketbal' softball, volleyball.

Peninsula Board of Women Officials
Chairman Joeann Ingraham, College of San Mateo, 1700 \V

Hillsdale Blvd. San Mateo 94402

Chairman-Nei t
64

Ingraham ('attic as above)
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Softball Chairman Pat Viehweg, 1601 Trollman Ave.. San Mateo
04402
'satins given in basketball ", softball*, volleyball.
Redwood Board of Women Officials
chairman Karen Parlato, 339 9th St., Fortuna 95540
Chairman-elec
95501

I ui,ibeth Parrott. 4747 Arabella Ave

Eureka

Softball Clieurnin Marian L. Perry, 241 Newell Dr , Fortuna
95540
Ratings given in basketball, softball*, volleyball

San Fernando Valley Board of Women Offijals
Chau man Shirley Knipe, 11019 White Oak Ave., Granada Hills
91344
Chaa-azan-er« t Linnea Haas

Softball Chairman ( arol flames, I903' Snerman Way, Roseda
91335
Ratings given in basketb,d1, sot t ball, swimming, volleyball.

NEVADA
Southern Nevada Board of Women Officials
Vega!,
Chairman Nancy Molignom, 4i 17 Pale% id A 1,e
89109
Chair mem-elect Lynn I horn, Rancho!! S ! as Vegas 89109
Softball Chairman Bonnie Freestone Von f :iel Junior II S Las
Vegas 89100
Ratings given in basketball

,

softball',

UTAH
Utah State Board of Women Officials
Cha.rman Loye Painter, L ogan Jr Ihgh, ogan 6432;
o'cif t ball Chairman Raedene Johnson, 42'; Gr,.i.t Ave , Ogden
84400
b
Ratings giver, in basketball, gvninas'ics, softball, vo'

AFFILIATt7 BOARDS OF OFFICIALS
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STANDARDS FOR OFFICIALS RATINGS
Badminton, Basketball, Softball, Swimming, Tennis, Track-Field, and Volleyball

There are five officials ratings Each is designed to meet the needs

of various levels of sports events and to stimulate interest of
individuals who desire to officiate All ratings are Iran.ferable, ind

none is a prerequisite to any other rating
The intramural rating qua:ihes the holder to °filo. to ,iaines
the school in which she is enrolled or games of comparabl.. level
The A rcociate rating qualifies the holder to of ficiate games ..111,..11
may he adequately controilec, by a lesser experienced official
The Local rating signifies that the holder is capable of officiating
the typical interschool or recreational leap" :awe
(lie Honorary rating denotes at least ten years' service as .1
National offmal and represents maturity and expelience
The National mom: signifies that the holder is capable of
officiating any game anywhere in the United States 1 his idling is for
the n. ist highly skilled official,
Specific requ rem -nts for all ratings are ow lined helms.
intramural Official

1. Minimum grades theory 70 pia,
70.
2. Theoretical examinanoi. special intia-ur d

\ afillnd11011

national examination, mammal] 70
Practical examination s.it istactordy
tontest
4. Age no requirement
5 Duration
two years from next June I
6 Recommended tees minimal lees as eNi Ithql ed F
(ion, if desired

"St

Associate Official

I. Mninnum grades ave' ige of dicer} and piattita' iS
2. 1 heoretical exantwat01. national examurni n, mnimum
3. Practical examination zit n
minimum 75.

lea,) one Nat omit official,

Ate no requirement
Dura',.un two y...ars1,,,in next Jun 1
6 Recommended fres m.xnnum SC plus ir..telihg espensc, for
a single game, match. or meet
'Atom
A flit.

I hese fees are reeommen deo y .1. I o, oh
Ito ti as
guide to
d Boards. I hese b,rartls may set ce,
lcr or higher 'ham Mose

suggested above when the lot al sittiewo dt nands e atljustou. ot host) the
.et,,t. mended fe.
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Local Official

er,LIC cit 111COr\ and ra,11,,d, ,(1
e\ lnun Mon nal !Wad eNanti1 hiHi,11,
rladkal c \II1II it lt,tt VIe11 b at least 1(k c, inonther, ((!(11
go
,t(on41 I,j ig, r
Ag: n tect urement
ear, from nth\ I June
isntatioH o,\

i'tium ?fade,

fit" Tel

itt. ,untended tees
;Lime matLh or met *

t,

?thins?,

tr.*

...Ingle

a

Junior National Official
4,10V.

NE'c

1

20 (...os

),i.,0111eN a Nai 7,41 d

mg automat], ari

,ir

2()

At
11/g

/Hp, ,/ '11e10V.

I 4"1" ..111e1 re(11111(11112111, se; \

National Official

Ile, r and ;eras

Mln,n10111

I

I hi

1,..1

1,a11011.11 t ,1111/11 a 1( I .1111111111.111

C \ .11/1111.11/1,11

Prai 11(a1 C \a'n111a1:',11,

i'r

"v.arrtination tai
\11IiIrEal t titng,,

lit

ic1114('. iS rOt

ic rs1 141e(

ItrYfale plan for ha,f,ethall ,,r one: hall

half
No en

m.ith the same hood

.111( I' 11,41111)' a \ J11011,11

for tom ,.(mst,...0111*
(1111Cre111

loathe

Ihdt

(lie oink.1,11

Cal 1

C(.1111,11t"

ipplopriate sports {\a, Let'

Ile!

0111(1,11111E!

(.0.111\)

I or

11

lien

01

1 Nt

111(

plat 11( al taint session

\te minimum 20 ,iar 1,\ June I ( )1 the ear rating 1\ taken
cars from net June
1/uratfon
(, 1,Ieominionded fees \ot ;MI\ ttax(Iti) e p. rises tor a N1111'1(
fee
PAM(' 111(11(11 01 IWO It orll one min. t Is used, thi
should be \ I X plu. ILI\ cling \ pt.hnses for a single game '
I

National Honorary Rating
I

\n
(,,l/St

eligible

haing a!

to appl

t

!It, 1,0

I he

sl,oald he mad, to the past th,uinlan
S(1(1( C Arc I ht the at I Mated t)oard
111

VI(

11(111(1's +El 111i." }\a1
IC(11111C111C41

1.1

,rt

intwin oion 1101111

a11(1 Ice 1 al

STANDARDS FOR OFFICIALS RATINGS

1

hit

appliLation

the Oink L't

hawban and should fsk.

\LINA) I.

((11('11 a lapse tub 011('

Ill flit holdmp ot a \.11101),1: raluar

st,

e.11111111'

Cal 141's '«1111«1
'elLi a- a

L lc Nears 4
111(1'eN

rating. ill

('S Mom \110,

Natioraii, or Junior National Oftmal

3

regurred Fins would
he a Ain of 13 years, Ap.dly attei earning dr: sixth rating
Durivifion as long as the otft.ral remains active aktie!
ottitiating games 11-41111,g (Alma's. or ailing as a .ater for an
.14,nated hoard) bor ,binstaterni.mt ,titer being,
th, e more
Ifall one year the (diktat roust pass the national thei.ret kat
Txaminat ion with a minimum ,Lore of SO.

Levis of ratings fo gymnastics an:', synchronized swimming are:

it till) ums

1 m Ira S trt

National
Regional

oni:(

S t rh

\ at

Theorem al

Prat tie al

90
80
70

SO

65
50

lt,niinum%
1 hel' e trra
auto!'

1 mirr,

n

Regronal

80
70

1(4,11

55
75

65

FEE EXCEPTIONS

Swim:null; !he recommended lees for Nationally rated swimming
(4Ilk:dls ale
V hen there are three otbl( IAN Sr) plus trawling expenses per

official for a single meet (whether dual or group), S9 plus
Iratehng expenses per otfiiial for meets wnh first and second
teams pail Ix 'paling

t here there ,ire letter than three officials S.9 plus trawlmg

expense
oft kral for a single meet Mhether dual or group
N I L pill, traveling xpenses per oil mal tom meets with In a and
second 1 ants I
waling
benms In lompudn
WI the tinted States I awn I ( minus ASSok
pdh. y no Ices v. ill he (harped ton ollkdativr tennis mak hes,
although tiawl expenses may he accepted
"hack and Field It is customary for one official to he paid a
of Sc) per session (a session shall he delmed as a period
of time approximately three hours in length) pies trawling
expenses In the case of shorter se NIons, lees shoulo he adjusted
,,,Lordinsly When possible, other or tiL Lit, may he paid
REGIFTRATION OF OFFICIALS
A number or states require I hose who ollid late either boys on iprls
lnterscholasthc contests tea he I egINIel
.be Stale High School
88
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to

ti

Athletic Association or other administrative body Ibilding a DGVIS
rating ordioarny do-Js not escmpt an ofticial from comply ing with
this regulation,
All WA'S officials who otriciate any high sc.tool or lon. In,th
school games are urged to cooperate fully with their state regulatory
cling with the proper orgamiation and paying any,
body by

required tee. by wearing the official emblem in addition to the
DGWS ..inblcin.nd by complying with all requirements for sports
officials
AMATEUR STANDING OF OFFICIALS1

An of ficial who wishes to maintain her amateur status as a

prtii want in a sport must be aware of the rulingts) on amateur
status established by the governing body for that sport.
Amateur status may be defined by groups governing high school
and college IC\ el competition. National organ i.ations governing

amateur competition may also have established rulings on the
amateur status of the participant.
[lie otticial who wishes to maintain her status as a participant is
responsible for investigating th.: specific regulations of the governing
bGdy who has jurisdiLtuys. over her eligibility as a participant.
Amateur Standing in Basketball, Track and Field, and Swimming

AL,ording to the Am iteur Athletic Union. c' Inch has nuisdiction
over amateur basketball, track and field, and swimming. any person
rek ...lying compensation for offitnati ve. in any sport renders herself

ineligible for further amateur coin pet it ion.

An °lima), without Jeopardizing her amateur standing. may

request. re.eive, or accept expenses III connection with her participation in at. ekent which shall not exceed (a) her actual expenditure,
for travel (eight cents per mile or In class public transportation

fare) and (h) her actual expendit'

for maintenance up to a

nOn Mil lied total of S I 0 per day
Amatcur Standing in Softball

1 he Amatc it Softball AssoLiadon has taken the position that

Limon-es (oho officiate sottball games and are paid for their services
do not protessionalue themselves and are thereby eligible to
participate in ASA competitior
Amateur Standing in Volleyball
At

ordmg to the United States Volleyball ,A ssoLiat ion, volleyball

officials may get only tiansportation, meals, and lodging and may
leceu', no honorarium it they wish to retain their amateut standing
I or more .omplek

<Jet His,

sic Fu /lP/ R 19 24 27, October 1968

STANDARDS FOR OFFICIALS RATINGS
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HOW TO BECOME A RATCn OFFICia

Stud) the rules, the artikie on the tethniques nt idlikiating,
a vd the stud questionAttend interpretations mctirgs arid oink rating tlltlits or

2

Lanung
'minkter' :n ...our
:'rektike often i o 'owe ot !mating comes easily to others it

tomes onl as the re sud o. aard work aid ,orkerirrs,nort
!

t

kk chortle cut List and work hard It inpro%k

Find out from the khan-man of the nearest atiLat d hoard
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AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIALS
1971-1972

Lach board listed below otters ratings as indicated. Affiliated

boards may have rated ()fits ials 411 each grade level from Natrona/

official to Intramural offrcral Provisional boards may haw rated
01110411S 411 the Associate and Intramural grade levels, they .arc
indicated below by an astensk (*) Upon request, the board
chairman 4.4/1) supply a list of names, iddresses, and telephone

numbers of these officials
Where )1 is indicated that the annual report was not received. the
xa mmat ions and Ratings chairman will not send the current

examination packet to the board chairman until she recesses this
annual report.
or lists of boards gis en ratings, consult the appropriate (,nodes.
I he Basketball Guide lists all boards which give ratings in any sport
CENTRAL DISTRICT

District Otticiating Coordinator Judy Clarke,

State Univ cat Iowa, Iowa ('its 52240 (1970-1972)

Hect Wanda Green. Univ. of Northern Iowa, Cedar I alts 50613
11972-74)
IOWA

Iowa City Board of Women Officials

Chairman Site Gnagy. State Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City 52240
Softball Chairman. Judy Clarke. State Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City

52240

Ratings given in basketball, softball, swinunr,g, synchronued
swimming. volleyball.
Northeast Iowa Board of Women Officials
Chairman Panda Green, Univ. of Northern Iowa. Cedar halls

50613
Chairmarz-elect. Wanda Green (same as above)
.roftball Chairman. Wanda Green (same as above)
Ratings given in basketball, softball, volleyball.
KANSAS

Wichita-South Central Kansas Board of Women Officials

Chairman, Sue F. Bair, 8005 E. Clay, Wichita 67207
Softball Chairman. Jeln Drake, 5030 L. 37th St.. Wichita 67207
Ratings given in basketball, softball*, volleyball.
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Badminton, Gymnastics,' Softball, Swimming, Synchronized Swimming,.
Tennis, and Track and Field Ratings
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MISSOURI
St. Louis Board of Women Officials

( !lawman Judy I oweiy, 419 s Clay, St I outs 63122
Sol toail Chairman Jackie Schapp, 12400 Impact Dt

,

63141

Louis

Ratings green in basketball, sot tball*, volleyball

NEBRASKA
Lincoln Board of Women Officials
hanman Ruth 1 eviii'on, Utuv. of Nebraska Lincoln ossos
( 'unman-elect Viola Bahl., Concordia Teachers ( allege, Seward
68434
Sof than Chairman Nancy Sumter, Univ. of Nebraska, Lincoln
68508
Ratings given in basketball, softball, volleyball
EASTERN DISTRICT
District Officiating Coordinator I dith ('obane,
State Univ. of New York. Albany 12203 (1971-73)
CONNECTICUT
Southwest Connecticut Board of Women Officials (No report
received)
('hum ran Patricia Mascia. Annty Iligh School, Woodbridge
06525

Softball Chairman, Lou Albrecht. Southern Connecticut State
College. New haven 06500
Ratings given in basketball, so

volleyball.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
District of Columbia Board of Women Officials

Chairman. Lynn George. 6200 Lone Oak 1)r.. Bethesda, Md.

20034
Sof then Chairman. Theresa b. Pitman. 2904 McComas Ave.,
Kensington, Md. 20795
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, softball. swimming.
volleyball.

MARYLAND
BaPimore Board of Women Officials
Chairman Joanne Murray, 3900 Beech Ave., Baltimore 21 211
Chan man-elect Joanne Murray (same as above)
7,3
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Ratings given in basketkill sotlicall, swimming tolleyball
MASSACHUSETTS

Boston Board of Women Officials
Chairman Rose Somensim, 14 arol Ave Burlington 01803
'han man-ch c t Janke lit ute 310 Lowell Si Reading 0186 1
.P I ibull Chan man Mars Pratt, 1428 Quints, Shiite Blvd ()unity
02169

Ratings given in basketball, g)innastits, sottball, hack & held"

olley ball*
NEW JERSEY

Central New Jersey Board of Women Officials (No report received)
( Nauman Jill ('arson, Old Yolk Rd Columbus 08022
Solihull hauman Shirley Fisher, Star Route, Ciossw ks 08151
Ratings given in basketball, softball",
North Jersey Board of Women Officials
Chairman Marilyn I algid, 166 B Main St., 1 ittle balls 07424
So/ than Chairman Marilyn !algid (same as above)
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, softball. swimming, track

& held*, solleyball.
West Jersey Board of Women Officials
oorest own
Chairman 13eatnce rhomas 606 Maple ( ourt ,
08057
So tball Chairman- StIldMIC Bell, 112 Washington "I eilate,
Audubon 08106
Ratings given in basketball, softball, swimming.

NEW YORK

Capital District of Women Officials
Chairmun Faith Meyer, Dept, of Physical b,dueation, Russell
Sage College, Troy 12180

So f tball Chairman. Barbara J. Palm, State Univ. of New York,
Albany 12203
Ratings given in basketball, softball*, volleyball.
Long Island Board of Women Officials

Chairman. Mary Jane Beatty, 115 Birchwood Dr., New Hyde
Park 11040

Chairman-elect Ann Adameluk, 170 Grant Ave , Farmingdale
11735
AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIALS
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rated othehil in cacti sport tot v;hitlt the Board anticipates
giving rating,.
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by sent it the board wishes to give rating in sports other than

bask( hull or volleyball, It a maid wishes continued affiliation
,

Softball Chairman
11227

Gladys Meyer, 68-22 65th St., Glendale

Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics,

volley ball

so

'all, swimming,

New York Board of Women Officials
Chuirman Helen Allen, 68-10 108 St , Forest Hills 11 375
Chairman-act t Helen Allen (same as above)
Softball Chau man' Judith I I oyei
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, softball, swimming,
volleyball,

Suffolk Board of Women Officials
Chumizan
Burns, 28 I S. Bayview Ave Amityville 11701
Chairman-4'kt Marge Van Wait, 22 ('andlewood Path, Dix Hills
117-to

Softball Chairman

Ruda Often, 1210 "1 own House Village,

Hauppauge 11787
Ratings given in basketball*, gymnastics, softball *, volleyball *,

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia Board of Women Officials
C'hairman Eleanor Snell, Lucas Road, R.F.D, =7'2, Phoenixville
19460

Sof Mall Hum man Eleanor Snell (same as above)
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, softball, swimming,
synchronized swimming, volleyball.

Pittsburgh Board of Women Officials
Chairman Carol Claus, 2359 F. Becker( Ave., Pittsburgh 15212
Softball ('hau man. Julia Davis, 1 105 S. Main St., Poll age 15946
Ratings given in basketball, softball, volleyball.
VERMONT
Vermont Board of Women Officials
(Thurman Muriel Jondro, Brattleboro Union 11. S., Brattleboro
05301

Sof than Chairman Lorna Richard, Chester 05143
Ratings given in basketball, softball *, volleyball.

MIDWEST DISTRICT

District Officiating Coordinator Pat Roy,

bast Gary high
igh School, E. Gary, hid, 46405 (1971-73)
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND MATERIAL
Source

Information Needed

Officiating Services Area Chair-

Board Policy

man

Officiating Services Area Secretary
DGWS rules interpreter for each
Rules interpretation
sport. Secure the name from
the current Guide of the
sport.
Officiating Services Area SecreExpansion and affiliation
tary
Officiating Services Area TreaDues
surer
Officiating standards for each sport Chairman of the Principles and
Techniques of Officiating
Committee
Past Chairman of the Officiating
National Honorary rating

Policies and practices handbook .

.

Services Area

Source

Materials Needed

Rating cards

Examination material
DGWS Guides

Uniforms and emblems

Officiating Services Area Secretary
Examinations and Ratings Chair-

man for the sport in which

examinations are desired
DGWS-A AHPER, 1201 SixWashington,
teenth St.,
D.C. 20036

The Hanold Company, Sebago
Lake, Maine 04075

officiating Services Area officers are listed under Officiating Executive
Board in this Guide.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND MATERIAL
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Softball Study Questions

1970-72
Directions:
Part

I

pertains to decisions an umpire may make regarding

baserunning. Select the proper decision from the six listed, and write
the answer in the blank before the question. "t hers: is only one best
answer which should be based on the situation as it is described with
no intervening circumstances. Assume that no conditions exist other
than those stated.
Code:

Runner is safe
Runner is out

S

0

AB

Runner may advance one base without liability of being
put out
Runner may advance any r.,.niber of bases with liability
of being put out
Runner forced to advance to next base
Runner may not advance to next base

AXBL
FA
NA

Questions:

1._ There is one out and a runner on first base, the batter hits a

foul tip.
The runner on first leads off the base. The pitcher does not
play her back. As the pitcher prepares for the next pitch,
the runner steals second.
3...___ With second and third bases occupied, the batter steps on
home plate and hits a fair ball past the shortstop.
4._ A fair hit ball hits an umpire in fair territory before it is
fielded by the shortstop.

/

5._ With a runner on first base, a pitched ball hits home plate
and then hits the batter on the leg as she tries to avoid it.

6._ There is a runner on first base. The batter bunts and the
catcher throws the baii past first base into right field.

7._ The runner takes a lead-off from second base and is struck
by a batted ball before the shortstop has had an oppor-

tunity to field it.
8._.. A baserunner slides safely into second base and dislodges
the base. Before she can regain contact, the shortstop tags
her.
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9._ The third base coach runs toward home as her runner
10.
11

12.

prep.:es to tag up at third base on a fly ball to center field.
On a single to right field, the runner rounds second base
and collides with the shortstop.
As a runner begins to steal second, the umpire accidentally
hits the catcher's throwing arm as she throws to second.
The runner on third base leads off in foul territory; she is
hit with a batted ball.

13._ W.th a runner on first base and one out, the batter swings
14,

I5.

and misses the third strike. The catcher drops the ball.
On a play made on the batter-baserunner at first base, the
ball goes over the baseman's head and comes to rest against
a concession stand.

The runner on second base attempts to steal third. As the
batter swings, the catcher tips her bat and then throws the
ball to the third baseman who tags the runner before she
reaches third.

Directions:

,

Read all questions carefully. Select the one item which best

answers the question.

16, There are runners leading off first and third. The pitcher plays
back the runner on third. She then plays the runner on first
back to tier base. While she is standing just off the pitcher's
plate, the runner on third starts for home and scores. What is
the decision?
a. The run scores; ball is in play.
b. The ball is dead; baserunner iF out.
The run scores; ball is dead,
c.
d. The runner must return to third base.
17. Which of the following is not considered grounds for a protest?
a. Misinterpretation of a playing rule
b.

Failure to impose an immediate penalty for interference

c,

d.

Failure to
violation

impose the correct penalty for a given

Failure of an umpire to apply the correct rule to a

given situation

18, With runners on first, second, and third, the batter bunts. The
ball hits in foul territory before rolling into fair territory where
it is picked up by the first baseman, What is the decision?
a. Ball is dead; a strike is called.
b. Ball is declared fair; runners may not advance at own
risk.
SOFTBALL STUDY QUESTIONS
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c.

Ball is declared foul; runners may not advance.
Ball is declared fair; runners may advance at own risk.
19. There are runners on first and second bases with one out. The
batter hits a fair fly ball to the third baseman who intentionally
drops the ball. What is the decision?
a.
The batter is out; runners may not advance.
b. The batter is out; runners may advance
at their own
d.

risk.
Batter becomes a baserunner; runners advance one base

c.

without liability to be put out.
Batter becomes a baserunner; runners may advance
with liability to be put out.
20. In the backswing of a windmill pitch, the ball slips out of the
d.

pitcher's hand and rolls behind her. What is the decision?
a.
No pitch is declared; baserunners may hot advance.
b. There is no effect on batter; baserunners
may advance

with liability to be put out.

Illegal pitch is declared; a ball is called on batter;
baserunner may advance one base without liability to

c.

be put °t.

Illegal pitch is declared; count remains the same on

d.

batter; baserunners advance one base without liability

to be put out.

21. An outfielder is removed from the game because of an injury.
How may she again participate?
a.
As a pinch runner
b. As a courtesy runner
c.
As a coach
d.

Not at all

22. While in the pitching position, the pitcher takes one hand off
the ball and steps back off the pitcher's plate. What is the
decision?
a.

b.
c,

d.

A no pitch is declared.
A ball is called on the batter, baserunners advance one
base without liability of being put out.
A ball is called on the batter; baserunners may advance
at their own risk.
A ball is called on the batter; baserunners may not
advance.

23. With runners on first and second, the batter strikes at a pitch.
She is hit on the wrist with the ball. What is the decision?
a.

b.
98

Ball is dead; batter is out.
Ball is in play, baserunners may advance at their own
risk.
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c.
d.

Ball is dead; baserunners may not advance.
Ball is dead; batter advances to first base.

24. The batter swings and misses the first pitch as the runner on
first steals second. It is discovered that the wrong batter is at
bat. What is the decision?
Runner remains on second; batter who should have hit
a.
is out; present batter continues.
b.
c.

d.

Runner returns to first; batter who should have hit is
out; present batter continues.
Present batter is out; runner returns to first.
Correct batter replaces present batter; count remains
strike one; runner remains on second.

25. The home team leads 7-6 at the end of four and one-half
innings. The umpire calls the game due to rain as the visitors
take the field. What is the decision?
a. Visitors may protest the umpire's decision.
b. Caine will be continued later.
c. Game will be replayed.
d. The home team wins.

26. There is a runner on third base. The batter bunts the ball along
the first baseline, but when dropping her bat it contacts the ball
and sends it into foul territory. What is the decision?
a. The batter is out; runner may not advance.
b. The batter is out; runner may advance with liability to
be put out.
c. The hatter must be put out at first; runner may
advance with liability to be put out.
d. The ball is declared foul; runner may not advance.
27. With two outs and runners on second and third, the batter hits a
long drive over the head of the left fielder. As she circles the
bases, the batter-baserunner fails to touch third. The opposing
team registers a legal appeal. What is the decision?
a.

Both runs scored by original baserunners count; the
batter becomes the third out.

b.
c.

None of the runs which scored counts.

d.

Both runs scored by original baserunners count; the
batter-baserunner must return to third base.
Runner from third scored, other runner must return to
base.

28. There are runners on first and second with one out. The catcher
attempts to throw out the runner stealing third but the ball hits
the base umpire. The runner scores. What is the decision?
a.

b.

Ball is dead; runners must hold bases.
Ball is in play; runners advance with liability to be put
out.

SOFTBALL STUDY QUESTIONS
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c.

d.

Ball is in play; runner must remain on second base.

Ball is in play, runners advance without liability to be
put out.
29. Which of the following calls can be made by either the plate
umpire or base umpire?
a.

First and third bases occupied; appeal play at third
base

b.

Deciding whether a fly ball has been legally caught
Ca!! a runner out for leaving the base too soon
d. Determine whether a fly ball is fair or foul
30. Where should the base umpire stand with runners on second and
third and one out?
a.
Behind the shortstop
b. Behind the seccnd baseman
c.
Behind first base in foul territory
d. Between the pitcher and second base
c.

ANSWERS TO STUDY QUESTIONS

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Answer

RI: le Reference

AXBL
AXBL
NA
NA
FA
AXBI,

4-23,7-10 effect; 9-2c

0
0

8.
9.

S

0.

AB
NA
NA

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

AXEL
AB
NA

b
b
d

8-9r

7- I a effect

8-2f effect; 8-7f
8-2g effect; 8-5d effect; 8-7g effect
8-3b
8-9j
8-10k
8-9n
3 -5b

8-7d

7-9d effect (3)
7-6b effet.t (2)
8 -5h effect; 4-9
8-5(1 effect
8-9r effect

II-2a, b, c
7-8a
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7-12g
8-3d
3-3e

19. b
20. b
21. c
22. b
23. c
24. d
25. d
26. a
27. a
28. b
29. c
30. a

6la effect
7 -6c

7-2b, c effect (1)

5-3c
7-5

8-9g effect (3)

9-2f
10 lb

PTOV

INTERPRETATIONS

Inquiries concerning softball study questions or examinations

should be addressed to the chairman of the Softball Examinations
and Ratings Committee, Lorene Ramsey, Illinois Central College,
East Peoria 61611

-c.

SOFTBALL STUDY QUESTIONS
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Techniques of Officiating Softball
Revised by the PRINCIPLES AND
TECHNIQUES OF OFFICIATING COMMITTEE*

Umpiring softball is an enjoyable and rewarding job although it is

not an easy one. Varying situations, games, and levels of play
demand of the umpire constant alertness to each play as well as a

thorough knowledge of the rules and of the game. In softball,

decisions must be made while play goes on, whereas in other sports
the official usually uses a whistle and stops play to render a decision.

Clearly defined techniques, precisely and constantly used. are
important factors in the successful conduct of a softball game for
both the players and the spectators, as well as a source of confidence
for the umpire.
Number of Umpire

The use of two umpires is the generally accepted practice in
handling softball games, although more may be used. (Sometimes it
is necessary to use only one umpire when more are not available. In

this case the position for the single umpire is behind home plate,
except when she must move for a clear view of a play occurring on
the bases. Although the position of the single umpire behind the
pitcher is sometimes used, it is not recommended.)
General Information

For the pregame routine and the duties and responsibilities of the
umpires, see Rule 10, Umpires, General Information for Umpires,
and all sections of that rule.
Upon arrival at the ballpark, the umpire should confer with the
other umpire, coaches, and scorekeeper and have her equipment
ready. Her costume should be the official blouse and skirt and clean
tennis shoes and white socks if she is receiving compensation as a
rated DGWS umpire. As personal equipment the plate umpire must
be sure to have a ball and strike indicator, a whisk broom, mask and
body protector. Each umpire should also have a copy of the current
DGIVS Softball Guide.
*The P & T of 0 committee appreciated the assistance of Mr. DeWayne
Gailliaert, a registered ASA umpire, in the revising of the above article. He is
coordinator and supervisor of umpires for the Peoria Park District and is the
Rules laterpreter for the Illinois High School Association.
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After the game the plate umpire should collect the game balls and

deliver them to the proper person. She should then check the
scorebook with the scorer. Neither umpire should linger on the field

or engage any person in a discussion of the game. If a coach or
player however, asks a question about a specific decision, the

t.-rip'se should answer it politely.
Certain general techniques apply to both umpires and are
essential for good umpiring:
1. Be neat in costume and dignified in manner.
2. Be alert, consistent, fair, prompt, and accurate in all decisions.
Try to be with or ahead of the play. If an error is made, correct it
promptly.
3. Display confidence, work "with" the teams, and keep the game
under control.

4. Announce decisions promptly in a clear, distinct voice and use
proper hand signals.

5. Avoid arguments, personal comments about the game or players,
and anything else which might interfere with judgment.
6. Keep apart and aloof from players, coaches, and spectators; do
not fraternize or be officious.
7. Work cooperatively with the other umpire; do not comment on
her decisions.

8. Use signals to assist each other in calling plays (such as catcher
interference, batted ball hitting batter, illegally caught foul tip,
runner interference, and others) if either umpire is blocked out of
the play.
The Plate Umpire

The plate umpire (P) is the one in charge of the game and has the

responsibility for seeing that the games moves along rapidly and

safely.
For specific duties of the plate umpire see Rule 10, Section 2.
The following general suggestions should help the plate umpire in

the smooth, safe conduct of the game:

1. Try to keep the players bustlia; at ail times, but especially

between innings, avoidirg unnecessary delays (such as lengthy
conferences between coaches and pitchers) or the use of delaying

tactics.
2. Limit tLe number of announcements of changes in line-ups to
two.

3. Brush the home plate clean between innings. (If it is necessary to
clear it of dirt while play is in progress, call "Time," walk out in
front of home plate, and turn your back to the pitcher while you
brush the plate.)
TECHNIQUES OF OFFICIATING SOFTBALL
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4. See that the field aid surrounding area are kept clear of all debris
and loose inaterh,l, such as paper, bats, balls, jackets, and
tarpa ulins.

5. Keep the field clear of spectators.

6. See that bats are kept in bat racks or other appropriate places
provided for them, away from the field.
7. See that the "on deck" batter stays in the batting circle while
awaiting her turn at bat.
8. Prohibit start of play if no home team is designated or suspend or
discontinue play when field or i ?zither conditions present a
hazard to the safety of players. After "play ball" has been called,
the umpire shall be the sole judge as to the fitness of the ground
for resuming play.

9. To indicate a foul, the umpire should call "Foul ball" and extend
her arm horizontally away from the diamond, according to the
direction of the ball. To indicate a fair ball, the umpire shall
extend hei arm toward the center of the diamond. Do not say

"Fair ball." The vocal sound of "foul" and "fair"
n f using to the players.

is very

Position at Home Plate. The plate umpire should stand behind
home plate one to two feet behind the catcher and in such position
that she can look over the head or shoulder (nearer the batter) of
the catcher to see the plate, the batter, the pitcher, the foul lines,
the bases, and the field.
For calling balls and strikes, the instant the pitcher steps on the
rubber and assumes a position of readiness to pitch (ball in 1- oth
hands in front of body), the plate umpire should move into a slight
crouch with the upper part of the bod; inclined a little forward,
eyes closely fixed on the pitcher and the ball. She should attempt to
align herself with the pitch. If the pitch is low, she must crouch, if it
is high, she must straighten up. if the pitch is on the outside or
inside corner of
plate, she must bend sideward at the waist to
align tier eyes with toe pitch.
For official signals, see Rule 10, Section 6. On an infield fly
situation, the plate umpire should immediately call "Infield fly,
batter is out," if fair. On borderline foul ball decisions, the plate
umpire should align herself with the foul line and give the signal for
the "foul" or "fair" ball as soon as the ball touches the ground or
any other object.
The Base Umpire

The base umpire has the specific responsibility for rendering all
decisions at first base and all decisions at second and third base
except those made by the plate umpire.
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Section 15. Defensive team. The defensive team is the team in the
field.

Section 16. Double play. A double play is a play by the defense in
which two offensive players are legally put out as the result of
continuo us action.

Section 17. Fair ball. A fair ball is a batted ball that settles on fair
territory between home and first base or home and third base; or
that is on or over fair territory including any part of first and third
base when bounding to the outfield; or that touches first, second, or

third bases; or that, while on or over fair territory, touches the
person of any umpire or player: or that while over fair territory,
passes out of the playing field beyond the outfield fence.

Section 18. Fair territory. Fair territory is that part of the playing
bold ,";r,
44
'frr rrtf It trig trn.,
i411, t.,-.
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The following suggestions should help the base umpire render the
correct decision:
1. Brush the pitcher's plate between innings..
2. Call all "steal and pick off" plays including plays at third base.
3. Stay in the outfield when the ball Is in play in the infield.
4. Conic Into the Infield when the ball is in play in the outfield.
5. Whenever it is necessary to come into the infield, keep the play in

full vision. Always position the body so that the back is never
completely turned on either the ball being fielded or the base(s)
at which a play might be made. Try to be "set" and not moving
when the call is made.

6. Be alert to position so as to be out of the line of the throw for
any Initial or follow-up play. Also, whenever possible, be out of
the line of any potential overthrow.
I

Basic Positions of the Base Umpire Before the Pitch

B' No runners

U
[sr

2No

B2 Runner on 1st base
133Runner on 2nd or 3rd or
1st and 2nd or 1st, 2nd,

RF

and 3rd bases

Positions in the Field

A stationary position will not suffice for an umpire. Proper

position on the field fluctuates with changing situations which arise
during the game. The positions illustrated in the following diagrams
have proved to be highly successful in all levels of competition.
The X positions shown are somewhat relative to the situations as

they evolve. Slight variations may be necessary because of such

factors as the speed and angles of throws. However, the base umpire
is obligated to obtain the best possible angle from which to see each
play.

With bases empty, the base umiire should stand 10 to 15 feet

beyond first base with right foot beside the foul line in foul territory
(B). She then moves according to the hit and the number of bases
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Section 28. Infield. The infield is that portion of the field which is
included within the diamond made by the base lines.
Section 29 Infield fly. An infield fly is a fair hit ball, other than a
line drive or bunted fly ball. that is caught or, in the opinion of the
umpire, could be easily handled by an infielder.
Section 30. Inning. An inning is that portion of a game within which
the teams alternate an offense and defense, and in which there are
three outs for each team.
Section 31. Interference. Interference is the act of a defensive player
which hinders or prevents a batter from striking or hitting a pitched
ball, or the act of an offensive player which impedes. hinden% or
confuses a defenso e player while attempting to execute a play.

when a runner or
Section 32. Legal touch. A legal touch occurs
is touched by the ball

r

ho is not totIChinV a hasi'

run by the runner. To call plays at first base on infield grounders,
the base umpire must be at a point about fryir or five feet from the
foul line (X) and on the outside of the baseline
II No Runnars on Base

Ball hit to outfield.

Ball hit to outfield.

Piny made at 2nd or 3rd base.

Play made at 2nd or 3rd base

The position inside the foul line and inside the base line should be
used for all plays originating on routine ground balls to the second
baseman which are played outside the base line. The position outside

the baseline is recommended for all bunt situations and all balls
played inside the base lines. If tie ball is hit to the outfield, she

should cross the diamond in the irection of the pitching rubber to a

spot about five to ten feet

t

the infield side of the base line

between first and set,ond bases. qhe should turn to the right to see
that the runner touches first t ase and that no interference takes
place around the bag. If a runner goes on to second base, the umpire
should move toward the base ahead of the runner, staying in the
infield a: :I stopping about five feet from second base to call the play
(X). If the runner continues to third base, the umpire must then
move toward that base in the same manner, staying ahead of tile
runner and inside the infield (X') (see diagram on preceding page).
On balls hit to the infield the plate umpire should move to Ihe 1B
side of home plate and directly toward the mound. On balls hit to

the outfield she should move to the 3B side of home plate and

directly toward the mound and watch the runner contact each base.
The plate umpire must be moving on all plays in order to make a call
should the base umpire get caught out of position.
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i,,nings.
Section 3. A regulatim, game shall consist of seven
if the team second at
innings
need
not
be
played
a. A full seven
bat scores more runs in six or before the third out in the last
of the seventh inning.
of seven innings shall be conb. A game that is tied at the end
innings
until one side has scored
tinued by playing additional
other
at
the
end
of a complete inning, or
more runs that the
bat
has
scored
more runs in their half
until the team second at
of the inning before the third out is made.
be regulation if five or more
c. A game called by the umpire shall
played,
or if the team second at
complete innings have been
scored in five
bat has scored more runs that the other team has call
a game at
or more innings. The umpire is empowered to
other cause
darkness,
rain,
fire,
panic,
or
any time because of
which puts the spectators or players in peril.
regulation tie game shall be declared if the score is equal
d.
when the game is called at the end of five or more complete
of
innings, or if the team second at bat has equaled the score
incomplete
limning.
the first team at bat in the
umpire in favor of
e. A forfeited game shall be declared by the
the team not at fault in the following cases:
field, or being upon the
(I) If a team fails to appear on the
field, refuses to begin a game for which it is scheduled or
within the time set for
assigned at the time scheduled or which
the team is playforfeitures by tne organization in
ing.
continue
(2) If, after the game has begun, one side refuses toterminated
has
been
suspended
or
to play, unless the game
by the umpire.
by the umpire, one side
(3) If, after play has been suspended
within
two
minutes after the umfails to resume playing
pire has called "play ball."
delay or to
(4) If a team employs tactics palpably designed to
hasten the game.
umpire, any one of the rules of

(5) If, after warning by the
the game is wilfully violated.
(6) If the on 'r for the removal of a player is not obeyed

within one minute.
from the game by the
(7) If, because of the removal of players less
than nine players
umpire, or for any cause, there are
on either team.
be the team that scores the
Section 4. The winner of the game shall
regulation
game.
most runs in a
game shall be the score at the
a. The score of a called regulation
bat
end of the last complete inning unless the team second at
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With a runner on second base or runners d'n first and second, the
base umpire takes a position behind the shortstop slightly toward
second base, but should be prepared to move quickly to third base
on an attempted steal play. On a ground ball in the infield, the base
umpire is responsible for the first play in the infield, plus all plays at
first base. With a batted ball in the Infield, the base umpire must

hesitate until the fielder throws to a baseman and then she should
move in the direction of the play. To avoid interfering with the
runner, the base umpire should remain outside the base line until the
runner has advanced toward third base. The plate umpire should
move to the 3B side of home plate and to the inside of the diamond
toward the mound until the play at 3B has been made and then take
a few steps toward 1B to watch play being made at 1B. If the play
does not develop at 1B or a play must be made at 1IP she is still in
goon position to make the call. The plate umpire A an make the
calls at I B or 3B should a situation develop in which the base umpire
is unable to make the call.
IVa Runner on Second Base
Steal play at 3rd base

Ball hit to infield.
Play made at 3rd and 1st base.

NIP

9,

"-))(,

hr Q

LL

1ST

1ST

2ND

RF

ilF

On a ball in the outfield, the base umpire should move in the
direction of the pitching rubber to a spot about five to ten feet to
the infield side of the base line between second and third base. The

base umpire should observe the batter- baserunner touch first base.
If a fly ball occurs, she should watch the tag-up of the runner(s)
and call any plays which result after the catch. If a vase hit occurs,
the plate umpire watches the runner from second to third and to
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has scored more runs than the first team at bat in the incomplete inning. In this case, the score shall be that of the incomplete inning.

b. The score of a regulation tie game shall be the tie score when
the game was terminated. A regulation tie game shall be re-

played from the beginning.
c. The score of a forfeited game shall be 7-0 in favor of the team
not at fault.
Section 5. One run shall be scored each time a baserunner legally
touches first, second, and third bases and home plate before the
tlurd out of the inning.
Section 6. A run shall NOT be scored if the third out of the inning

is a result of

a. The batter being put out before legally touching first base.
b. A baserunner being forced out due to the batter becoming a
hnsisninne/

1

home, if necessary. I i this instance the base umpire is responsible for

the runner who started

calling all plays on

and the

at first

be ter-baserunner
IVb Runners on First and Second Base

'lay made at 1st or 3rd base

Base-hit ball hit to outfield
Play made to home and back to

following catch.

3rd base

Fly ball hit to outfield.

0.)--

cl,

Ci.9,

U.

-I

R
1ST

2ND

c.,

RF

RF

With a runner on third, first and third, second and third, or bases
loaded, the base umpire should take a position behind the shortstop
(umpire should check to be sure that she is not a hindrance to the

shortstop and/or left fielder), slightly toward third base and

approximately halfway between second and third base. On a pick-off
V Runners on First and Third Base

Ball hit to infield.

Pickoff play at 3rd base

Play made at 2nd and 1st base

CI,

IC-N)C,

w

g

g

to%,

sX

u) c)
u)

9/
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Q,

u.
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0
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1ST

2"
c.,
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play at third base, the base umpire needs to move directly toward
the base (avoid blocking the shortstop who will be moving to back
up the play) to call the tag play. With a batted ball in the infield, the
base umpire should hesitate and then move in the direction of the

play as the infielder throws to a baseman.
With runners on first, second, alai third base, and the ball batted
into the outfield, the base umpire should move into the infield and
be ready to move toward a tag play at any base. The base umpire
should move to the s,ot about live to ten feet from the pitching
rubber, between second and third base, the same as she did with a

runner only on second base. The base umpire is responsible for all
three bases because the plate umpire must be in position at home

plate to call the plays that occur there, though the plate umpire
watches the runner at third tag up on all caught flies. The plate
umpire moves to a position toward the mound to be ready to make a
call should a situation develop which would prevent the base umpire
from making the call. The umpire can return to his position to make
calls at home.
V! Runners on First, Second, and Third Base

Ball hit to infield.

Ball hit to outfield

Play made at 1st base.

Play made at 3rd base.

q>.
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2K0

RF

1ST

two
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Continuous Play Involving Both Umpires

When the initial play is made to first base the base umpire makes
the call. If a play is made on a runner going to third base, the plate

umpire makes the decision.
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VII Runner on Second, or First and Second
Play made at 1st base and then 3rd base

15T

2ND

RF

Both Umpires

In addition to their joint responsibilities (see Rule 10, Section 1)
and effective sharing of them, there are certain general umpiring
techniques contributing to good officiating watch are applicable to
both umpires.

On plays at bases, the umpires must move so that they have an
unobstructed view of the ball, the base, and the runner. At the same
time they must avoid interfering with any player. For example, on a
play on the batter-baserunner at first base, the umpire should watch
the fielder throw the ball and then focus her eyes on the base. She
must listen for the impact of the ball hitting the fielder's glove, and

glance up quickly to see if the fickler drops the ball or ,ggles it.
This procedure permits watching the runner's foot hit the base, and
also seeing whether the fielder's foot is in contact with the base
when the ball is caught. The umpire should not block the path of a

runner who is exercising her right of overrunning first base.
On a tag play, the umpire should be within five feet of the play, if
at all possible, and should focus her attention on the baseman, not
the base.
On an appeal play, the umpires should not render a decision until
the fielding team calls attention to it (before delivery of next pitch)
and the proper play has been made. The umpires should avoid calling
"time" if an appeal play is possible.

Proper techniques of umpiring should be used in all games in

order to develop competency in umpiring as well as to contribute to
a good softball game for all concerned.
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Officiel 1972-1974 Softball Rules
for Girls and Women
With permission of, and approved by, the International Joint Rules
Committee on Softball
* Indicates new rule

RULE I. THE PLAYING FIELD
Section 1.

The playing field is the area within which the hall

may be legally played or fielded. The playing field shall have a clear
and unobstructed area within a radius of 200 feet from home plate
between the foul lines. Outside the foul lines and between the home
plate and the backstop, there shall be an unobstructed area not less
than 25 feet in width.
Section 2. Ground or special rules establishing the limits of the
playing field may be agreed upon by leagues or opposing teams
whenever backstops, fences, stands, vehicles, spectators, or other

obstructions are within the prescribed area. Any obstruction less
than 200 feet from home plate should be clearly marked for the
umpire's information.
Section 3.
The official diamond shall have 60-foot base lines with
a pitching distance of 40 feet for women and 46 feet for men.

Section 4. The layout of the diamond is shown in Figures
through 3. To determine the position of home plate, draw a line in
the direction it is desired to lay the diamond. Drive a stake at the
corner of the home plate nearest the catcher. Fasten a cord to this
stake and tie knots, or otherwise mark the cord at 46 feet (40 feet
1

for women), 60 feet, 84 feet 10V4 inches, and at 120 feet.
Place the cord (without stretching) along the direction line and at

the 46-foot marker, place a stake, this will be the front line at the
middle of the pitcher's plate. Alone the same line, drive a stake at
the 84-foot 101/4 inch mark; this will be the center of second base.
Place the 120-foot tnarker at the center of second base. Taking

hold of the cord at the 60-foot marker, walk to the right of the
' Since the rules of the 1312C on Softball govern play for both men and
women, the masculine gender is used throughout.
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Figure 1.
Playing field.
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direction hne until the cord is taut and drive a stake at the 60-foot
marker; this will be the outside corner of first base, and the cord will
now form the lines to first and second bases. Again holding the cord
at the 60-foot marker, walk across the field and in like manner mark
the outside corner of third base. Home plate, first, and third bases
are wholly inside the diamond.

To check the diamond, place the home plate end of the cord at

the first base stake and the 120-foot marker at third base. The
60-foot marker should now check at home plate and second base.
Check all distances with a steel tape whenever possible.
The 3-foot line is drawn parallel to, and 3 feet from, the base hne,
starting at a point halfway between home plate and first base.
The batter's box, one on each side of home plate, shall measure 3
feet by 7 feet. The inside lines of the batter's box shall be 6 inches
from home plate. The front line of the box shall be 4 feet in front of
a line drawn through the center of home plate.
The catcher's box shall be 10 feet in length from the rear outside
corners of the batter's boxes and shall be 8 feet 5 inches wide.
The coach's box is behind a line 15 feet long drawn outside the
diamond. The line is parallel to, and 6 feet from, the first and third
base lines, extending from the bases toward the home plate.
RULE 2. EQUIPMENT

*Section 1. The official bat shall be round, made of one piece of

hard wood, or formed from a block of wood consisting of two or
more pieces of wood bonded together with an adhesive in such a
way that the grain direction of all pieces is essentially parallel to the
length of the bat. Any such laminated bat shall con tam only wood
or adhesive, except for a clear finish. The bat shall be no more than
34 inches long and not more than 2-1/8 inches in diameter at its
largest part. A tolerance of 1/32 inch is permitted to allow for

expansion. The bat shall have a safety grip of cork, tape, or composition material. The safety grip shall not be less than 10 inches long,
and shall not extend more than 15 inches from the small end of the

bat. A plastic cap may be attached to the handle end of the bat. It
shall not extend more than two inches from the top of the bat. The
bat shall be marked "Official Softball" by the manufacturer.
The bat may be made of metal and must conform to all above
specifications except: the body of the bat shall be made of a seamless one piece sturdy metal tube open at both ends. There shall be a
metal or wooden insert firmly secured at the handle end which shall
extend beyond the end of the metal tube a distance not more than 3
inches, and shall extend into the tube not less than 11/2 inches. There

shall be a rubber insert firmly secured at the large end of the bat
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which shall extend beyond the end of the metal tube a distance not
less than 1 inch. It is not the intent of the rule change allowing metal
bats to discriminate against the use of the slip-on rubber grip.
*Section 2. The official softball shall be a regular, smooth-seam
concealed stitch or flat-surfaced ball, not less than 11-7/8 inches, nor
more than 12-1/8 inches, in circumference, and shall weigh not less
than 61/4 ounces nor more than 7 ounces. The center of the ball may
be made of either #1 quality long-fibre kapok or a mixture of cork
and tubber, hand or machine wound with a find quality twisted yarn
and covered with latex or rubber cement. The cover of the ball shall
be the finest quality #1 chrome tanned horsehide or cowhide, cemented to the ball by application of cement to the underside of the
cover and sewed with waxed thread of cotton or linen.
Section 3. The home plate shall be made of rubber or other suitable
material. It shall be a five-sided figure 17 inches wide across the edge
facing the pitcher. The sides shall be parallel to the inside lines of the
batter's boxes and shall be 81/2 inches long. The sides of the point
facing the catcher shall be 12 inches long.
Section 4. The pitcher's plate shall be of wood or rubber, 24 inches

long and 6 inches wide. The top of the plate shall be level with the

ground and the front line of the plate shall be 40 feet from the
outside corner of home plate (46 feet for men).

Section 5. The bases, other than home plate, shall be 15 inches
square and si all be trade of canvas or other suitable material. The
bases should to securely fastened in position.
Section 6. Cloves may be worn by any player, but mits may be
the cat her and first baseman. No top lacing, webbing,
used only
or other device between the thumb and body of a glove or mitt worn

by a first baseman or othcr fielder shall be more than 4 inches in
length.

Section 7. A shoe shall be considered official if it is made with

eithe: canvas or leather uppers or similar materials. The soles may be

either smooth, or with soft or hard rubber cleats. Ordinary metal
sole and heel plates may be used if the spokes on the plates do not

extend more than 3/4 inch from the sole or heel of the shoe.
Section 8. Masks must be worn by catchers, and women catchers
must wear both masks and body protectors. At a precaution against
injuries and infection, it is recommended that women players wear
knickers or full-length trousers.
Section 9. No equipment shall be left lying on the field, either in
fair or foul territory.
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RULE 3. PLAYERS AND SUBSTITUTES
Section 1. A team shall consist of nine players, whose positions
shall be designated as follows. pitcher, catcher, first baseman, second

baseman, third baseman, shortstop, left fielder, , iter fielder, and
right fielder. Players of the team in the field may b" stationed any-

where on fair ground. The pitcher, in delivering the ball to the
batter, must be in legal pitching position and the catcher must be in
his box.
Section 2. A team must have nine players to start or to continue a

game.

Section 3. A player shall be officially in the game when his name
has been entered on the official scoresheet or has been announced. A
substitute may take the place of a player whose name is in his team's

batting order. The following regulations govern the substitution of
players:

a. The captain of the team making the substitution must immediately notify the umpire who will suspend play and announce
the change to the spectators.
b. Substitute players will be considered in the game as follows:
(1) If a batter, when he takes his place in the batter's box.
(2) If a fielder, when he takes the place of the fielder substi-

tuted for.

(3) If a runner, when he replaces the runner on the base that
runner is holding.

(4) If a pitcher, when he takes his place on the pitcher's plate.
c. Each pitcher whose name has been entered on the scoresheet,
who has been announced, or who has taken his place on the
pitcher's plate, must pitch until the first batter facing him has

completed his turn at bat or the side has been retired. Any
other player may be removed from the game at any time.
d. Whether announced or unannounced, any play made by, or
on, the substitute player shall be legal.

e.

A player removed from the game shall not participate in the
game again except as a coach.

f. No player shall take a position in the batter's line of vision, or
with deliberate intent, act in a manner to distract the batter.
Effect: the offender shall be removed from the game.

RULE 4. DEFINITIONS
Section 1.

Appeal play. An appeal play is a play upon which an
umpire cannot made a decision until requested by a player. The
appeal mast be made before the next ball is delivered to the batter.
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Section 2. Base on balls. A base on balls permits a batter to gain

first base without liability to be put out and is awarded to a batter
by t he umpire when four pitches are judged to be balls.
Section 3. Base path. A base path is an imaginary line three feet to

either side of a direct line between the bases.
Section 4. Baserunner. A baserunner is a player of the team at bat
who has finished his turn at bat, reached first base, and has not yet
been put out.
Section 5. Batted ball. A batted ball is any ball that hits the bat or
is hit by the bat and which lands either in fair or foul territory. No
intention to hit the ball is necessary.
Section 6. Batter's box. The batter's box is the area to which the
batter is restricted while in position with the intention of helping his
team to obtain runs.
Section 7. Batter-baserunner. A batter-baserunner is a player who
has finished his turn at bat but has not yet been put out or touched
first base.
Section 8. Batting order. The batting order is the official listing of

offensive players in the order in which members of that team must
come to bat.
Section 9. Blocked bail. A blocked ball is a batted or thrown ball
that is touched,. stopped, or handled by a person not engaged in the
game, or which touches any object which is not part of the official
equipment or official play area.
Section 10. Bunt. A bunt is a legally tapped ball not swung at but
intentionally met with the bat and tapped slowly within the infield.
Section 11. Catch. A catch is a legally caught ball which occurs when
the fielder catches a batted or thrown ball with his hands or glove. If
the ball is merely held in the fielder's arm or prevented from dropping to the ground by some part of the fielder's body or clothing

the catch is not completed until the ball is in the grasp of the

fielder's hands of glove.

Section 12. Catcher's box. The catcher's box is that area within

wluch the catcher must stana while; and until, the pitcher delivers a
pitched ball.

Section 13. Coach. A coach is a member of the team at hat who
takes his place within the coach's lines on the field to direct the
players of his team in running bases.

*Section 14. Dead ball. Ball is not in play and is not considered in
play again until the pitcher holds it in pitching position and the
umpire has called "play ball."
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Section 39. Overthrow. An overthrow is a play in which a ball is
thrown from one fielder to another to retire a runner who has not
reached, or is off base, and which goes Into foul territory on a play
at first, third, or home base.
Section 40. Passed ball. A passed ball is a legally delivered ball that
should have been held or controlled by the catcher with ordinary
effort.
Section 41. Pivot foot. The pivot foot is that foot which the pitcher
must keep in constant contact with the pitcher's plate until the ball

is delivered.

*Section 42. Play. "Play ball" is the term used by the plate umpire to
indicate that the play shall begin or be resumed.
Section 43. Quick return pitch. The quick return pitch is one made

by the pitcher with the obvious attempt to catch the batter off

balance. This would be before the batter takes his desired position in
the batter's box or while he is still off balance as a result of the
previous pitch.
Section 44. Sacrifice Fly. When with less than two outs, the batter
scores a runner with a fair fly ball which is caught.

Section 45. Strike zone. The strike zone is that space over home
plate which is between the batter's armpits and the top of his knees
when the batter assumes his natural batting stance.

Section 46. Time. "Time" is the term used by the umpire to order

the suspension of play.
Section 47. Turn at bat. A turn at bat begins when a player first
enters the batter's box and continues until he is put out or becomes
a haserunner.

Section 48. Wild pitch. A wild pitch is a legally delivered ball so
high, so low, or so wide of the plate that the catcher cannot or does
not stop and control it with ordinary effort.
RULE 5. THE GAME
Section 1. The choice of first or last bat in the inning shall be
decided by a toss of a coin unless otherwise stated in the rules of the
organization under which the schedule of games is being played.
Section 2. The fitness of the ground for beginning a game shall be
decided solely by the home team. If no home team is designated, the
umpire makes the decision. After "play" has been called, the umpire

shall be the sole judge as to the fitness of the ground for resuming
play.
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Section 3. A legal delivery shall be a ball which is delivered to the
batter with an underhand motion.
a. The release of the ball and follow-through of the hand and
wrist must be forward past the straight line of the body.

b. The hand shall be below the hip, and the wrist not farther

from the body than the elbow.
c. The pitch is completed with a step toward the batter.
d. The catcher must be within the outside lines of the catcher's
box when the pitch is delivered.
Section 4. The pitcher may use any windup desired, providing
a. He does not make any motion to pitch without immediately
delivering the ball to the batter.
b. He does not use a rocker action in which, after having the ball
in both hands in pitching position, he removes one hand from
the ball, takes a backward and forward swing, and returns the
ball to both hands in front of the body.
c. He does not use a windup in which the -e is a stop or reversal
of the forward motion.
d. He does not make more than one revolution of the arm in the
windmill pitch. A pitcher may drop his arm to the side and to
the rear before starting the windmill motion
e. lie does not continue to wind Lp after taking the forward step
which is simultaneous with the release of the ball.
Section S. The pitcher shall not deliberately drop, roll, or bounce
the ball while in p;tching position 111 order to prevent the batter
from striking it.
Section 6. The pitcher shall not at any time during the game be
allowed to use tape or other substance upon the ball, the pitching
hand, or fingers. Under the supervision and control of the umpire,
powdered rosin may be used to dry the hands.
* Effect Any infraction of Sections 1-6 is an illegal pitch. The ball
is dead. A ball is called on the batter. Baserunners are entitled
to advance one base without liability to be put out. Exception -ii the pitcher completes the delivery of the ball to the
batter and the batsman hits the ball and reaches first base
safely and all baserunners advance at least one base, then the
play stands and the illegal pitch is nullified.
Section 7. No pitch shall he declared when
a. The pitcher pitches during a suspension of play.

b. The pitcher attempts a quick return of the ball before the
batter has taken position or is off balance as the result of a
previous pitch.

c. The runner is called out for leaving the base too soon.
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Effect The ball is dead and all subsequent action on that pitch is

cancelled.
Section 8. At the beginning of each inning, or when a pitcher re-

lieves another, no more than one minute may be used to deliver no
more than five balls, to the catcher or other teammate. Play shall be
suspendeu during this time.
RULE 7. BATTING
Section 1. The batter shall take his position within the lines of the

batter's box.
a. The batter shall not have either one or both feet touching the

ground outside the lines of the batter's box when the ball

is

hit.
b. The batter shall not step directly across in front of the catcher
to the other batter's box while the pitcher is in position ready
to pitch.
c. The batter shall not hit the ball with an illegal bat.

EffectSec.

I

a, b, c: The ball is dead, the batter is out, and

baserunners may not advance.

*d. The batter must take his position within one minute after the
umpire has called "play ball "
EffectThe ball is in ',lay, the batter is out, and baserunners may
advance with the liability to be put out.
Section 2. Each player of the side at bat shall become a batter in
the order in which his name appears on the scoresheet.
a. The batting order of each team must be on the scoresheet and
must be delivered before the game by the manager or captain
to the plate umpire. He shall submit it to the inspection of the
manager or captain of the opposing team.

EffectThe umpires may declare a forfeit.
b. The batting order delivered to the umpire must be followed
throughout the game unless a player is substituted for another.
When t!..is occurs, the substitute must take the place of the
removed player in the batting order.
c. The first baiter in each inning shall be the batter whose name
follows that of the last player who completed a turn at bat in

the preceding inning.
Effect- Sec. 2 b, c: Batting out of order is an appeal play.

(1) If the error is discovered while the incorrect batter Ls at
bat, the correct batter may take his place and assume any
balls and strikes, and any runs scored or bases run while
the incorrect batter was at bat shall be legal.
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has

after the incorrect batter
(2) If the error is discovered and before there has been a
completed his turn at bat
have batted
pitch to another batter, the player who should
baserunners must
scored
are
canceled
and
is out. Any rur.s
when the incorrect batter

return to the bases occupied
batter's box. The next batter is
took his position in the follows
that of the player called
the player whose name
bat.
If
the
batter
declared out under
out for failing to
third
out,
the
correct batter in
these circumstances is the

the next inning shall be the player who would have come
put out by ordinary play.
to bat had the players been
after
the first pitch to the next
(3) If the error is discovered
incorrect batter is legal, all
batter, the term at bat of the
the next batter in
runs scored and bases run are legal, and
order shall be the one whose ram- follows that of the
bat.
incorrect batter. No one is called out for failure tocalled
Players who have not batted and who have not been in the
out have lost their turn at bat until reached again
regular order.
batter has
d. When the third out in an inning is made before the
shall
be
the
first
batter
in the
completed his turn at bat, lie
next inning.
the catcher from fielding or
Section 3, The batter shall not hinder
of the batter's box, or intenthrowing the ball by stepping out
tionally hinder the catcher while standing within the batter's bo :.
baserunners must return to the last

Effect-The ball is dead and
the
base that, in the judgment of the umpire, was touched at
is out except
time of the interference. The battersteal
is put out, the batter is
if a baserunner attempting to
(I)

not also out.

a runner on third base, and
(2) With less than two outs and
plate,
the batter interferes with a play being made at home
because
the
runner
is
out.
the batter is not out
Members of the team at bat shall not interfere with a

Section 4.
player attempting to field a foul fly ball.

must
Effect- The ball is dead and the batter is out; baserunners
return to the base legally held at the time of the pitch.
intentionally strike or bunt the ball
Section 5, The batter shall not
strike
it
with
a
thrown
bat, or deite its course in
a second time,

any way while running to first base.
Effect- -The ball is dead, the batter is out, and baserunners may
not advance.
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Section 6. A strike is called by the umpirea. For each legally pitched ball entering the strike zone before
touching the ground, at which the batter does not swing.
b. For each legally pitched ball struck at and missed by the
batter.

Effect- Sec. 6 a, b: The ball is in play and baserunners may
advance with liability to be put out. The batter is out if(l) The catcher does not drop the third strike.
(2) First base is occupied with less than two out.

c. For each foul tip held by the catcher while in the catcher's
box.
Effect-The ball is in play and baserunners may advance with
liability to be put out. The batter is out if it is the third strike.
d. For each foul ball not legaliy caught on the fly when the
batter
has less than two strikes
e. For each pitched lx.11 struck at and missed which touches
any
part of the batter.

f. When any part of the batter's person is hit with his own

batted ball when he is in the batter's box in foul territory.
Effect-Sec. 6 d, e, f. The ball is dead and baserunners must
return to their bases without liability to be put out.
Section 7. A ball is called by the umpirea. For each pitched ball which does not enter the strike
zone, or
touches the ground before reaching home plate, and which
is
not struck at by the batter.
Effect- The ball is in play and baserunners are entitled to advance with liability to be put out.
b. For eadt illegally pitched ball.

Effect-The ball is dead and baserunners are entitled to advance one base without liability
to he put out.

Section 8. A fair ball is a legally batted ball whicha. Settles or is touched on fair ground between home and first
base or between home and third base.
*b. Bounds past first or third base on or over fair ground.
c. Touches first, second, or third base.
d. While on or over fair ground touches the
person or clothing of
an umpire or player.
c. First falls on fair ground
first or third base. A fair fly
must be judged accordingbeyond
the relative position of the ball
and the foul line regardless to
of whether the fielder is on fair or
foul ground at the time he touches the ball.
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EffectSec. 8 a, e: The ball is in play and baserunners are
entitled to advance any number of bases with liability to be
put out. The batter becomes a baserunner unless the infield fly
rule applies.
f.

While on or over fair ground lands behind a fence or into a
stand at a distance more than 200 feet from home plate. This
is considered a home run. If the distance is less than 200 feet

from home plate, it is a two-base hit.
Section 9. A foul ball is a legally batted ball which

a. Settles on foul ground between home and first base or between home and third base.
b. Bounds past first or third base on or over foul ground.
c. First touches on foul ground beyond first or third base.
d. While on or over foul ground, touches the person or clothing
of an umpire or player or is blocked.

Effect Sec. 9 a-d: (1) The ball is dead unless it is a legally
caught foul fly. If a foul fly is caught, the batter is out. (2) A
strike is called on the batter unless he already had two strikes.
(3) Baserunners must return to their bases without liability to

be put out unless a foul fly is caught. In this case, the baserunner may advance with liability to be pi,' out after the ball
has been touched.

Section 10. A foul tip is a batted ball whic goe., directly from the
bat, not higher than the batter's head, to the catcher's hand and is
legally caught.
is called, the ball remains in play, and
baserunners may advance with liability to be put out.

Effect A strike

Section I I. A bunt is a legally batted ball not swung at, but intentionally net with the bat and and tapped slowly within the infield.
Effect(1) The ball is in play, the batter becomes a baserunner,
and baserunners may advance with liability to be put out. (2)
If the ball is b.u,ted foul on the third strike, the batter is out
and baserunner7 'ay not advance.
under the following circumstances:
Section 12. The batte
a. When the third strih_ is caught by the catcher.
b. When he has three strikes, if there are less than two outs and
first base is occupied.
c. When the third strike is struck at and missed and touches any
part of the batter's person.
d. When he bunts foul after the second strike.
e. When a foul ball is legally caught.
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f.

Immediately when he hits an infield fly with baserunners on
first and second or on first, second, and third with less than
two out. This is called the infield fly rule.
g. When a fielder intentially drops a fair fly or line drive with
first, first and second, first and third, or first, second, and
third occupied before two are out. Runners need not retouch
and may advance at their own risk. NOTE: A trapped ball shall
not be considered as having been intentionally dropped.
h. The batter-baserunner is out if a preceding runner shall, in the
umpire's judgment, intentionally interfere with a fielder who is
attempting to catch a thrown ball or to throw 1 ball in an
attempt to complete the play. The runner shall also be called
out and interference called.
RULE 8. BASER tJNNING
Section 1. The baserunners must touch bases in legal order. i.e.,
first, second, third, and home plate.

a. When a baserunner must return while the ball is in play, he
must touch touch the bases in reverse order.

EffectThe ball is in play and baserunners must return with

liability to be put out.
b. When a baserunner acquires the right to a base by touching it
before being put out, he is entitled to hold the base until he

has legally touched the next base in order or is forced to
vacate it for a succeeding baserunner.

c. When a baserunner dislodges a base from its proper position,
neither he nor succeeding runners in the same series of plays
are compelled to follow a base unreasonably out of position.
Effect Sec. I b, c: The ball is in play and baserunners may
advance with liability to be put out.
d. A baserunner shall not run bases in reverse order either to
confuse the fielders or to make a travesty of the game.
EffectThe ball is dead and the baserunner is out.
e. Two baserunners may not occupy the same base simultaneously.

EffectThe runner who first legally occupied the base shall be
entitled to it: the other baserunner may be put out by being
touched with the ball.
*f. The failure of a preceding runner to touch a base and who is
declared out does not affect the status of a succeeding baserunner who touches bases in proper order. However, if the
failure to touch a base in regular order is the third out of the
Inning, no succeeding runner may score a run.
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Section 2. The batter becomes a baserunner
a. As soon as he hits a fair ball.
b. When the catcher fails to catch the third strike before the ball
touches the ground when there arc less than two outs and first

base is unoccupied, or anytime there are two outs. This is

called the third strike rule.
c. When a fair hall strikes the person or clothing of an umpire on
foul ground.
becomes a
Effect Sec. 2 a-c: The ball is in play and the batter
baserunner with liability to be put out.
d. When four balls have been called by the umpire.

Effect The ball is in play unless it has been blocked. Hie

batter is entitled to one base without liability to be put out.
e. When the catcher interferes with or prevents him from striking
at a pitched ball.
batter is
*Effet The ball is dead and not in play and the unless
the
entitled to one base without liability to be put out
batter reaches first base safely, and all other runners have advanced at least one base, then play continues without reference to the interference.
f. When a fair ball strikes the person or clothing of the umpire or
a baserunner on fair ground.
Effect (I) If the ball hits the umpire or baserunner after passing a fielder other than the pitcher, the ball is in play. (2) If
the ball hits the umpire or baserunner before passing a fickle],
the ball is dead and the batter is entitled to first base without

liability to be put out.
g.

When a pitched ball not struck at touches any part of the
batter's person or clothing while he is in the batter's box. It
does not matter if the ball strikes the ground before hitting
him.

*/f/feci The ball is dead and the batter is entitled to one base
without liability to be put out unless he made no effort to
avoid being hit. In this case, the umpire calls either a ball or a
strike.

Section 3. Baserunners are entitled to advance with liability to be
put out under the following circumstances.
a. When the ball leaves the pitcher's hand on a pitch.

h. When the ball is overthrown into fair or foul territory and is
not blocked.

c. When the ball is batted into fair territory and is not blocked.
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d. If the ball slips from the pitcher's hand during his windup or
during the backswing, the ball will be in play and the runners
may advance at their own risk.

Section 4. A player forfeits his exemption from liability to be put
out
a.

lf, while the ball is in play, he fails to touch the base to which
he was entitled before attempting to make the next base. If

the runner put out is batter-baserunner at first base or any

other baserunner forced to advance because the batter became
a baserunner, this out is a force-out.
b. If, after overrunning first base,
the batter-baserunner attempts
to continue to second base.
c. If. after dislodging the base, the
batter-baserunner tries to continue to 'he next base.
Section 5. Baserunners are entitled to advance
without liability to
be put out

a. When forced to %acate r base because the batter was awarded a
base on balls.

Effect- The ball remains in play unless it is blocked. The baserunner affected is entitled to one base and may advance farther at his own risk if the ball is in play.
b. When a fielder obstructs the baserunner from making a base
unless the fielder is trying to field a batted ball or has the ball
ready to touch the baserunner

EffectAli runners shall be permitted to advance without
liability to be put out to the bases which, in the umpire's

judgment, the runners would have reached had the fielder not
obstructed the runner.
c. When a wild pitch or a passed ball goes under, over, through,
or lodges in the backstop.
d. When forced to vacate a base because the batter was awarded a
base.

(1) For being hit by a pitched ball.
(2) For being interfered with by the catcher when striking at
pitched ball.

a

Effect The ball is dead and baserunners may not advance farther than the base to which they are entitled.

e. When a pitcher makes an illegal pitch.
f. When a pitched ball goes over, under, or through the backstop.

Effect Sec. 5 e, f: The ball is dead and baserunners may advance to the base to which they are entitled without liability
to be put out.
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When a fielder contacts or catches a batted or thrown ball with
his cap, glove, or any part of his uniform while it is detached
from its proper place on his person.
Effect -The baserunners shall be entitled fD thrt.c bases if a
batted ball, or two bases if a thrown bo.11, nit; in either case the
baserunners may advance farther at their own risk. If the illegal catch or touch is made on a fair hit ball which, in the
opinion of the umpire's judgment, would have cleared the field
fence in flight, the runner shall be awarded a home run.
h. When the ball is in play and is overthrown .nto foul territory
at first or third bases or home plate and is blocked.
Effect The ball is dead and the baserunner being played upon
is entitled to advance one base beyond the one he is trying to
reach. All other baserunners are entitled to the same number
of bases as the baserunner being played.
Section 6. The baserunners' advance is limited
g.

a. When a fair-batted fly ball goes over the fence or into the
stand, it shall entitle the batter to a home run unless it passes
out of the grounds or into a stand at a distance less than 200
feet from the home base, in which case the batter shall be
entitled to two bases only. The batter must touch the bases in
regular order. The point at which the fence or stand is less
than 200 feet from the home base shall be plainly indicated
for the umpire's guidance.
b. When a fair ball bounds or rolls into a stand, over, under, or

through a fence marking the boundaries of the playing field.
Effect- Sec. 6 a, b: The ball is dead and baserunners are awarded two bases.
Section 7. A baserunner must return to his base under the following circumstances:
a. When a foul ball is illegally caught and is so declared by the
umpire.
b. When an illegally batted ball is declared by the umpire.

for interference.
c. When a batter or baserunner is called outbase
which was, in
Other basetunners shall return to the last
the judgment of the umpire, legally touched by him at the
time of the interference.
d. When there is interference by the plate umpire or his clothing
with the catcher's attempt to throw.
e. When any part of the batter's person is touched by a pitched
ball swung at and missed.

f. When an umpire is struck by a fair ball before it is touched by
a fielder.
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g. When a batter is hit by a pitched ball.

Effect-Sec. 7 a-g. (1) The ball is dead. (2) The baserunners
must return to base without liability to be put out except
when forced to go to the next base because the batter became
a baserunner. (3) No runs shall score unless all bases are occupied. (4) Baserunners need not touch the intervening bases in

returning to base but must return promptly. (5) They must,

however. be allowed sufficient time to return.
Section 8. The batter - baserunner is out under the following circumstances:

a. When the catcher drops the third strike and he is legally

touched with the ball by a fielder before touching first base.
b. When the catcher drops the third strike and the ball is held on
first base before the batter-baserunner reaches first base.
c. When after a fair ball is hit he is legally touched with the ball
before he touches first base.
d. When after a fair ball, the ball is held by a fielder touching first
base with any part of his person before the batter-baserunner
touches first base.
e. When after a fly ball, the ball is caught by a fielder before it
touches the ground or any object other than a fielder.
Effect- Sec. 8 a-e The ball is in play and the batter-baserunner
is out.

f. When he runs outside the three-foot line and, in the opinion of
the umpire, interferes with the fielder taking the throw at first
base. However, he may run outside the three-foot line to avoid
a fielder attempting to field a batted bail.
Effect-- The ball is dead and the batter-baserunner is out.
Section 9. The baserunner is out-

a. When in running to any base, he runs more than three feet
from a direct line between a base and the next one in regular
or reverse order to avoid being touched by the ball in the hand
of a fielder.
b. When, while the ball is in play, he is legally touched with the
ball in the hand of a fielder while not in contact with a base.

c. When on a force-out a fielder holds the ball on the base to
which the baserunner is forced to advance before the runner
reaches that base.
d. When the umpire calls the baserunner out for failure to return
to touch the base when play is resumed after a suspension of
play.

e. When a baserunner passes a preceding baserunner before that
baserunner has been put out.
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Effect -Sec. 9 a-e: The ball is in play and the baserunner is out

f. When the baserunner leaves his base to advance to another
base before a caught fly ball has touched a fielder, providing
the ball is returned to a fielder and legally held on that base or
legally touches the baserunner before the runner can return.

g. When the baserunner fails to touch the intervening base or
bases in regular or reverse order and the ball is in play and
legally held on that base, or the baserunner is legally touched
while off base.

h. When the baserunner legally overruns first base, attempts to
run to second base before returning to first, and is legally
touched while off base.
Effect- Sec. 9 f-h. (1) These are appeal plays and the defensive

team loses the privilege of putting the baserunner out if the
appeal is not made before the next pitch. (2) The ball is in
play and the baserunmr is out. (3) Any runs scored shall count
unless this is the third out of the inning and a force-out.

*Note: On appeal plays, the appeal must be made before the
next pitch, or before the defensive team has left the field. The
defensive team has "left the field" when the pitcher and all
infielders have clearly left their normal fielding positions.
i.

When the baserunner interferes with a fielder attempting to
field a batted ball or intentionally interferes with a thrown
ball. If this interference, in the judgment of the umpire, is an
obvious attempt to prevent a double play, the immediate suc-

ceeding runner shall also be called out.
j. When a baserunner is struck with a fair ball while off base and

before it touches or passes a fielder.
k. When a runner intentionally kicks a ball which an infielder has
missed.
I.

When, with a baserunner on tbd base, the batter interferes

with a play being made at home plate with less than two outs.

m. When in the judgment of the umpire, the coach touches or
holds the runner physically to assist him to return or to leave a
base.

n. When the coach neat third base runs in the direction of home
plate on or near the base line while a fielder is attempting to
make a play on a batted or thrown ball, and thereby draws a

throw to home plate. The baserunner nearest to third base
shall be declared out.

o. When one or more members of the offensive team stand or
collect at, or around, a base to which a baserunner is advancing, thereby confusing the fielders and adding to the difficulty
of making the play.
p. When the baserunner runs the bases in reverse order.
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q. When a coach intentionally interferes with a thrown ball.
Effect Sec. 9 1-q: The ball is dead and the baserunner is out.

No bases may be run unless necessitated by the hatter becoming a baserunner.
*r. When the baserunner fads to keep contact with the base to
which he is entitled until a legally pitched ball has been released. When a baserunner is legitimately off the base. i.e.,
movement off base after a pitch or an attempt to stretch a hit,

it becomes the duty of the pitcher to play him back or to

allow him sufficient time to return. The action of playing the
baserunner back to his base by the pitcher must be executed
from within a radius of approximately eight (8) feet from the
pitcher's plate. If the pit Jr does not comply with this obligation, said baserunner may advance legally and not be called
out for being off his base. After the baserunner has returned to
his base, he cannot move off the base until the next pitched
ball is released. If he moves off his base after being played
back or returning to base, he is to be called out, even if the
pitcher is standing off the pitcher's plate. An/ motion to
throw by the pitcher to play a runner back compels that

runner to make a move back to the base or forward to the
next base. The runner cannot stand motionless necessitating a
direct throw of the ball to chive him back.
Effect The ball is dead. "No pitch" is declared, and the baserunner is out

Section 10. The baserunner is not out under the following circum-

stances:

a. When a baserunner runs behind the fielder and outside the
base lines in order to avoid interfering with a fielder attempting to field the ball in the base path.
b. When a baserumier does not run in a direct line to the base,
providing the fielder in the direct line does not have the van in
his possession.

c. When more than one fielder attempts to field a batted ball and

the baserunner comes in contact with the one who, in the
umpire's judgment, was not entitled to field the ball.
d. When a baserunner is hit with a fair ball that has passed
through an infielder other than the pitcher and, in the umpire's judgment, no other fielder had a chance to play the ball.
e. When a baserunner is touched with the ball not securely held
by a fielder.

f. When the defensive team does not request the umpire's decision on an appeal play until after the next pitch.
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J

(4) When the batter Interferes with the catcher.

(5) When the offensive team Interferes with the defensive
team.

(6) When a runner intentionally kicks a ball which a fielder
has missed.

(7) When, with a b -runner on third base, the batter interferes with the 1,_.ty being made at home plate with less
i.
.i.

than two outs.
When a blocked ball is declared.
When a wild pitch or passed ball goes under, over, or through
the backstop.

k. The ball shall not be playable outside the established limits of

the playing field.
When time is called.
m. When any part of the batter's person is hit with his own batted
ball when he is in the batter's box in foul territory.
I.

n. When a baserunner runs bases in reverse order either to confuse the fielders or to made a travesty of the game.
o. When there is interference by the plate umpire or his clothing
with the catcher's attempt to throw.
p. When a batter is hit by a pitched ball.
q. When, in the judgment of the umpire, the coach touches or
helps the runner physically to assist him to return to or to
leave a base, or when the coach near the third base runs in the

direct'on of home plate on or near the base line while the

fielder is attempting to make a play on a Litter or thrown ball
and thereby draws a throw to home plate.

r. When one or more members of the offensive team stand or
collect at, or around, a base to which a baserunner is advancing, thereby confusing the fielders and adding to the difficulty of making the play.

s. When the baserunner fails to keep contact with the base to
which he is entitled, until a legally pitched ball has been re-

leased.
Section 2. The ball is in play in the following circumstances.

a. When a ball has been called on the batter and when four balls
have been called but the batter may not be put out before he
reaches first base.

b. When a strike has been called on the batter and when three
strikes have been called on the batter.
c. When a fly ball or a foul tip has been legally caught.
d. When the infield fly rule is enforced.

e. When a thrown or pitched ball goes into foul territory and is
not blocked.

f. When a thrown or pitch,I ball strikes an umpire.
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g. When a thrown ball goes past a fielder and remains in fair
territory.
h. When a fair ball strikes an umpire or baserunner on fair ground
after passing or touching an Infielder.
I. When a fair ball strikes an umpire on foul ground.
j. When the baserunners have reached the bases to which they
are entitled when the fielder illegally fields a batted or thrown
ball.

k. When a baserunner is called out for passing a preceding runner.

When a fielder obstructs a baserunner, the runner obstructed
cannot be put out until he reaches the base to which he is
entitled because of the obstruction.
in. Whenever the ball is not dead as provided in Section 1 of this

I.

rule.

n. When a fair ball is legally batted.
o. When a baserunner must return in reverse order while the ball
is in play.
p. When a ,aserunner acquires the right to a base by touching It
before being put out.
q, When a base is dislodged while baserunners are progressing
around the bases.
r. When a baserunner runs more than three feet from a direct line
between a base and the next one in regular or reverse order to
avoid be touched by the ball in the hand of a fielder.
s When a baserunner is tagged or forced out.
E. When the umpire calls the baserunner out for failure to return
to touch the base when play is resumed after a suspension of
play.

u. When an appeal play is enforced and Involved.
RULE 10. UMPIRES

Power and Duties. The umpires are the representatives of the
league or organization by which they have been assigned to a particular game, and as such are authorized and required to enforce
each section of these rules. They have power to order a player,
coach, captain, or manager to do, or omit to do. any act which in
their judgment is necessary to give force and effect to one or all of
these rules and to inflict penalties as herein prescribed.
General Information for Umpires

I. The umpires shall not be connected in any way with either
team.

2. The umpires should be sure of the date, time, and place for the
game, and should arrive at the playing field 20 to 3( minutes
ahead of time.
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3. The umpires shall wear uniforms which are navy blue in color.
Umpires working the game behind the plate must wear masks.
4. The umpires should Introduce themselves to the captains, the
managers, and the scorer.
5. The umpires should inspect the playing field boundaries and
equipment and clarify all ground rules to both teams and their
coaches.

6. Each umpire shall have the power to made decisions on violations committed any time during playing time or during suspension of play until the game is over.
7. Neither umpire has the authority to set aside or question decisions made by the other within the limits of their respective
duties as outlined in these rules.
E
An umpire may consult his associate at any time when requested by a captain or manager. However, the final decision
shall rest with the umpire whose exclusive authority it was to
make the decision and who requested the opinion of the other.
Section 1. The plate umpire or base umpire shall have equal autho-

rity to

a. Call all illegal pitches
b. Call a runrer out for leaving a base too soon.
c. Call "Time" for suspension of play.
d. Remove a player, coach, or manager from i the game for violation of rules.
Section 2. Specific Duties of the Plate Umpire

a. He shall have full charge of, and be responsible for, proper

conduct of the game.
b. He shall call all balls and strikes.
c.
shall determire whether
(1) A batted ball is fair or foul.
(7) A fly ball has been legally caught.

(3) A batter bunts.
(4) A pitched, batted, or thrown ball touches .e person or

clothing of the batter or umpire
(5) A fly ball is an infield or outfield fly.
d. He shall render base decisions in the following instances.
(I) If the ball is hit fair, with a runner on first or second base,
go to third base for a possible decision.
(2) On appeal, and with more than one base occupied, decide
whether a runner on third leaves that base before a fly ball
is touched.
(3) If more than one base is occupied and a runner is caught
between third and home, make a decision on the runner
nearest home plate.
e. Ile shall determine when a game is forfeited.
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of the plate that the catcher cannot, or does not, slop and

control it with ordinary effort. whereas, a passed blahs a legally
deliver(' I ball that should have been held or controlled by the
catcher with ordinary effort. (Rule 4. Sec. 40 and 48)
6. Before a game begins, an umpire determines that a field is too
wet for play. The home team insists that the field is dcceptable.
Will the game begin? Yes. but as soon as play has begun, the
umpire may suspend play (Rule 5, Sec. 2)
7, At the end of five innings of play the home team was ahead five
to four. In the top of the sixth inning, the visiting team scores
two runs, and is still at bat when a fine ram begins to fall. The
home team begins conferring after each pitch and. after a warning from the umpire to play ball. two players go to their bench
for "equipment repairs " What is the umpire's decision" 1hr

h. To indicate that a player is safe, the umpire shall extend both
the
arms diagonally in front of the body with palms toward
ground.
of play, the umpire shall call "Time"
i. To indicate suspension
and at the same time extend both arms above his head. The
other umpire shall immediately acknowledge the suspension of
play with similar action.
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12. With one out and the bases loaded in the bottom of the seventh
inning, the batter hits an inside the fence home run. This apparently wins the game, as the home team was behind by three
runs. However, the runner from first base failed to touch second
base and the appeal is recognized by the base umpire. What is
the effect on the game? The score is tied, the runner who faded
to touch second base is out, and the home town is still up with
two outs. (Rule 8, Sec. I f)
*13. The batter is struck by a pitch and runs immediately to first
base. However, the umpire rules that she did not make an effort
to escape the pitch and signals to the batter to return and continue her time at bat. The batter refuses to leave first base. What
does the umpire do? The umpire calls "play ball" and if the
batter is not ready to bat in one minute, she will be called out.
(Rule 7. Sec. Id)

*14. With runners on first and third and one out, there is an attempted double steal. The second baseman receives a throw

from the catcher on a cut-off play and both runners stand motionless off their ,pective bases. The second baseman walks
the ruiner at first back to the base while keeping her eyes on
the rur.ner at third base. As she tosses the ball to the pitcher,
who is near the mound, the runner on first base steps off the
base again. The pitcher fakes a throw to first but the runner
remains motionless. What is the decision? Runner is out, ball is
dead and play continues. (Rule 8, Sec. 9r)
15. With bases loaded and two outs, a batted ball is hit sharply at
the pitcher, hitting her in the face and knocking her down. All
runs score as the defensive team gatheis immediately around the
injured player. The defensive team protests that the umpires
should have called time immediately because of the injury. What
is the decision? All runs scored count and play continues. Mule
10, Sec. 711)

*lb. With bases loaded, the base umpire calls an illegal pitch on a
called second strike by the plate umpire. What is the decision?
An illegal pitch may be called by either umpire. Therefore, an
illegal pitch would be decalred. Mule 10, Sec. la) The ball is
dead, a ball :s called on the batter and baserunners are entitled
to advance one bare without liability to be put out. (Rule 6,

S. 6 Effect)

17. A baserunner attempts to steal second and is thrown-out. The
home plate umpire rules the batter is also out for interfering
with the catcher. The home team argues unsuccessfully that this
is improper. What should happen next? The home team should
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Section 7. Suspension of Play

a. An umpire may suspend play when, in his judgment, conditions justify such action.
b. Play shall be suspended whenever the plate umpire leaves his

position to brush the plate or to perform other duties not

directly connected with the calling of plays.
c. The umpire shall suspend play whenevei a batter or a pitcher
steps out of position for a legitimate reason.
d. An umpire shall not call "Time" after the pitcher has started
his windup.
e. An umpire shall not call "Time" while play is in progress.
f.

In case of injury, time shall not be called urtil all plays in
progress have been completed or runners have been held at
their bases.

g. Umpires shall not suspend play at the request of players,
coaches, or managers until all action in progress by either team
has been completed.
h. Umpires shall not penalize a team for an infraction of a rule

when imposing the penalty would be to the advantage of the

offending team.
Section 8. Violations and Penalty

a. Players, coaches, or managers shall not make disparaging or
insulting remarks to or about opposing players, officials, or
spectators.
b. There shall be no more than two coaches for each team to give
words of assistance and direction to the members of their team

while at bat. One shall be stationed near first base and one
near third base, and they must remain within the coach's box.
c. The penalty for violations by a player is prompt removal of
the offender from the game and grounds. For the first offense,
coach or manager may be warned, but for the second offense
they are removed from the game. The offender shall go directly to the dressing room for the remainder of the game or leave
the grounds. Failure to do so will result in forfeiture of the
game.

RULE 11. PROTESTS

Section I. Protests shall not be received or considered if they are
based solely on a decision involving the accuracy of judgment on the

part of an umpire. Examples of protests which will not be con-

sidered are
a. Whether a batted ball was fair or foul.
b. Whether a baserunner was safe or out.
c. Whether a pitched ball was a strike or a ball.
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d. Whether a pitch was legal or illegal.
e. Whether a baserunner did or did not touch a base.
f.

Whether a baserunner left his base too soon on a caught fly
ball.

g. Whether a fly ball was or was not caught legally.
h. Whether it was or was not an infield fly.
i. Whether there was or was not an interference.
j. Whether the field was fit to continue or resume play.
k. Whether there was sufficient light to continue play.
umpire's
I. Any other matter involving only the accuracy of the
judgment.
Section 2. Protests that shall be received and considered concern
matters of the following types:
a. Misinterpretation of playing rules.
b. Failure of an umpire to apply the correct rule to a given situation.
c. Failure to impose the correct penalty for a given violation.
Section 3. Protests may involve both a matter of judgment and the

interpretation of a rule. An example of a situation of this type
follows:

With one out and runners on second and third bases, the batter
flied out; the runner on third tagged up after the catch; the player
on second did not. The runner on third crossed the plate before the
ball was played at second base for the third out. The umpire did not
allow the run to score. The questions as to whether the runners left
their bases before the catch and whether the play at second base was
made before the player on third crossed the plate are solely matters
of judgment and are not protestable. The failure of the umpire to
allow the run to score was a misinterpretation of a playing rule and
was a proper subject for protest.
Section 4. The notification of intent to protest must be made immediately before the next pitch.
a. The captain or manager of the protesting team should immedi-

ately notify the umpires and the opponent that the game is
being continued under protest.

b. All interested parties shall take notice of the conditions sur-

rounding the making of the decision that will aid in the correct
determination of the issue.
*Note. On appeal plays, the appeal must be made before the
next pitch or before the defensive team has left the field. The

defensive team has "left the field" when the pitcher and all
infielders have clearly left their normal fielding positions.
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Section 5. The protest must be filed within a reasonable time.
a.

In the absence of a league or tournament rule fixing the time
Ilinq for filing a protest, a protest should be considered if filed
within a reasonable time, depending ipon the nature of the
case and the difficulty of obtaining the information on which
to base the protest.

b. Within 48 hours after the scheduled time of the contest
generally considered a reasonable time.

is

Section 6, A formal protest should contain the following information.
a. The date, time, and place of the game.
b. The names of the umpires and the scorer.
c. The rule and section of the Official Rules or local rules under
which the protest is made.
d. The decision and conditions surrounding the making of the
e.

decision.
All essential facts involved in the matter protested.

Section 7. The decision made on a protested game may result in
one of the following:

a. The protest is found invalid and the game score stands as
played.

b. When a protest is allowed for misinterpretation of a playing
rule, the game is replayed from the point at which the incorrect decision was made with the decision corrected.
c. When a protest for ineligibility is allowed and it is shown that
the protesting team had knowledge of the player's ineligibility
before the start of the game and failed to so notify the opponent, the ineligible player should be removed from the team's
roster and the game should be replayed.

Section 8. Highly technical protests and those which could have no
effect on subsequent play or the final results of the game should be
discouraged.

RULE 12. SCORING
Section 1. The official scorer shall keep records of each game as
outlined in the following rules. He shall have sole authority to make

all decisions involving judgment. For example, it is the scorer's responsibility to determine whether a batter's advance to first base is
the result of a hit or an error. However, a scorer shall not make a
decision which conflicts with the Official Rules or with an umpire's
decision.
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the umpire do in this case? Declare the ball dead and hare the
runner return to second base. (Rule 9. Sec. I-o)
34. May a bat made of metal be used in an official softball game?

Yes, as long as it conforms to the specifications established.
(Rule 2, Sec. I)
35. When a protested game must be replayed, it is repeated in its
entirety. False, it is replayed from the point of protest. (Rule
I I Sec. 7b)
36. On a force play at second, the ball beats the runner to the base
by a fraction of a second but the infielder juggles the ball and

clamps it to her body with her arms. Is the runner out? No,
(Rule 4, Sec. I I )

37. A runner scores from third On a play where a pitched ball goes
through the catcher. hits the legs of the umpire and bonnet's

Section 2. The Box Score

a. Each player's name and the position or positions he has played
shall be listed in the order in which he batted, or would have
batted had lie not been removed, or the game ended before his
turn at bat.
b. Each player's batting and fielding record must be tabulated.
( I ) The first column shall show the number of times each
player batted during the game, but no turn at bat shall be
charged against a player when

He hits a sacrifice bunt or sacrifice fly.
He is awarded first base on four balls.
c) fie is hit by a pitched ball.
d) He is awarded first base because of interference or oba)
b)

struction.
(2) The second column shall show the number of runs, if any,
made by each player
(3) The third column shall show the number of safe hits, if
any, made by each player.
(4) The fourth column shall show the number of runs batted
in, if any, made by each player.
(5) The name of each player inserted into a team's line-up as a
substitute player or runner shall be corrected and the subsequent record tabulated.
c. The score by innings for each team shall follow the tabulated
batting and fielding records.
d. The name of each player committing an error shall be listed
immediately below the score by inning.
Section 3. The Summary
a. The summary shall follow the score by innings.
b. The summary shall list the following items in this order:

(I) Two-base hits and by whom hit
(2) Three-base hits and by whom hit
(3) Home runs and by whom hit
(4) Stolen bases and by whom
(5) Sacrifice bunts and flies

(6) Runners left en base, including the batter-baserunner,

whose batted 11 results in another runner being retired
for the third c,
(7) Number of hits and runs allowed by each pitcher
(8) The names of batters hit by a pitched ball and name of the
pitcher who hit them
(9) The number of wild pitches made by each pitcher
t 10) The number of passed balls
(11) Pitching summary to include:
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a) Number of bases on balls given by each pitcher
b) Number of batters struck out by each pitcher
c) The number of innings or parts of an inning pitched by
each pitcher. A part of an inning is determined by the
number of outs. One out is one-third of an inning; two
outs are two-thirds of an inning.
d) The earned runs permitted by each pitcher
e) The name of the winning pitcher
f) The name of the losing pitcher.
Section 4. All individual and team records of any tie or forfeited
game which has reached or exceeded legal length when ended shall
become a part of the official team or league averages except that no
pitcher shall be credited with a victory or charged with a defeat.
Section S. A run batted in is
a run scored because of one of the
following reasons:

a. A safe hit
b. A sacrifice bunt or sacrifice fly
c. A foul fly caught
d. An infield put-out or fielder's choice
e. A baserunner forced home because of interferences, the batter
being hit with a pitched ball or being given a base on balls
f. A home run and all runs scored as a result.

Section 6. A base hit is a batted ball that permits the batter
to
reach base safely.
a. When a batter reaches first base or any succeeding base safely
on a fair ball which settles on the ground, clears a fence,
or
strikes a fence before being touched by a fielder.
b. When a batter reaches first base safely on a fair ball which
hit with such force, or such slowness or which takes an un-is
natural bounce, so as to make it impossible to field with
ordinary effort in time to retire a runner.

c. When a fair ball which has not been touched by a fielder

becomes "dead" because of touching the person or clothing of
a runner or umpire.
d. When the fielder unsuccessfully attempts to retire a preceding
runner, and in the scorer's judgment, the batter-baserunner
would not have been retired at first base by perfect fielding.

section 7. A base hit shall not be scored in the following cases:
a. When a runner is forced out by a batted ball, or would have
been forced out except for a fielding error.
b. When a player fielding a batted ball retires a preceding runner
with ordinary effort.
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c. When a fielder fails in an attempt to retire a preceding runner,
and in the scorer's judgment, the batter-baserunner could have
been retired at first bate.
Section 8. The length of a base hit shall be determined by the

number of bases the batter adva nces without the aid of an error.
Judgment errors are not considered an error provided the fielder
does not touch the ball. The batter is erc,:iied with the number of
bases he could have made if the ball were played directly on him.
a. When a batter, in attempting to stretch a hit, overslides a base
and is touched out, he is not credited with having made that
base.

b. When the batter ends a game with a safe hit which drives in as
many runs as are necessary to put his team in the lead, he will
be credited with as many bases on his hit as are needed to
score the winning run. However, if the ball is batted over the
fence or out of the playing field, a home run shall be credited.
Section 9. Sacrifices are scored when

a. With less than two outs, the batter advances one or more
baserunners with a bunt and is retired at first base, or would
have been retired except for a fielding error.

b. With less than two outs, the batter scores a runner with a fair
fly which is caught.
Section 10. Put-outs are scored in the following situations:
a. A put-out is credited to a fielder each time he
(1) Catches a fly or line drive.
(2) Catches a thrown ball which retires a batter or baserunner.
(3) Touches a baserunner with the ball when the baserunner is
off the base to which he is entitled.

(4) Is nearest the runner declared out for being hit with a
batted ball, running out of line to avoid being touched

with the ball, as a result of interference, or for lea,,ng base
too soon.
b. A put-out is credited each time to the catcher(1) When he catches the third strike or when the third strike is
called with first base occupied, with less than two outs.
(2) When the batter bunts foul after two strikes.
(3) When the batter bats illegally.
*(4) When the batter is struck by his own batted fair ball.
(5) When the batter fails to bat in correct order.
(6) When the batter interferes with the catcher.
Section 11. Assists are scored in the following situations:

of plays
a. To each player who throws the ball in any series
which result in the put-out of a baserunner. Only one assist
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shall be given to any player who handles the ball more than
once in any one put-ont.
b. To each player who throws the ball in any series of plays in a
manner which would have resulted in a put-out if an error had
not been made by a teammate.
c. To a player who, by deflecting a batted ball, aids in a put-out.
d. To each player who handles the ball in a play which results in
a baserunner being called out for interference or running out
of the base line.

e. To the catcher who, after dropping the third strike, throws the
runner out at first base.
Section 12. Do not credit an assist to a fielder who makes a bad
throw on which the baserunner is put out on subsequent play. Do
not credit the pitcher with an assist when the runner is put out in
attempting to steal home on a legally pitched ball.
Section 13. Errors are recorded in the following situations.
a. For each player who commits a misplay which prolongs the
turn at bat of the batter or the life of the baserunner.
b. For the fielder who fails to touch the base after receiving the
ball to retire a runner on a force-out, or when a baserunner is
compelled to return to base.

c. For the catcher if a batter is awarded first base for interference.

d. For the fielder if a baserunner is awarded a base because of his

failure to stop or try to stop a ball accurately thrown to a
base, unless there was no reason for the throw. When more

than one player could receive the throw, the scorer must determine which player gets the error.
e. For the catcher if he drops or misses a third strike.
f. For the fielder who fails to complete a double play because of
dropping the ball.

or the fielder who is charged with interference or obstruction.

h. For the pitcher if a wild pitch on the "Ball four" allows his
batter-baserunner to advance beyond first base.
Section 14. Errors are not charged against fielders in the following

situations:
a. When the catcher makes a wild throw in an attempt to prevent

a stolen base, unless the baserunner is enabled to advance a

base beyond the one to which he was going.
b. On a wild pitch.
e. On a passed ball.
d. When the fielder makes a wild throw to prevent a baserunner
from advancing, unless the baserunner is able to advance one
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or more bases beyond the one he would have reached had the
throw not been wild
e. When a fielder drops a fly ball, line drive, or thrown ball, and
recovers the ball in time for a put-out at any base.
Section 15. Stolen bases are credited to a baserunner whenever he
advances one base unaided by a hit, a put-out, an error, a force-out,
a fielder's choice, a passed ball, a wild pitch, or an illegal pitch.
Section 16. A pitcher shall be credited with a win in the following
situations:
a. When he is the starting pitcher and has pitched at least four
innings and his team is not only in the lead when he is replaced
but remains in the lead the remainder of the game.
b. When a game is ended after five innings of play and the starting pitcher has pitched at least three innings and his team has
scored more runs than the other team when the game is terminated.

Section 17. A pitcher shall be credited with a loss regardless of the
number of innings he has pitched if he is replaced when his team is
behind in the score, and his team thereafter fails to tie the score or
gain the lead

RULES INTERPRETATION

Questions concerning rules interpretation should be directed
to the Assistant to the Rules Interpreter, Bernard lassogna,
32 Karen Court, Bridgeport, Conn. 06606. Enciose a selfaddressed, stamped envelope.
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SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS OF THE

OFFICIAL SOFTBALL RULES
FOR LESS HIGHLY SKILI-ED OR YOUNG PLAYERS

The following modifications of the official softball rules are presented by the Softball Committee. The modifications are changes in
the rules in order to make the game more enjoyable in certain situations. Use the suggested modifications in your classes or games whch
will be helpful in making the game situation a better one. The Softball Committee urges everyone to use the official softball rules except where the rules do not apply to the modifications printed here.
Explain to your students that these are not the official rules, but
rules to help them learn to play the game officially!
Rule 1. The Diamond

.,7,.

a. Base lines: 45 to 55 fee:, depending upon throwing skill of
players.
b. Pitching distance: 35 to 37 feet, for the sake of safety, no less
than 33 feet.

Rule 2. The Equipment

a. Use regulation size 12-inch softballs, but those which are softer Girls are often afraid of a new, hard official softball, but
enjoy playing with a soft softball. In situations where there are
not enough gloves for everyone, a softer ball is desirable. Balls
which are larger are difficult for the girls to handle and not
recommended for softball.
Rule 3. The Game

a. Players: Use ten playersfour outfielders, rather than five infielders.
b. Have easy or slow pitching.

c. Either do not allow base stealing or permit players to steal
first, second, or third base(s), but not home base. When possible, teach players to be aggressive and to steal bases, thus
making the fielders learn better play. Modification selection
may depend a great deal upon ability of the catcher and

whether or not there is a backstop.
d. Allow one base on overthrows that go into foul territory. This
modification may be used only until players have developed
good throwing, catching, and base play techniques,
e. Declare batter out on third strike. (Omit
third strike rule.)
f. Rule that any infield fly must be caught
to be an out. (Omit
infield fly rule.)
g. Agree before starting the game o play fewer than seven innings, if time is limited. In sonic s,tuations there might be only
three full innings.
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KEY TO SYMBOLS (Cont.)
OUTS

the number of total outs made
in each inning is indicated ..1

a circle within the box ® .)
4.3

grounder to second baseman

who threw the runner out at
first base

ground ball (number of player
involved placed above)

/ N popup (number of

player is

placed underneath)
line drive (number of player

is placed underneath)
fly (number of player is placed
underneath)
8
U

fly to center fielder
unassisted (number of player
indicated)

E

error (number of player indi
cated)

E5F

error by third baseman on a
fumble

E5Th

error by third baseman on a
bad throw

ESP

error by third baseman on a
dropped throw

A

assist (number of player indi
cated)

OT

overthrew (number of player
indicated)

WP
PB

K
Bk
Bt
SB

base

foul ball

/ - end of inning
150

FIRST INNING
Jones was walked (BB).

Beckmann hit

a grounder to the shortstop (6) who
threw out Jones on a double play to
the second bctcman (4) who tossed
out Beckmann at first base (3). (Join
Jones' and Beckmann's boxes with a
line ,..--A .) Jones (? and Beckmann

were out. Bea s i it a home run
) to the right field fence (note line
indicating this). Grebner lined out to
2

(

the right fielder
1
hit. 1/1

( 9) 0 .

1

run,

SECOND INNING
Hubbard singled (1B) to left field.
McKee (center fielder (1)) doubled
(2B) to left field, batting in Hubbard
who had stolen (i.5cond base. Boin
struck out (K)
1
.
Bremberg was

safe at first base on an error by the
first baseman who dropped the throw
from the second baseman (A4 E3D).
went

McKee

t

third.

Baker

(1)

grounded out

to the third base.
man who threw to the first baseman
(5.3). McKee scored on the play (put
a
at the base of the field
in McKee's box). Jones fouled
to
the catcher. (42). 2 runs, 2 hits. 2/2

passed ball
strike out
balk
bunt
stolen

SAMPLE SCORESHEET

1

wild pitch

THIRD INNING
(place

by base

player stole
DP double play (a line s connected to both boxes of player
involved)
8
run batted in by tFe center
fielder
f2
fouled to catcher
FC
fielder's choice
F
fumble

f

FXPI ANATION OF

(Number of each player han
dling the ball is included, and

Beckmann tripled (3B). Beals batted in
Beckmann with a single (1B) to center.

Grebner was safe on a fielder's choke
when she grounded to the third base.

man who threw the ball
base for a forceout 0

to

on

second
Beals

(5.4 ). Hubbard bunted (Bt) to advance
Grebner to second base, and was

thrown oJt 2 by the pitcher to first
baseman (1.3 . McKee grounded out

0 to the

(3U).

1

first baseman unassisted

run, 2 hits. 1/2

DGWS SOFTBALL GUIDE

Questions and Answers on Softball Rules
REVISED BY CAROLE OGLESBY
BARB WADDELL

Carole Oglesby received her bachelor's and master's degrees
from the University of California, Los Angeles, and her Ph.D.
degree from Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana. She is an
assistant professor at Purdue She has participated in three
national softball tournaments and is commissioner for national
championships for CIA W

Barb Waddell received her undergraduate degree from Illinois
State University and is currently in her ninth year of teaching

Illinois. She has
at Pekin Community High School. Pain,and
director of the
played competitive softball and is manager
L ism League, sponsored by the Pekin Park District.
*Denotes New Rules Change

plate
I. A bunted ball comes to rest half on the corner of homefair
or
nearest the catcher and half n the ground. Is the bunt
home
plate
is
in
fair
ground
co
of
The
bunt
is
Jam
All
foul"
this situation is analogous to a ball corning to rest on a base hne.
(Rule 1, Sec. 4)

to the plate, the defensive
2. As a left left handed batter comes
team goes into a shift where the first baseman is halfway to the
the
plate in foul ground, the second baseman covers first and The
shortstop moves to short right field. Is this a legal shift?
first baseman must move to fair ground; otherwise the shift iS
legal. (Rule 3, Sec. 1)
3. A third baseman persists in running in toward a particular batter
of

on every pitch, calling her name loudly. Is this a breach

Jor which the offensportsmanship )T. rules? This is a violation
der is to be removed from the game. (Rule 3, Sec. 3f)
4. A substitute goes into the game as a runner without being an-

nounced. When she comes up to bat later in the game, the

opposing team claims an illegal player has batted. What is the
umpire's decision? Entry into the game is legal and play continuts. (Rule 3Sec. 3b, 31
5. What is the difference between a wild pitch and a passed ball? A
wild pitch is a legally delivered ball so high, so low, or so wide
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON SOFTBALL RULES

1S1

notify the umpire. prior to the next pitch, that the game is

being played under protest, (Rule 7Sec. .3 Effect I, and Rule
11Sec. 4)
18. A runner steals secon, base on a foul tip. Is this legar Yes (Rule
7, Sec, 6c)

19. With a runner at third base, the batter swings at a pitch which
strikes her and bounces away. The runner scores as the catcher
tries to retrieve the ball. Is the play legal? The runner must
return to third and a strike is called on the batter. (Rule 7, Sec.
6e)

20. A ball strikes an umpire in foul ground and rebounds into fair
territory. The first baseman grasps the ball and tags first base
What does the home plate umpire call? Fool ball. (Rule 7, Sec.
9d)

21

With one out and runners on first and third, a fast grounder is
hit to the second baseman who catches the ball and throws to
second to start a double play. In the opinion of the base umpire,
the runner arriving at second interferes with the shortstop who
is coming second. What is her call? Both the runner and the
butter-baserunner (17e out. (Rule 7. Sec. 121i and Rule 8, Sec. 9i)

A baserunner sliding into third base dislodges it and does not
maintain contact with the base. She is tagged by the third baseman. What is the decision) Runner is safe. (Rule 8, Sec. 10k
Effect)

23. The shortstop fumbles a ground ball, the ball then hits the
baserunner running from second base to third base. What is the
decision? Runner is safe and play continues. (Rule 8, Sec. 10d)

24. Two baserunners occupy the same base simultaneously. The
fielder legally touches the runner who reached the base last.
What is the decision? Said runner is out and play continues.
(Rule 8, Sec. le Effect)

25. There is one out with runners on first and second. the batter
hits a foul tip that is legally caught by the catcher, Prior to the
pitch, the count on the batter was one ball, one strike. What is
the decision? A strike is called and baserunners may advance
ant' number of bases with liability to be put out. (Rule 7. Sec.
6c and Rule 9, S,

2c)

There are runners on second and third. The batter bunts the ball
along the fi base line and intentionally kicks the ball, which
the first baseman missed, while running to first base and it rolls
foul. What is the decision? The batter-baserunner is out and
154

Third Strike Rule
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Rule

See.

7
8

6

Plate umpire

2b

Base umpire
Signals

Tic

s

line "-Defined
Turn at Bat-Defined

4

46

4

47

Umpires.- Powers, duties 10
Single umpire
10

4

General information.... 10

Rote Sec.
10
10
10

Change of umpire...,... 10
Viola t ions and penalty 10

2
3

6
5

Suspension of play

10

8
7

Wild Pitch - Defined

4

48

Winner-Game
Pitcher.. ..... ....

5

4

. 12

16

.

..

runners may not advance. (Rule 8, Sec. 9k and Rule 9, Sec. 1h,
6)

27. With runners on second and third and one out, a fly ball is
caught in deep center field. The centerfielder fires the ball to

the shortstop who turns and relays the ball to the catcher who
tags the runner trying to score from second base. All runners
had legally tagged up. What is the decision? Run counts, runner
is out at home making the third out of the inning. (Rule 8, Sec.
9b)

28. With runners on first and second, and one out, a fly ball is hit to

center which the right fielder catches. The batterbaserunner did not see that the ball was caught and thus has
right

rounded the base heading for second. She passed the runner on
first who is tagging up. The riuht fielder, seeing a runner headed

toward second, throws to the second baseman who tags the
batter-baserunner out. In the meantime, the original runner on
second base tagged up and scored and the runner on first base
remained at that base. What is the decision? Ratter- baserunner is

out as a result of caught fly ball. No runs may count and baserunners must return to the last base which was, in the judgment
of the umpire, legally touched by them at the time of the interferPnce. (Rule 8. See. 7c)
29. With the bases loaded, an incorrect atter goes to the plate. The
first pitch is wild and a run scores. Before the next pitch, the

offensive team discovers this mistake and sends the correct
batter to the plate. The defensive team complains that the
runner should have to resume her position at third base. What is
the decision? All play stands legal and continues. (Rule 7, Sec.
2c Effect -I)

*30. When must an appeal be made to the umpire? Ball must be in
play and before the next pitch, or before the defensive team has
left the field. 77w defensive team has "left the field" wizen the
pitcher and all infielders have clearly left their normal fulding
positions (Rule 8, Sec, 9 Effect Pi)
31. Is a fielder permitted to block a runner from a base? Yes, providing the is trying to field a batted ball or has the ball ready to
touch the baserunner, (Rule 8See. 5b)
32. With one out, a batter walks to load the bases. The defensive
team initiates an appeal stating that the batter was batting out
of order. During the ensuing discussion the runner on third
starts home and scores. Is this legal? Yes (Rule 9, See. 2u)

33. A runner attempts to steal third base. The catcher and umpire
bump together as the catcher winds up to throw. What should
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON SOFTBALL RULES
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15.

14.

8.

order
Catcher interferes
with batter striking
at ball
Umpire hit by hit
ball before being
played by fielder

bases in reverse

Batter hit by own
batted ball in batter's
box in foul territory
9. Foul hit ball not
caught
10. While in foul territory
ball hits umpire, player, or other obstacle
11. Bunt foul with two
strikes
12. Baserunner intentionally interfering
with fielder catching
thrown ball or making
throw
13. Baserunner running

Situation

May not advance.

Effect on Baserunner

Entitled to 1st base

Entitled to 1st base
May not advance unless
forced.

Baserunner running in leverse order is out, others
may not advance.
May not advance unless
forced.

Out.

Out

No effect

May not advance.

Out

Strike called unless third May not advance.
strike
Strike called unless third May not advance.
strike

Strike called unless third
strike

Effect on Batter

8:7,f

8:2, f, Effect
(2)

8:2, e, Effect
8:5, d (1)

8:9. p

8: I , d

7:11, Effect (2)
7:12, d
7.12, li

7:6, d
7:9, Effect
7:9, d

7:6, f

Rule Reference

8-7, a

8 7, d

8.8, f

Gets two basescannot

May not advance.

Must return to base occupied.
May not advance

Gets two bases

Strike called unless
3rd
No effect

Batter-baserunner out

Hit ball goes out of
field less than 200
ft. from home or
rolls out

Foul ball illegally
caught

Plate umpire interferes with catcher's
throw

Batter-baserunner
goes outside three
ft. hue and interferes with throw at

19.

20.

21.

22.

1st

8:5,h

Entitled to one base beyond where overthrow

No effect

Overthrow blocked

18.

advance farther.

same.

occurredall others

8:5, c, f

May not advance unless
forced.

Ball or strike called

Pitched ball goes
over, under, or
through backstop

17.

8:6, a, b

8.7,g

8-2, g

May not advance unless
forced.

Entitled to 1st base

Pitched ball hits
batter who made an
effort to avoid being hit

0

ig

28.

27.

26.

25.

24.

23

line

Coach draws throw
home by running
along 3rd base

leave base

Batter interferes
with play at home
with less than two
outs
Coach assists runner
to stay on base or to

missed

Baserunner struck
wit h fair hit ball before passing a fielder
when baserunner is
off base
Runner intentionally
kicks ball fielder has

ball

Baserunner interferes with fielder
fielding ball or interferes with a thrown

Situation

No effect

No effect

No effect

Becomes baserunner
can be put out

Becomes baserunner
can be put out

No effect

Effect on Batter

Baserunner out. Others
may not advance unless
forced.
Baserunner nearest 3rd
out. Others may not advance unless forced.

forced
Baserunner out. Others
may not advance unless
forced.

Baserunnc out. Others
may not ativance unless

unless forced
Baserunner out. Others
may not advance unless
forced.

Baserunner interfering is
out; if on doublt play
attempt, baserunner ahead
of interference also out.
Others may not advance

Effect on Baserunner

8.9, n

8:9, m

8:9,1

8.9, k

8;9, j
8.7, c
8:2, f, Effect
(2)

8:9. i

Rule Reference

7:6, c
7:10
7:7, a

May advance with liability
May advance with liability
May advance with liability

Stri:e on batter
Ball on batter
Becomes a baserunner

Awarded a run. Must
touch all bases
Batter is out

Foul tip

Ball called

Fair hit ball

Home run

After foul fly
legally caught

3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

touch all bases.
May advance after ball is
caught. May be put out.

to be put out.
Advance home. Must

to be put out.

to be put out.

7:12,c

7:9, Effect (1)

7:8, f

7:8, a-e

7:6, a, b

May advance with liability

Strike on batter

2.

to ne put out.

7:I,c

to be put out.

May advance with liability

Batter is out

1.

Batter doesn't take
position within one
mm. when called
Strike called

Ball Is in Play

on pitchno pitch

8:9, r

8.9, q

Baserunner out Others
may not advance unless
forced.
Baserunner out. Others
must return.

No effect

Leaving base too soon No effect

30.

31.

8:9, o

Baserunner out. Others
may not advance unless
forced.

No effect

One or more offensive team members
around a base where
a play is being made
Coach interferes with
thrown ball

29.

N

01

Becomes a baserunner

Third strike rule

Fair hit ball strikes
umpire in foul
territory

14.

IS.

Becomes a baserunner

No effect

Two runners on

13.

same base

No effect

Base becomes dislodged

must touch bases in
reverse order

the ball is in play

Becomes a baserunner
3rd strike
Infield fly rule in
Batter is out
effect
Intentionally dropped Batter is out
fair fly or line drive
with 1st; 1st and
2nd, 1st and 3rd; or
lst, 2nd, and 3rd occupied with less than
two outs
Baserunner must reNo effect
turn to a base when

Buntnot foul on

Effect on Batter

12.

11.

10.

9.

8.

Situation

to be put out.

May advance with liability

to be put out.

May advance with liability

to be put out.
Runner there first entitled
to base. Other may be put
out.

May advance with liability

to be put out.

Must return with habil:Ey

put out.

8:2, c

8:2, b

8'4, c
8:1, c

8:1,c

8.1, c

7:12,g

7:12, f

7:11

Rule Reference

May advance after catch
with liability to be put out.
May advance without tagging up with liability to be

to be put out.

May advance with liability

Effect on Baserunner

8:5, g

May advance with liability

Baserunner interfered with
gets base entitled to and
may take more. Others may
advance with liability to be
put out.

Entitled to three bases

No effect

No effect

Entitled to three bases

20.

19.

strike and played
out

a. Dropped third

When batter-baserunner is out:

Fielder makes illegal
catch of thrown ball

catch of hit ball

Fielder makes illegal

8:5,1)

May advance with liability

Batter-baserunner is out

to be put out.

May advance with liability

take more with liability to
be put out.

Entitled to two basesmay

Entitled to two bases

may take more with
liability to be put out

bility to be put out.

may take more with
liability to be put out

may take more with lia-

to be put out.

to be put out.

8.8, a, b

8:5, g

8:3, d

8:3, b

8:2, f

No effect

18.

to be put out.

Becomes a baserunner

Fair hit ball hits
umpire or baserunner
after passing fielder
Overthrow not
blocked or obstructed
Ball slips from
pitcher's hand on
windup or backswing
Fielder interferes with
runner unless fielding
ball or has ball for
put-out

17.

8.2, d

May advance wi.1 liability
to be put out. (Unless
forced)
May advance with liability

Entitled to 1st base,
may advance farther

Emu- balls

16.

'N

A

25.

24.

Effect on Batter

c. Making illegal turn
at 1st

base

b. Failure to touch

caught

b. Tagged out
c. Forced out
d. Failure to return
to base after suspension of play
Passing runner
Appeal plays
a. Leaving base too
soon on fly ball

being tagged

No effect

b. Tagged out before
reaching 1st
c. Fly legally caught
When baserunner is out:
a. More than three
No effect
ft. out of base
line to.keep from

Situation

to be put out.

Baserunner guilty is out if
appeal is made. Others
may advance with liability

8:9, a

Baserunner involved is out.
Others may advance any
number of bases with
liability to be put out.

8:9, h

8:9, g

8:9, f

8:9, e

8:9, b
8.9, c
8:9, d

8.8, e

8:8, c, d

Rule Reference

May advance after catch.

Effect on Baserunner

'I

Index to Rules
Rule Sec.

Rule Sec.

Appeal PlayDefined

4

In foul territory.

1

Batting
Leaving base on fly

7
8

2b, c

Missing base

8
8

9g

Overrunning first

9f
911

11

Ball Called, when

7

7

Ball Dead

9

I

9

2

BaserunnerDefined
Legal order for touch-

4

4

8

1

ing bases

8

When out
When not out
Advance limited
When player is entitled
to bases with liability
of being put out
If bases become dislodged
When two on same
base

8

8

Bases run in reverse

order

Batted BallDefined
hitting batter
In fair territory
In four territory
Hitting runner
After passing fielder_
Before passing fielder.

3

Ic

le

8

Id

4

5

7

5

7

6

8

2f

Effect (1)
2f
8
Effect (2)
8

91

flitting umpire

2f
Effect (1)
2f
Before passing fielder. 8

After passing fielder

8

fleet (2)

INDEX TO RULES

Defined.... ............. 4
8

7
8

BattingOrder, defined.

9
10
6

8

2

Defined..

7

8
8
8
8

8
8
8

Batter's Box

When to return to
bases

5,12

77

Betannes a baserunner

When out.

2
5

8

When out

7g
2g

Batter-Baserunner

Ball in play

Batter is baserunner
When entitled to bases

9d

BatterRules for
flit by a pitched ball

12

Assists

2c

8
7

1

A

4

6

4

8
2

7

Outside playing field

7
8

Batting out of order
Batting position

7
7

8
:,
2

I
9

Blocked BallDefined._

4

Body Protectors

2

8

Bunt

7

II

4

10

7
7

11

4

12

4
10

13

Defined
When out

Catcher's Box.

...... .

CoachDefined

I 2d

Number of
10
Position of
Penalty for offense..... 10
Coach's Box
Dead Ball
Defined.

81)

8b
1d

4

1

I

4

14

4

15

Defensive Team
Defined.

Diamond
Size

I

3

Method of laying out
itness for play
Infield, defined
Outfield, defined

I

4

5

2

4
4

28
37

165

..

Rule Sec.
Double PlayDefined....

4

16

ing field

ial, size, and safety
grip

Official softball, size,
material
Home plate, size,
material
Pitcher's plate, size,
material
Bases, size, material
Players' costume

2

1

2.

2

2

3

2
2
2

4
5

6-8

12

13

7

8

4

17

Defined.

Fieldsee Diamor
Fielder Defined

Fly BallDefined
Force-OutDefined

19

4

20

4

21

Forfeited GameTeam
5

3,4

5

3c

5
5

3c
3c

5

3c

Foul Ball

7

9

Foul Tip....

7

10

4

23

5

3

Ten has less than
nine players ........ .....

Defined.

GameLength of
May he called by urn.

!we

Defined.

If foul.

4
8
8

24

la,b
25
5g
7a

InfieldDefined
Infield FlyDefined

4

28

4

29

When in effect .. ....

7

12f

InningDefined
InningsChoice of bat

4

30

5

Length of game..
4

Sf

7

Home TeamDefined.... 4
Illegally Batted Ball... .. 7
Illegally Caught Ball
Penalty for offense....

Fair Ball

fails to appear. .... .....
Team refuses to play....
Team uses delaying
tactics
Team violates rules...

Home RunWhen ball
batted outside Play-

EquipmentBat, mater-

Errors

Sec.

Interference Defined....
Batter

3

4

31
3

7

Batting trans
Batterbaserunner
Baserunner out
Baserunner not out ..
By coach

8

9c

8

7c
4

7

8

if

8

10zai,c
9

8

9m
9n

S

S

Catcher
Fielder

1

5

8

8

99
2e
5b

..

9
8

Offensive team .........

5

90

Umpire

Si

2

8

7c,f

8

7d

Plate uniplvs ..... .....

21

7d

Tie score

5

1 ie game

5

Forfeited games ......
Winner.
To start

5

2,3
3,4
3,4
3,4

5

4

3
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